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INTRODUCTION

This report has been assembled and prepared at the request of the

Scientific Officer for JSEP Contract N00014-75-C-0632 to accommodate

the following objectives:

1. To provide information concerning the general thrust

of research programs underway within the Edward L.

Cinzton Laboratory-not only those of the JSEP pro-

Ject faculty - but for other research faculty as well.

Section II lists, for the entire laboratory, all on-

going research contracts and grants, including for

each: program title, Principal Investigator, spon-

soring agency, annual rate and expiration date. The

k, "Index of Reports" Supplement listi, again for the

entire laboratory, all recent reports and publica-

tions and includes an abstract of each.

2. To record specific reports and publications activity

generated by the JSEP program itself. Section lIT

provides in an organized form, copies of selected

representative journal articles of recent years

reporting JSEP sponsorship, and Section IV lists all

JSEP reports and publications for the same period.

-- -



III
GINZTON LABORATORY

Research Contracts and Grants
[30 September 19781

S.ACRCE -- CONTRACT/GRANT NO. P.I. TITLE ANNUAL RATE EXPIRATION DATE
as of as of
9/30/78 9/30/78

I. AJ7 Force Office of Scientific Research

F49620-78-C-0009 Geballe Film Synthesis and New Super-
conductors $212,025 9/30/78

F49620-77-C-0092 Siegman/Byer Laser Physics and Laser
Techniques 165,637 12/31/78

F49620-78-C-0098 Quate Acoustic Microscopy for Non-
destructive Evaluation of
Materials 121,561 6/30/81

AFOSR-76-3059 Auld Processing of Optical Images
with Optically Controlled
Acoustic Transducers 54,115 9/30/78

AFOSR-76-3070 Chodorow/Shaw New Approaches to Optical
Systems for Inertial
Rotation Sensing 96,837 9/30/78

AFOSR-77-3351 Chodorow Microwave Tubes 29,571 9/30/7b

AFOSR-77-3386 Shaw PVF Transducers for Non-
desiructive Evaluation of
Ceramics and Brittle Materials 65,311 6/30/79

AFOSR-77-3455 Quate Acoustic Microscopic Study
of Materials 94,076 9/30/78

AFOSR-78-3726 Kino Research on Nondestructive
Testing 140,000 8/31/79

Air Force Systems Command - Hanscom APB

F19628-77-0072 Hartis/Young Research Studies on Radiative
Collision Lasers 75,000 1/9/80

II. Department of Commerce

National Bureau of

Standards

5-35899 Quete The Acoustic Microscope - A New
Instrument for Viewing Inte-
grated Circuits 104,000 9/30/78
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SOURCE -- CONTRACT/GRANT NO. P.I. TITLE ANNUAL RATE EXPIRATION DATE

as of as of
9/30/78 9/30/78

III. Department of Energy

EY76-S-03-0326, PA 043 Geballe/Beasley Superconducting and Semi-
conducting Properties of
Electron Beam Evaporated
Materials $ 86,400 1/31/79

EY76-S-03-0326, PA 156 Siegman Ultrashort Pulses at CO2
Wavelengths 51,017 3/31/78

EY76-S-03-0326, PA !O Harris/Young Techniques for High Power
Lasers Using Metastable
Energy Storage 60,000 7/31/78

IV. Department of the Army

Army Research Office

DAAG-29-77-C-0022 Harrison Electronic Structure of
Transition Model Compounds 20,000 9/30/78

DAAG-29-77-G-0021 Harris/Byer Tunable Optical Sources 100,000 8/31/79

V. National Science Foundation

ENG74-00334 Auld Perturbation and Variational

Studies of Acoustic Waveguide
Problems 35,800 4/30/78

ENG77-01119 Chodorow Nonlinear Generation of Sound
in the Scanning Acoustic
Microscope 40,000 7/14/79

DMR73-02351 Harrison Pseudopotentlal Methods In Physics 46,351 11/30/77

DHR75-04368 Beasley Electrommgnetic Properties of
Layered Superconducting
Structures 32,000 5/31/79
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SOURCE -- CONTRACT/GRANT NO. P.I. TITLE ANNUAL RATE EXPIRATION DATE
as of as of
9/30/78 9/30/78

V. National Science Foundation (continued)

APR75-07317 Quate Scanning Acoustic Microscope $125,600 3/31/78

PIIY77-09687 Schawlow/Hinsch Spectroscopy and Quantum
Electronics 275,000 5/31/79

ENG78-10446 Chodorow/Young Electron Beam Thin Film
Deposition and Evaluation
Facility 21.433 7/31/79

ENG75-18681 Kino Acoustic Wave Phenomena for
Signal Processors 46,160 10/14/77

DMR;7-21384 Harrison Peaudopotential Methods in
Physics 48,200 12/14/78

DMR76-21575 Geballe Microscopic Parameters ol
Transition Metal Super-
conductors 44.700 8/31/79

CHE76-21987 Byer Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman
Spectroscopy 80,000 4/14/79

ENG77-28328 Kino Acoustic Wave Transducers 40,000 6/30/79

EN077-28541 Auld Variational Methods for Acoustic
Wave Scattering and Propagation
in Solids 36.000 6/30/79

VI. Electric Power Research Institute

RP609-1 Kino/Shaw Acoustic Techniques for Measuring
Stress Regions in Materials 142,250 9/30/78

VII. Environmental Protection Agency

EPA 8-05750-I Byer Remote Atmospheric Measurement
of SO2 and CH 4 Using LiNbO3  25,000 6/30/79
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SOURCE -- CONTRACT/GRANT NO. P.1. TITLE ANNUAL RATE EXPIRATION DATE
as of as of
9/30/78 9/30/78

;1I. Navy

N0014-76-C-0129 Kino AcousticalScanning of Optical 30/80Image$ 98,732 9/:18

N00014-78-C-0283 Kino Measurements of Surface Defects

in Ceramics 60,000 2/28/81

N00014-78-C-031
7  Weissbluth Proton Transfer in Hydrogen-Bonded Nucleic Acids 16,667 9/30/79

N00014-78-C-0403 Schawlow Advanced Laser Source Research 1,022,510 3/31/81

N00014-77-C-0412 Quats Acoustic Microscopy of Cryo-genic Temperatures 94,174 6/30'79

N00014-77-C-0439 Beasley Superconducting Tunneling and
Tunnel Applications in High TC
A15 Superconductors 58,000 4/30/79

N00014-75-C-0576 Harris Laser Induded Inelastic
Collisions 60,000 4/30/78

N00014-77-C-0582 Shaw Piezoelectric PVF 2 Polymer Films
and Devices 50,000 7/31/80

N00014-75-C-0632 Chodorow Optical and Acoustic Wave
Research - JSEP 274,000 3/31/81
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N00014-75-C-1175 Harris/Young Coherent Vacuum Ultraviolet
and Soft X-Ray Radiation 85,714 6/30/78

IX. National Aeronautics and Space Administration

NGL 05-020-103 Harris/Siegman Lasers and Laser Devices 70,000 3/31/80

NSG 2289 Byer Application of CARS Spec-
troscopy to Turbulence
Measurements 36,833 12/31/78
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SOURCE -- CONTRACT/GRANT NO. P.I. TITLE ANNUAL RATE EXPIRATION DATE
as of as of

9/30/78 9/30/78

X. Subcontracts

Rockwell International Science Center

o 74-20773
(Prime: F33615-74-C-5180) Kino Nev Techniques for Acoustic

N ondestructive Testing $180,000 9/30/78

77-70946
(Prime: F33615-74-C-5180) Auld Methods for the Detection and

Cberacterization of Surface
Flaws in materials 40,000 9/30/78

76-63282
(Prime: N00014-76-C-0624) Kino Ultrasonic Flaw Detection

Studies on Ceramics 14,250 6/30/78

Stanford Research Institute

14307 (Prime: ENY77-10198) Byer 1tmote Measurement of Air
Pollutants 37,625 1/31/79

14374 (Prime: PHY77-01849) Harris Excitation of Atomic Inner
Shell States 6,808 9/30/78
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Signaml Transfiormation with Recirculating
SAW Delay Lines

ChRIItIS M. FORTUNK() AND) 11. J. SH-AWY

Abstract A system is described for t Iansforining data by ROW SUHI ALIF WAVE t OOPS
INPUT WRITE

* ~~waitchn i It il it)a cbani ofiIeircui :iin g dci :iy lilies inl one Elli CIRCUITRY

sequience anti switIcin g it out in atiotie r sequence. Thiis is
aplied to Ioto1 Co~ilumn COivC sioli whenl tile inlptt dat a is
inl lite fom o 1(fan i N X A'iali. Ani experi mental demonst ra. E 1
lionl i Siowit Which l iLb SAW wiap-aiound delay hoc clian- o
iiek, tiai uliug ai 3 X .1 mat rix of R P puilses of I 6.pi length OUPU RA

CIRCUITRY
$Q anid 52 hill/, carrier fiequiency.

I. INTROI)IFig. 1. Block diagiam of datai trans~formiation systemi umiig clow.d-toop
Da.ta prok-sing ill ieal tine can be accoilpli~liId by storinig surface acoustic wave delay liles.

Incon g data ill banks 5 of i ecirculat iig surface wave delay
liles and thleiadlinig out these data ill suich a way' as ito trans- terdigital transducers indicated as arrows in tlie figure. The
formIl them iii I desiied tlaslion We conlsider here someI of thc READ circuitry extracts the data from the delay linies by
propel ties of such system il nd(escribe tile operationl of a switching from1 onec delay line to aniothier inl a timle sequence
simlel piotillype system, operating at 52 MIliz carrier fre- wvhichl is differeunt from that usedl for writing, to a~comlplisll
(Iieilcy, wvhich 1),t formls ail opviatioli eq~uivalent to inter- ltle requiiredl tranlsformationl of the data trail.
chlanigfilte rows anid cIlii of I a trix. The row-to-coluiln converter call be uised to perform lte

1 lie lladc apl)Poaicl to the use of delay Imes foi such puIr- intelmediate serial-to-parallcl conversion whlich is re(tiiCd to

p )S\ il icruist r C te ii i.-Ice c l da ifIe iloois. hutl o imleiment deconmposable t wo-dimen sional turnisforis ke .g.,
ide itica cc re Iain g si fceWav (I id 11h' oop. 111111 Fourier, I ladamard). It call aliso) be used ito in te rface two sys-

(III1.1 led III at tIlk i i t1 teu mlinal of (lie Symteill ale C diilli ' e d( temn with di flfeil t speeds.
ailioiig t(lie dola ik es inl some desied fa\Iion by nicalis of t lIe
WKI II- clikmily. 'I lie data elite tile delay1 lilies thiioi.gl lin. 11. ROW.TO.0COLIININ

CONVERSION USING CLOSEI).OOP
Madiim i~ np it l Jime 8, 1973; r.-viwd Augtot 24, 1973. SURFACE ACOUSTIC WAVE IELAY LINEIS
I lit%. moikl, t' iws .1 s ippi it b th~le 1). S. Glhe ol Nivait Reseateli

lbind, i, 1k .1i Soi It, I ktirm111 t% hl t 1) 1 Cotik N000tl14 We conside r now aal examI ple of data .itan sformi 1111. Let
67 A 0112(0039. lt nu aas emb . NI AA11, ti .111,11" m tiL iii Ite WI. W, I t111iii l iI.tI a iola\re, sI~ta dteitpl ataS lailb Ai N * AAai AAl'
tifiiy , Sidolt Ca(if 9.131)5. whichi is ordei ed accordhinlg to lows of t he N X A' imnx lin



mit ruNid) ANI) SiI,55: SIG~NAL. 1 RANSi OraiA lIoN 41

A,, ' nitlitan A' X A'as would lie wcqIiia' if liow\ rarow lime

reversal wee also involved, A liiteII caao ttleiIn i c
versal colda he emiiployed for this opelrat io

Whicn (lite tritnsducer is used onl each rOed i latIing delay
* * .AI, line, a total ofI A' delay linos are iceqn lied to %toiw one A' X A'

Fig. 2 NMlox os ultionl. mualitix and in terchlrage its rows and Column ns inl realt litte wvith.
Olt gaps. The nrat ri edc ili'o t which ale C tiil I ongest m ake
at least 2NA' 2 round trip circulations. The ltt le lay pi'

Fig, 2. We now Ni ow that if is pt rsi ble to devise W RITE and ci iculation is A' f I saipl lug iutci vals. Tlo accomnpl ish thle
H PAt)algariit lurs wh ich will conse rt this itnto aI sequeince S111110 for a seqtirice oFiN X A' nra ime, two iden tical sets of
ordered by) col oinr of FtIe matri, hri teal ltlre, using only A' dclay lines each can be used ly tfeed ing suiccossive nraliiices
a sirgle t i aiismet i oneaclh dela title. alterirlately to thle two sets oif delay lile". ThI e in1i \ nni i

Th le t ratsdaicers ot Fig. I cain be addressed at citt of' two it ubet rcii cola tloirs ot' dat a ai ounld tile delay loops cair
rates, once peor IOW (1 01C ahre bit . In obtainl tilie r ow-t . be decreased by 11isntg mrolie 111hair orre t rarrsdric' e 1(let ay
cohn ilri coirvelil 0110o I of t itese [,ties is applied to tire WVRITE tile.
frrct loo andlt (lie othIe r to tlie RH A I FuiIoir Fit tier rate Flg .'1 is aitt ict iral diagi ami of' a1 syst c nr whIt l call be
may bie a ppliled ito cit her functionl giving I 55 algor it 1l\ irs i used (t i nrle irei tire mwi t clrr se queices oif is.3(a) art d
thre ra'w-to-colrr oirrr qxat loir. Figs, 3(ar) anrd (It) illo Sriate (b). Tlhe WRHI'l aird RIEADI ci run it, wich wounlda orai ril
threse two algort irts. lit thIese dargra irs saiccessive Itoiilatil consist (11' Ci seicaanlictor cii cr0 ty, are r Wifemit ted sy it thali
lilies Olow tire sigirals %Cenr by tile ttraolsdtloC clt succesive tie- call), by rotry sss it des which scan a set of te riiak m ,ICoirl-
laly Ines as airtctio l (if l itrle reaalng to the r igt Thre stairt rates, 'fhe WRITE anal R VAl) swi Idies can be con-

Sti,%C atep10ese it tile signals rut 1iaticed into taile tia irsdic s ceived if as jient icalt, e se Pt thIa t !I r' it tate ilaqpl o i a'il
danluglli thle WRITI; aiperatrarir, aidrilre quarrtiics betweenl direcdtlis andi, \\ trite thl Itcrotatiol rte\, are colust.1in , theay
crirveal 1racke is a i tht-i signrals e'stirat' ed Frarii tile ii ,nrsdocers ate ai fet ifaor lI he wi swilt Ies, tit ii i'tt iplemo i lt, h
it lite HEPADI opel t ainTr dashes lIndicat It ir stlrts coil. a~ dffetierrt WRIT'I arra REPAD lies atisckrssr'a ii cornct iikiii
tairtiig lito silgnal. With Fig. 3. l'oi tile algortill iof ug. 3l(a) tire WRI I F swil Ir

Pig. 3(a) Is for t11 ca ase iin wnIL Ittle W~R ITE forlte lionl is ds el Is n vcil contact far fit ill\ t l ite o1 He I'i , r e , A'
pi' iFor med at tire lotw rate air atil tIre PAt Cki tlit at tile lii clock intea' ~ls , tIt irs irak rirg orii car lll nipic tC i ti l Intll t1re
rte Faclt row of F ig. 2 is 116 atInitact intoa a seplnrate aILy fi am rite r', all A"2 del, inteivakn~. ThII Al ) sw itc a'Irrka'

lute. AM inicated by) lit diagoiral arrays aot criived al rtkets. otie ia'votrtiot ilr lten iaw torte anal thus iotante\rA A' tii ite'
Ire0 sequrence aof gatin on tire tr ialirers fi r aaaot is a Velocity art tik Ir'WR ITFl swi tel. 'the HI AD I swi r d sac hi

rilit''itu, ieiroatic sarit, 1, 2, ' , A, I, 2, -- , A', ',scen-e \;'tell white ltre WRI I PI al is activitea, anda s'iae-a's,r Ian
riatl ty r titlne I to litte A', tin te'petit rye k yeo Ta h ie Iual tol- t. unph' iterit tire algor ilii it art I8i. 31(b) thre roantil ra t" . ii'at

pli t igutal ik lawit at tire boattarm oif IFig. 3i(a) I his tr olpint thiese twar swilde ; t i cr i a allne
setplrie k I a r e'll t r rit seaquence f're (ifrt galls, a ii ti' ii arccaritl- 'The sritrface VwVCelay loatps have' aotiri tl lil t% lite ala'
flit itr aol rilnis (litle ra'eveliseal) tif thle rra t ri. atf 1.ig. 2 srfi ie 'it fmn A' r I adili esss, tao 1rr ovida' r al littr' le titit

Fig. 3(bt) r a' a'silI isen alterniate algolItili inii wh iecI tile secaiktiees, a\ alescilibeu ini iiti' Ial \twillt I:1)" 1
W~RITE' aina REjADI switchng rate-, hrave Ire"ir i1intelrautlgcat. Il ~.YIN )il
I'm 'lily loaw at iliil ata jt i' Fig. 2, thre In s t bInt errt ers lit reD'LYLNEDSG

I'l1- sloi ge tari, tire Necoird bit cii tel s tile second Ilooap, aind Tire simptlest s) sIC ii woula trise i'toseal~at~roop id w i atirita
sat I'auilI tinlit tilei cittine row hras beeit stoica, atir hitI in eaclt aelrty tinies 12, 31 aiitct ly as rec irl at lug attle\ ot', keae'pritkg
dealay title, Doinlg tile READ) cycle tile CIIIire cointenitts of tile ilt jtit sier~las tilt ti Ira' lay trlieN' ltt nra'a li t i iite i at

eici adelay' tirtle tc Sd itt pled, oiie loiw '11 a littrle. Tlhe seaquelice recir cula its. Bank\ si ati'act dtelay t ita' lae\ 'atr Iatrlv o
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Electronically focused acoustic imaging device
J. F. Havlice, G. S. Kino, and C. F. Quate
Micro wave Laboratory W~ W. Hansen Laboratories of Physics, Stanford University, Stanford Caifornia 94305
(Received 4 September 1973)

A new type of acoustic imaging device, which scans a large array of piezoelectric detectors is
described. Scanning is carried out by a signal traveling along an acoustic surface wave delay line.
The device can be electronically focused, and has given images of objects 20 cm from the detector
array, illuminated with a 5-MHz acoustic wave, with a definition of I mm.

We describe in this paper experiments on a new type delaying one pulse with respect to the other, a complete
of acoustic imaging device, which uses signal-process- raster scan may be obtained in this way.
Ing techniques to focus on an acoustic image object It w
plane at some distance from the detector, without the Iwunoayeesrtoeanso

an image of an acoustically illuminated object at a dis-use of an acoustic lens. tance z from the detector system. However, this device,

The basic device is illustrated in one- and two-dimen- unlike camera film, retains phase information as well
slonal forms in Figs. l(a) and l(b). In the one-dimen- as amplitude information..We have shown that with the
sional form, it consists of a large number of piezoelec- correct choice of signal sent along the delay line, it is
tric detectors, which are used to detect an acoustic possible to use this phase information in a simple
image signal from an object illuminated separataly manner to "electronically focus" on an object at some
either by an acoustic wave passing through it or reflect- distance from the detector. So no acoustic lens is
ed from it. A multiply tapped delay line (in our case an required.
acoustic surface wave delay line) Is used as the basic
scanning device. There is one tap for each detector and TO SIAS LINE
the output signal from each tap is mixed in a diode
mixer with the output from the corresponding piezoelec-
tric detector. If a signal is inserted on the delay line at
frequency w1, and the signal corresponding to the
acoustic image is at a frequency w,, there will be output
signals from the individual mixers at the sum frequency SOUNDw3 w and the difference frequency u) - wi; these WAVES WS \ '

signals are the products of the acoustic surface wave
signal at each tap and the signal from the corresponding
detector. In the system, the mixer outputs are summed
and either the sum or difference frequency is passed
through a filter into the output circuit.

In order to understand the operation of this device, W1J! SCAN SIGNAL

we first consider the situation when a short pulse of
frequency w is sent along the acoustic delay line. In
this case an output signal is obtained at the sum fre- OUTPUT SIGNAL
quency only when the pulsed signal passes by a tap and Ws+ W1

there is a signal present on the corresponding detector. a
As the pulse passes along the delay line, it scans each
detector in turn so that the output may be used to inten-
sity modulate a cathode ray tube, and hence display a X DELAY LINE OUTPUT

visual image corresponding to one line of the acoustic Y ,EA LINE
image. The acoustic pulse thus acts like the scanning
electron beam in a vidicon. RSE

In the two-dimensional version of this device, illus- LINES
trated in Fig. 1(b), a square array of piezoelectric de- / WS
tectors is used with diode mixers placed in series with
each element of the array. When a pulse of frequency X SCAN 'i

w, is sent along the acoustic delay line in the x direc-
tion and inserted into the piezoelectric detector system
along strips in the y direction, it produces a mixed out- SOUND
put at a frequency co + w,. If the output signals are WAVES Ws

taken out of strips in the x direction and mixed with F
/ MIXERS

similar signals passing along another delay line in the
Y direction, but of frequency w2, an output at a frequency (b) Y SCAN 2

Wi wz + w, is obtained only at the time when the two FIG. 1. Schematics of the imaging device: ta) the one-dimen-
pulses are passing a particular detector element This sional device (with the complete circuit); (b) the two-dimen-
corresponds to scanning a line at 45 ° to the x axis. By sional device (without the complete circuit).

581 Appl. Phys. Lett., Vol. 23, No. 11, 1 December 1973 Copyright Q 1973 American Institute of Physics 581
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We may analyze the focusing properties of the one- The theory of this device has been worked out in some
dimensional form of this device by considering how it detail. It has been shown that if the total length of the
forms an image of a line source a distance z from the detector system array is L, the output signal from a
detector plane. We take the projection of this line line source at (x0, x) varies approximately as
source on the detector plane to be a distance xo along it. snw. (xn -vt)/2zv.

The Phortest ray path to the detector plane is of length o)L(xo - vt)/2zv,,
z, and the length of a ray path from the line source to,dthe lthdetentof aleraytpth ftsero t the elemret So the effective size of the diffraction-limited spot (the
the nth detector element with its center at the element

distance between points 4 dB below the maximum ampli -
Xft is tude value) is

l=[(x -xo) + ZT]/ , (1)X = zX/L

so that in the paraxial approximation, where we take where A Is the acoustic wavelength. With the same de-
(, - x) <<z', we find that finition of spot size, this result is identical to that for

l f z + (x -x 0)
2/2z. (2) an optical lens of the same aperture.

If the signal emitted from the point source varies as Because there is a finite number of detector elements,
expUwt), the phase of a signal arriving at a point x, there will be additional sidelobes at points a distance
on the detector array Is d, = zAN/L from the main lobe, where N is the number

t ~of detector elements. The sidelobes correspond to an-(=W_ (3) extra 2r phase shift between rays reaching neighboring
detectors. Thus the number of resolvable spots, d,/x,

where v,, is the velocity of sound in the medium between is approximately equal to the number of detector
the detector and the source. Thus there will be a elements.
square-law variation of phase of the acoustic signal We have carried out a series of experiments with 30
along the plane of the detector. In an acoustic imaging
system this square law variation of phase could be corn- el y m de o m etectr eements
pensated by the presence of a ens, so that rays leavingelements
apons e d the se fas delens so th eg spaced by 2 mm (and operated at 4 MHz), with a 50-
a point source had the same phase delay between the MHz signal on the delay line. With this system, we car-source point and the image point. In our case, we ar- ned out measurements of the chirp rate as a function
range to eliminate this square-law variation of phase by of the distance to the focal plane. This was determined
sending an electrical signal along the surface wave de- by usn sml socan cangn The sweerate
lylnwhchathsaesur-avaitoIn by using a small source, and changing the sweep rate. lay line which has the same square-law variation in until the output amplitude reached a maximum, and the

phase, but one with an opposite sense. Therefore, the width of the output pulse a minimim. As will be seen

output signal at the sum frequency has no variation in w i .of the o resence be een

phase. To obtain this signal, we insert in the delay line from Fig. 2, the correspondence between theory and

a linear FM chirp of frequency to = w + At which has a
phase Z (cm)

OD 
= W t +J/t3. (4) 100 50 33.3 25 201.4 I

At a point x, on the delay line the phase of this signal is 1.3

PD. = W(t - x/) + 11(t -x/V) =. (5) 1.2
It follows that the product of the FM chirp and the
acoustic image signal has a phase 1.0

=( + o ,)t _- _-x ,,"
V V 0.9

+ (0 x (X. -X, (0).
w2 V 2zv. 0.76

at the nth tap. 0.6

It will be seen that if the spacing between taps is C. 0.5
chosen so that u,1%/v= 2n', the sum frequency signals w 0.4- EXPERIMENTAL POINTS
from each mixer all have the same phase if 30o 0.3-

t = to = XO/V, (7) . THEORY

A= (8)
0.1-

Equation (7) implies that the system only focuses on the 0 1 1
point xo at a given time to, i.e., it scans the image at a 0 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06
velocity v. Perfect focusing occurs on a point at a dis- I/Z (cm")
tance z from the detector if the sweep rate is chosen to
correspond to that of Eq. (8). Thus changing the sweep FIG. 2. Theoretical and experimental sweep rates of the linear
rate is equivalent to changing the focal plane of the lens. FM chirp, taken at 4 MHz.

Appl. Phys. Lett, Vol. 23, No. 11, 1 December 1973 -18-
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The calculated resolution for this system at the same
distance was 0. 96 mm.

... From behind, through a narrow slit, we also illumi-
nated an object, a simple wrench, 25 cm from the de-
tector. We moved the wrench up and down mechanically
so as to obtain a two-dimensional scan. A photograph
of this image is shown in Fig. 3. It will be seen that the
reproduction is excellent and that the definition Is of the
order of I mm In the horizontal direction, the direction
of the electronic scan.

In summary, we have demonstrated a new type of
electronically focused scanning system. The system
has been tested with an electronic scan In one direction
and a mechanical scan in the other. All parameters of
the system correspond well to theory. The basic princi-
ples of the two-dimensional system are understood and
we hope to construct a two-dimensional electronically

Fes--- -- I cm focused system of the type shown in Fig. 1(b) within
the next few months.

FIG, 3. Acoustic inage of a small crescent wrench located The authors would like to thank J. S. Kolol, D. J.
,0 cm fromn the detector ,rtray, Walsh, and L. C. Goddard, who constructed and helped

in the design and testing of the experimental devices.
experiment is excellent. In this case, the definition at They would also like to thank Harper Whitehouse of the
a distance of 25 cut was of the order of 4 mmr and the Naval Undersea Laboratory for many stimulating con-
increase in amplitude obtained with only 18 detectors versatlors on the concepts described in this paper.
illuminated (due to the small acceptance angle of the They wish, also, to acknowledge the U.S. Army Re-
initially unslotted piezoelectric strip) was 23 dB over search Office, Durham, for support of the basic work
that from a single detector, which corresponded well on acoustic scanning that formed a foundation for this
with theory. work.

A later 30 element array with slots between the de-
tector elements had a much larger acceptance angle; It
operated at 5 MHz with 1. 2 m *Work supported by the Naval Undersea Center, Contract

N000123-C-0866 and the Office of Naval lResearch, Contract
apart. With It, it was possible to observe slots, ap- N00014-A-0112-0039
proximately I mm wide and 2 mim apart, in a standard 'Joseph W. Goodman, !itrodawtton to FoutVer Optics tMcGraw
metal Air Force chart, 20 cm from the detector plane, 11ll, Now York, 1968).
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Storage of acoustic signals in surface states in silicon*
H. Hayakawat and G. S. Kino

Stanford University, Stanford, California 94305
(Received 2 May 1974)

An acoustic wave storage device capable of storing an acoustic surface wave signal for times of up
to several milliso.onds is described. The principle of the device is based on that of the acoustic
surface wave co:ivolver, with the information stored in surface states in silicon. It is expected that
the storage time will ult.inately be as much as 10-30 msec for signals with modulation frequencies of
tens of megahertz. At the present time, we have seen storage of pulses approximately 0.4 jusec long
for times of approximately 2 msec, but some of these early devices seem to be capable of yielding
storage times as long as 7 msec.

Storage of aco astic signals for times of several milli- acoustic pulse. It is necessary, of course, that in order
seconds may be obtained by using storage of information to obtain storage of a signal the st3rage pulse length
in surface stab a in silicon. For this purpose we employ must be shorter than the rise time )f the input signal.
an acoustic surface wave convolver in which the non-
linear coupling between two surface waves is due to elec- Following the treatment of Nicollian and Goetzber-
tric field interaction with a semiconductor such as sill- ger, 4 it can be shown that, for an n-type semiconductor,
con separated from the piezoelectric substrate (typically the time constant for emission of electrons from a con-
LiNbO3 ) by a small airgap. i-S When signals of frequency tinuum of traps at the surface is approximately
w are inserted at each end of this device, the output at 1 exp[-q(o, - O)/kT]
a frequency 2w is obtained between the silicon and a a",, . .v.. (1
metal plate on the opposite side of the piezoelectric sub-
strate, as illustrated In Fig. 1. If one of the input sig- where a,, is the capture cross section for electrons, re-
nals Is a short pulse, output will be obtained at a fre- garded as essentially uniform over the bandgap, vth,, is
quency 2w from the point on the silicon which the pulse the thermal velocity of electrons, ni0 is the electron
is passing at time t. If the surface of the silicon Is de- charge at the surface after equilibrium has been reached
pleted by a positive dc potential applied between the in the presence of an applied dc potential, 0, and Ob are,
silicon and the metal plate, the thickness of the deple- respectively, the surface potential and the potential in
tion layer will depend on the field due to the applied dc the neutral region relative to the intrinsic level, and nj
potential, and the extra field due to the presence of sur-
face charges at the surface of the silicon. In this casethe output signal obtained when the device is used as a

convolver, with one of the inputs a short pulse and the INPUT SIGNALother a long pulse, will vary in time in accordance with READ JULIS

the spatial variation of surface charge carrier density IN PULSE
along the surface. Thus it is possible, by using a con- [1 METAL CONTACT
volver, to read out the variation of surface state charge n-Si
density along the length of the device. This output can ,.AIR GAP
be obtained as the modulation of a carrier frequency IDT-/,
2w. I 'K - GROUND

It is possible to construct a storage device by reading ELECTRODE
acoustic information into the surface states from an (a)
externally applied signal. When a dc potential which is DC BIAS
sufficient to bring the surface potential near to the READ SED l SIGNAL
center of the bandgap is applied to the semiconductor, OUT PULSE
the surface states at the silicc.;, surface will be depleted.
Now suppose a large signal short pulse is sent along the '., ;"
device from one of the input transducers. If the signal LiNbOs (YZ)
is large enough at the peak of the rf cycle, the potential
at the surface becomes positive enough for electrons
to reach the surface from the neutral region of the (b)
semiconductor and be trapped in surface states. These FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the device. (a) Read-in
electrons will be emitted from the surface states in a process: An intense 110-MHz acoustic pulse of approximately

1 W whose length is 0.2 isec is sent into the delay line fromtime which depends on the surface state recombination one transducer. The signal which is to be stored (in this case
time. If an additional signal which we wish to store a double pulse) is inserted from a contact on the top surface
is inserted between the Si and the ground plate while the of the silicon. (b) Read-out process: Two acoustic pulses of
pulse is sent down the delay line, the amount of charge frequency 110 MHz, one of which is a short pulse and the other
stored in the surface states will be modulated by the is a long pulse, are sent from either end of the delay line. A

signal at a frequency of 220 MHz is detected between contactsamplitude of the pulse, and so the signal F(t) applied on the top surface of the silicon and the grounded bottom side
into the plate will be read spatially into the surface of an LiNbO3 delay line. In both cases, a dc bias voltage is ap-
states in the form F(Y 'v) where r is the velocity of the plied in order to deplete the surface of the silicon.
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= 40-1 1 /-q( ,'@ -* ) (3)4 ". exp( q (3)

6 cONVOLUTION ,'a We might expect, therefore, that when the surface
30 i  OUTPUT potential is held near the center of the bandgap, the10 'storage time r., could be several tens of milliseconds.

But as the surface potential is raised to form an accumu-

-, E lation layer near the surface so that n - 106 cm-3 , the
U) 

0 -
2 , . time for filling the traps could be of the order of nano-

1.0 seconds, although a sufficiently large number of traps
Z Z 'X ,would be required so as to make the presence of filled
1~. 0.'~ or unfilled traps detectable.
W -j LINSERTION
ZU > LOSS In our experiments, we used a LiNbO3 substrate with

Z 1 a bulk silicon semiconductor separated from it by an
-2 o -STORAGE airgap of approximately 3000 A. The experiments to be

TIME described here were carried out using 100-flcm n-type

material, with an oxide layer of approximately 1000 A.
thickness and a surface state density of approximately

0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

BIAS VOLTAGE (kV) We first operated the device as a conolver in the
circuit shown in Fig. 1(b) and measured the convolution

FIG. 2. Storage time, convolution output, and insertion loss as cutput. With a dc bias applied to the system, the semi-
a fIuction of bias voltage. The convolution output and the in- conductor surface would normally be depleted. Next an

sertion loss are normalized by taking values wit out bias as intrinsic I W 110 MHz rf pulse is inserted and sent
references, along the system. The silicon surface states are

charged with electrons so that tl.e depletion layer be-

comes still thicker and the convolution output decreases.

is the intrinsic carrier density. The rate at which the As the surface states discharge, the successive convo-
number of surface states N,d4 in the range d4 are lution outputs increase to the initial value. The time
filled from the neutral region is constant of the surface states, which we define as the

1 /R.~(/)- . N~o~.,md4, (2) storage time, depends on the dc bias voltage. The
storage time, the initial convolution output, and the in-

where it is assumed for sinplicity that all states are sertion loss as a function of bias are plotted in Fig. 2.
unfilled initially. Thus if we express n, in terms of It will be seen from this set of results that the storage

thermal equilibrium statistics, we come to the conclu- time and the convolution output reach a maximum around
sion that we can deduce a filling time r,, for the traps a bias of 1. 5 kV, while the insertion loss reaches a
by writing R,'Nd, 1 'fF or miimum. This means that at this bias voltage the sili-

FIG. 3. (a) Read-in sig-
nals: The top trace is the
acoustic pulse. The bottom
trace is a double negative
pulse signal. (The pulse
amplitude is 50 V.) (b)
Read-out signal: The top
two traces are the two
acoustic pulses which are
sent from either end of
the delay line. The bottom

(a) (b) trace is the stored double
negative pulse signal read
out at a frequency of 220
Mhlz after 100 Psec. (c)
Read-out signal after 100-
psec double positive pulse
input. (d) Read-out signal
after I msec. In all cases
the repetition rate of the
signals is much longer
than the me asured storage
time. Time scale: 1.0

A I psecldiv. de bias voltage:
1. 5 kV.

ic) (d)
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con surface is completely depleted, i.e., the surface relatively long times. At the moment because of the
potential reaches the midgap condition. A further in- thickness of the LiNbO3 , the applied voltages are very
crease in the bias causes the surface to be inverted, large. Our future intention is to work with surface wave
resulting in a decrease of the storage time because of convolvers using zinc oxide on silicon so as to lower
recombination of trapped electrons with holes. In a the required potentials by several orders of magnitude.
lower bias range, the storage time increases exponen- We have described here one possible mode of opera-
tially with the bias at the rate predicted by Eq. (1). By tion of this device. There are other possible modes of
extrapolating the curve of the storage time to the mid- operation involving use of an input signal to be stored
gap point, we can determine the capture cross section whose carrier frequency is the same as that of the
a in Eq. (1) to be 2x106 cm -2, which is in good agree- acoustic surface waves. As another example, it is also
ment with the results of Nicollian and Goetzberger. 4 the reading pulse. In this case the output obtained will

A second set of experiments involved using a short be the correlation of the input signal with the reading
acoustic pulse as a read-in signal. We used the storage signal.
in the surface state as a memory for a double pulse in- We would like to thank Herv6 Gautier, whose un-
serted on the semiconductor to which a dc bias was
applied, as shown schematically In Fig. 1(a). Alter published experiments on the variation of convolution

these writing processes, we were able to read out the efficiency with time led us to consider this type of
signal In a convolution process by sending a second storage process. We would also like to thank E. Stern
acusiti on pulse prothedeceas shwndin ig .oof Lincoln Labs, who kindly furnished us with a preprint
acoustic pulse through the device as shown in Fig. 1(b). of closely related but independent work by A. Bers and
Under optimum conditions, we obtained a double pulse J.H. Cafarella on essentially the same technique for
output, the results after 100 psec being shown in Figs. storage of acoustic signals.
3(b) and 3(c), and after 1 msec in Fig. 3(d). In Fig.
3(b), we used a negative double pulse as a signal to be
stored so that we detected a negative read-out signal,
although the output signal contained a dc level, When a *The work reported in this paper was supported by the U.S.
positive double pulse was used, we could obtain a posi - Office of Naval Research under Contract No. N00014-67-A-
tive read-out signal as shown in Fig. 3(c). The results 0112-0039.
were critically dependent on the dc bias level, but not t On leave from the Electrotechnical Laboratory, Tanashi,Tokyo, Japan.
very critical with respect to the ri reading and writing 1G.S. Kino, W.R. Shreve, and H.R. Gautier, in 1972 Ultra-
pulse levels or the level or sign of the stored input sonic Symposium Proceedings EEE, New York, 1972) p. 285.
signal. IM. Yamanishi and T. Kawamura, in Ref. 1. p. 288.

3W.C. Wang and P. Das, in Ref. 1, p. 316.
We conclude that it is possible to store acoustic sig- 4E. H. Nicollian and A. Goetzberger, Bell Syst. Tech. J. 46,

nals in surface states and read them out again after 1055 (1967).
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Integrated circuits as viewed with an acoustic microscope
R. A. Lemons and C. F. Quate

Microwave Laboratory. Stanford University. Stanford, California 94305
(Received 9 May 1974)

The images of a high-frequency bipolar transistor obtained with an acoustic microscope are compared
with those of a differential interference optical microscope and a scanning electron microscope in
order to illustrate that the acoustic microscope can be used in a reflection-type mode to obtain
quality pictures of a surface containing integrated circuits. The frequency of the acoustic beam is 600
MHz and the resolution is near 2 A.

The acoustic microscope is a new instrument for ob- the change in phase and our images take on the appear-
serving microscopic detail which should enhance our ance of "interference" microscope images. The phase
ability to delineate and record detail that is difficult to change comes from variations in the thickness of the
see with an optical instrument. "2 The features of the circuitry. For example, a metallized stripe 0. 51 i

instrument that we use have been described previous- (0/4) in thickness will give a 1800 phase difference be-
ly.A' We use a piezoelectric film to launch the acoustic tween the signal reflected from the top of the metallized
beam at one end of a sapphire crystal, and this crystal stripe as compared to the signal reflected from the sub-
contains a spherical lens ground into the opposite face. strate. Since we are using a coherent cw signal this
The lens is immersed in water and the beam converges phase difference is easily recorded by combining the
to a sharp focus within the liquid. The large change in reflected signal with a suitable reference signal. In
sound velocity at the lens interface which divides sap- some of our work we have been able to observe metal -

phire and water reduces the spherical aberration to the lized stripes that were 1000 A thick.
point where the beam waist is limited only by diffrac- The photos that we have recorded with this system
tion effects. With our op,,rating frequency of 600 MHz

are shown in Figs. 2-4. In Fig. 2 we display a com-the effective diameter of the beam at the waist is 2 g-a
thmer weti daeterof the bemtthe wit, iparison between the optical and acoustical image of a

bipolar transistor. The device is the hp22, a high-fre-

The image in our system is obtained by mechanically quency transistor with a maximum operating frequency
scanning the object through the waist of the beam. In of 16 GHz. The optical photo was taken with an inter-
previous reports, where we were primarily interested ference microscope of the Nomarski type. The scale

in biological specimens, we monitored the transmission can be judged from the width of the three fingers con-
of sound by using a symmetrical crystal with lens and nected to the squarish pad on the right. These fingers
piezoelectric film to collect the scattered beam and con- form the emitter and they are 2 it wide. Much of the de-
vert it to an electrical signal. This information was tail found in the optical picture is contained in the
displayed on a television monitor with the raster syn- acoustic image. The surface features of the silicon sub-
chronized to the mechanical scanning motion of the strate are clearly seen as well as the characteristic
object. outline of the transistor. There are, however, distinct

In this paper we describe a modified mode of opera- differences between the two photos.

tion wherein we monitor the sound wave that is reflected In interpreting the acoustic images it should be kept
by the object. In this way we are able to view the struc- in mind that the present instrument is phase sensitive.
ture of a planity surface. We report here on our initial Accordingly, variations in surface topography will be
results with this type of microscopic imaging so as to recorded in the image as changes in contrast. This fea-
give some appreciation of what can be done at this stage ture is evident in Fig. 2(A) both in the detail of the bond-
in the development of acoustic microscopy. We believe ing pads and in the region where the fingers cross to the
that this mode will be of utility in viewing integrated base.
circuits. The diagrammatic representation of the reflec-
tion mode is shown in Fig. 1. The acoustic wave is
launched into the sapphire crystal with a conventional SIGNAL OUTPUT SPHERICAL ACOUSTIC LENS
sputtered ZnO film transducer. The spherical concave\ LIQUID INTERFACE
lens, ground into the opposite end of this crystal, fo- L IR

cuses the beam into a diffraction limited spot at the sur-
face of the silicon wafer which forms the substrate for CIRCULATOR/

the integrated circuitry. This lens of diameter 0.2 mm 
has an f number of 0.75.

Since the silicon wafer is being scanned the variations
due to the integrated circuits appear as a time-dependent TRANSDUCER

modulation of the reflecte signal. We are able there- F D CONTAINING THE
INPUT AT INTEGRATED CIRCUIT

fore to distinguish this component from other reflections 600 MHz

internal to the instrument by proper filtering, yielding
both amplitude and phase information about the object. FIG. 1. Diagrammatic scheme for the reflection mode. The

In much of our work the strongest signal comes from silicon substrate is scanned mechanically to obtain the image.
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FIG. 2. Acoustic (A) and optical (B) comparison of a bipolar transistor. The width of the three narrow fingers Is 2 g.

In Fig. 3 we present a comparison between the acous- In future woik we must learn how to separate the vari-
tic image of the hp22 and the Image as obtained with a ation in amplitude in the reflected signal from the varia-
scanning electron microscope (SEM). The resolution is tion in phase. This instrument was not initially designed
far greatet in the SEM photo but nonetheless the corn- for reflection type operation and it should be possible to
parison is interesting and it shows that the 2-p lines improve the quality of these Images by incorporating an
can be easily seen. acoustic beam splitter so as to improve the separation

Finally, in Fig. 4 we show the acoustic image of an of the reflected beam and the inciden t ',Pam.
hp122 together with the optical comparison. This again The materials used for IC's are traisparent to acous-
is a bipolar transistor, scaled down from the hp22, tic waves at this frequency and we should be able to ob-
and it is the smallest transistor known to us. This ob- tan Information on the region that lies beneath the
ject is interesting for this study since the periodicity of metallized surface-a region Inaccessible to the optical
the interleaving fingers is 2. 5 A and the width of the microscope. We must learn to interpret the images
smaller fingers is near 1 A. These fingers are clearly that are formed when we change the plane of focus and
resolved in the acoustic image and it gives us confidence probe the region beneath the surface. This capability
in our assertioi that the waist of our beam is no larger should allow us to delineate defects such as improper
than 2 p. bonds between a metallization layer and the substrate.

FIG. 3. Comparison between
the image from the acoustic
microscope (A) and a scan-
ning electron microscope (B).
The object is the bipolar
transistor as shown in Fig. 2.

2t
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Multilayer Impedance Matching Schemes for Broadbanding
of Water Loaded Piezoelectric Transducers and High

Q Electric Resonators

JEFFREY H. GOLL ANDl BERTRAM A. AULD, FELLOW, IEEE

Abstract-High efficiency, low ripple piezoelectric transduction schemes work very well with readily available materials-into a water load has been achieved experimentally over a band- glass (or fused quartz) and lucitc-'as the matching layers.

width of about 70% by using a two-layer acoustic impendance The theoretical insertion loss and phase transfer in amatching transformer. Similar performance Is predict*d for properly
designed transducers in a frequency range of I to 40 !,:Hz. 50 ohm circuit may be calculated from the Mason model

[2]. In the interest of high eflicievey, only air-backed
transducers have been considered. The role of the acoustic

T HE NARROW bandwidth of piezoelectric transducers impedance matching layers is to transform the load acous- 4
radiating into water (or other fluid) loads is partly tic impedance into a freouency dependent complex number

a consequence of the mismatch of acoustic impedances which depends strongly on the characteristic impedances
between the transducer and the load. Broad bandwidth and thicknesses of the matching layers This impedance
coupling to water has been accomplished previously by transformation has a pronounced effect on the frequency
using single layer acoustic impedance matching [Ql. It response of the transducer and, by properly choosing the
is reported here that still broader bandwidths may be ob- characteristic acoustic impedances of the layers, a very
tained by using properly chosen multiple layer impedance broadband response can be achieved. For piezoelectric
matching schemes. Furthermore, while the single layer ceramic or LiNbO3 transducers, fused quartz and lucite
method requires for the matching layer a material with matching layers, in the configuration illustrated in Fig. 1,
characteristic acoustic impedance of about 6 X 1HP give excellent performance. Over the frequency range in
kg/s.m, which must be prepared synthetically, two layer which the coupling is high, the electrical input impedance

of the acoustically matched transducer is a reasonable ap-
proximation (f a simple R-' circuit of low electrical Q.

Mantcript received July 30, 1974. This work wa., upported by Therefore, series inductive tuning m be used to further
the Oflwe of Naval Rle-earch tider Contract N00014-67-A-0112-
00:t9. improve the insertion los., without a ffecting the bandwidth

J II. (oll a, with the Microwave Laboratory, tanford Un- significantly. Figure 2 illustrates the insertion loss and
ver-.. Stanford. Caif. 94305. lie ik now at The Thomna C. Jenkins
i)epartment of B3oph%,-ic.,. The John, IIopkin, Uivei,.ity. Balti- phase transfer l)redictd in a 50 ohm circuit for a 0.688"
rinre, Md. diameter PZT-5A disk, half wave resonant at 1.55 MHz,
ver-itd. Stanford Calif. 94305 with fused quartz and lucite transformers quarter wave

Cop) right 1975, by the Iitutco If Ilcctticdt and I Iccroni, Fngicer . InI
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TPANSDtLcE (PZT-5AJ linear with frequency over the high coupling region. This
property is important in pulse applications.

LUCITE TRANSFORMER A transducer was fabricated with fused quartz and lucite

AIR LOADtransformers corresponding approximately to Fig. 2, and
BAIRE (WTR the insertion loss was measured by a pulse propagation

SACKD (WTER)method. The results, indicated as two-way insertion loss

in Table 1, are in good agreement with the theory except
OI.MRTZ TRANSFRMER that the loss is systemnatically 2 dB per transducer higher

Fig. 1. Physical configuration of the quartz-lucite matchilng than predicted. This discrepancyinay have been partly due
scheme. The transdlucer itself is one-half wavelenigth thick at hto electrodes which were not sufficiently thick.
and the matching layers are each approximately one-quarter wave- Foalrgcasoftnduethbnwdhismny
length thick at fo. Fo ag ls ftasues h adit smil

20.3 determined by acoustic impedance considerations. The
value of the loss, however, will be lowv only when the

5/2 transducer material and the lateral size (active area) of
6- the transducers are properly chosen. lit general, because

3 4 .2. of their extremely high dielectric constants, piezoelectric
12 ceramics are the proper choice for low (between I and 6I

312?1 Mz) resonant frequency transducers in at 50 ohmi circuit.

Lithium niobate (LiNbO3) is the best, choice foi- higherI frequency transducers. For any resonant frequency be-

4111 tween 1 and 40 MHz in a 50 ohmn circuit, proper design
yieldls theoretical 3 d13 bandwidths of about 70% with

2 ~loss across the band of less than .5 dfl.

F ig, 2. F e u n y d p n e c f t In l t nI m fil([ phawlIo in these designs, how ever, w ith acousti(c iimp d nes of
tramsfercr a tiukcr ihhl-aere.onaut fre-
quteney fo - ,5 lliz aud with fut.cd quartz. and( Nocte acoustic 22 X 104, 7.8 X 101, and 2.8 X 106 kgws. i2 , are not, 1l1
transformers, quarter-wave thick at ()92 'o and( 8 ;J I series ill- readily available.

TrABlLE I use of multiple, approximately quarter w'ave tI'aiki'io n

10 (1119) 2114 Insrtin Los ill)line segmients-was also pursuedl theoretically. It, lus been
~ 2-ay nserionLossdi)reportedl previously [3] that bandwidths several times

0.91 101 IQ may be obtained by the tisi of at single piropierly chosen
0.66 trainmission line segment. It is reported here that, sig-

1.01 4nificanitly broader bandwidths with low insertion loss, low
1.01 ripplle, and1( good phase linearity may beo obtained by using

1.15 5 two properly chosen transmission line segmients. 'lhc
1.3 6 characteristic impedances and lengths of the transmission
1.55 5.5 line segments tire the important p~aramleters. The utility

t.6 5 of such matching schemes is greatly increased by the
1.81 6availability of lumped-elemient approximations of trants-
1.81 6mission line segments which require relatively few ele-

1.90 8 mieats and greatly expand the range of available matching
1.410 sections [3].
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AN ELECTRONICALLY FOCUSED TWO-DIMENSIONAL ACOUSTIC IMAGING

SYSTEM

J. Fraser, J. Havlice, G. Kino, W. Leung, H. Shaw,
K. Toda, T. Waugh, D. Winslow, and L. Zitelli

Stanford Univursity, Stanford, California 94305

I. INTRODUCTION

We described a new type of electronically focused and
scanned acoustic imaging device in last year's conference.
This device made use of a surface acoustic wave delay line
to provide the necessary phase references and time delay
for the imaging system and for scanning; it employed mechan-
ical scanning in one direction and electronic scanning in
the other, and was only focused electronically in one direc-
tion. Since that time. we have developed a two-dimensional
electronically focused C-scan device operating in a trans-
mission mode using a seoarate electronically focused re-
ceiver and transmitter. The receiver is focused and scanned
in the x direction and the transmitter focused and scanned
in the y direction. By using this combination of trans-
mitter and receiver, it is possible to scan out a raster
and obtain M X N resolvable spots with only M + N ele-
ments in the transmitter and receiver arrays.

At the same time we have been constructing a 100 ele-
ment receiver array, which is intended to be used either
with the electronically focused transmitter or with a mech-
anically scanned transmitter focused with a lens. In both
devices we have demonstrated that the principles of the
system are valid; we have improved the sensitivity of the
receiver system by several orders of magnitude over the
earlier devices, by employing double balanced mixers and
amplifiers on every element. However, we have encountered
the major difficulty conmon to all phased array systems -
the problem of sidelobes. So far, i.n both the transmitter
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and the receiver array, the sidelobe level is typically
13 dB lower than the main lobe when the system is unapodized,
as it should be according to the simple theory of a uniformly
excited array.

We have investigated apodizing the system. In theory,
by using Hamming weighting, we should obtain a sidelobe
level of -45 dB. In practice, we have not succeeded in ob-
taining better than -20 dB sidelobe levels. The basic rea-

son for this problem is associated with missing elements and
errors in the system. So in this paper we carry out a fairly
detailed analysis of the problem of missing elements, a prob-
lem which will be common to all electronically focused sys-

tems. We show that it is possible to predict very closely
the amplitudes of the sidelobes when there are elements mis-
sing, both by simple techniques and more sophisticated
numerical procedures. We also show how it is possible to
evaluate a particular system with missing elements and dis-
cuss possible procedures for eliminating errors.

II. PRINCIPLES OF THE ELECTRONICALLY FOCUSED SYSTEM

The electronically focused and scanned system on which

we have worked can be used either in a transmission mode or
a receiver mode, or for both transmission and reception.
In order to explain the principles of operation, we will
consider a receiver in which the object is illuminated with

an acoustic wave of frequency ws , as illustrated in Fig. 1.
The signal is received by a set of piezoelectric trans-
ducers. The electronic system employed scans the signals
arriving at these transducers and provides phase compensa-
tion for the different rays arriving from a point x, z
We use, as a phase reference, a tapped acoustic surface
wave delay line, one tap for each PZT transducer. The rea-
son for the use of an acoustic surface wave delay line is
its convenience, flexibility, and ready availability. It
is also possible to employ a CCD in the same manner, or to

employ a shift register in a very similar system. The out-
put at a frequency a) from each transducer is mixed with
the output from a corresponding SAW tap in A mixer. Origi-

nally these mixers were simple diodes; now we employ ba-
lanced integrated circuit mixers, and the outputs from each
mixer are summed in an output circuit.
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TO BIAS LINE

SOUNDWAVES WS

W1 SCAN SIGNAL

OUTPUT SIGNAL 0

FIG. 1--Schematic-pictorial diagram of acoustic imaging
*system.

Suppose we wish to detect a signal from the point x
z , at the plane of the transducer array z - 0 . The
phase of the signal at an element with coordinates x n 0
is

On v
w

where vw is the wave velocity in the medium of interest.
If we insert a signal on the acoustic delay line with a
phase An such that 0An + constant , then in this

hcase , all the signals from the outputs of the mixer are in= iphase and can be added. We have therefore constructed a

matched filter, matched to a source at the point x , z
i.e., we have constructed an electronic lens.
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It is a relatively simple matter to design the correct
signal waveform for this purpose. Consider a signal whose
phase is

- t.t+,A t + . (2)

This signal has a frequency

At

th

At the n tap on the surface wave delay line, the phase
of this signal is

It will be seen that the required phase matching condition
is satisfied if )ixn/v 2n r , which requires choosing
, correctly, and

t X/v (5)

with

A (6)
v

w

ZW z
B -. ( -7)

A v v
w

It will be seen from these results that by using this
electronic signal processing technique, the system focuses
on the point x , z at a time t - x/v and, therefore,
scans along the plane z at a velocity v . At the same
time, with the correct choice of the parameter A , ad-
justment of the parameter B of the signal waveform inserted
into the acoustic surface wave delay line is equivalent to
adjusting the focal length of the lens. In this case, by
using the correct waveform, no paraxial approximation is
required, and the lens should not suffer from spherical
aberration.
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In our devices so far, we have not used this waveform.

Instead, we have simplified the approach and used a linear

FM chirp with a frequency

= P+ t (8)

and phase

pt
2

t + . (9)
2

In this case, which is equivalent to the praxial approxi-
mation, i.e., assuming that z 2 >> (x-xn) , the chirp
rate is varied to vary the focal length of the lens and we

find to focus on the plane z ,

s (o
- . (10)

2v
w

It should be noted that a still better approximation to
the ideal signal waveform, which is easier to realize and
which is accurate to terms in (x- xn) , is to use an in-
put signal with frequency

Wfvt \
sin . (11)

This is normally accurate enough for most practical purposes.

In our first experiments, we employed a receiver system
of this kind in a transmission mode with an object placed in
front of a narrow strip transducer, the length of the strip
being parallel to the length of the array. The object was
moved up and down mechanically in the y direction and the
receiver was electronically focused and scanned in the x
direction. An alternative to this procedure is, of course,
to use a focused transmitter, focused on a line within the
object. Then either the transmitter can be moved up and
down in the y direction, or the objects can be moved up
and down in the y direction to obtain a two-dimensional

scan. Of course, such a system can also be used in reflec-
tion mode with the transmitter placed in the same plane or
near to the receiver's array.
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A second alternative on which we have been working is
to use an electronically focused and scanned transmitter in
the arrangement shown on the left of Fig. 2. By inserting
a signal in what normally would be the output port of the
receiver and a chirp signal on the delay line, it is pos-
sible to obtain a focused and scanned transmitting beam.
A full two-dimensional image is obtained with the rest of
the system of Fig. 2. However, the disadvantage of such a
system is that the scan rate is comparable to that of the
acoustic velocity along the delay line. Ideally we would
prefer to work with a system in which the scan rate in the
vertical direction is relatively slow, and comparable to the
frame rate required, while the scan rate in the horizontal
direction is fast and corresponds to the line time.

An additional desirable feature would be to excite all
the transmitting transducers at the same frequency; this
would minimize aberrations and also place less severe re-
quiremonts on the transducer bandwidth. Thus it would be
possible to scan out a normal type of TV raster.

TRANSMITTER
RECEIVER LINE

I FOCUS
OSCILLATOH R SCANNED RASTE

"=Q -CHfI FOOUSE

LINE-

ISPO FOCUSECUS

-34-

g - ICHIRP -zPCSOUTPUT

RECEIVER

FIG. 2--Schematic -pictorial diagram of an electronically
scanned, electronically focused imaging device.
On the left side is the transmitter which provides
a scan rate comparable to the acoustic velocity on
thc delay line.
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epoxy bonded, to a, mydalexbacking. The arsay is covered
with A t;hi myla fi a Th almentshv'acne-o

cenerspain ofI~ mls, -bt,,4nly ,-every-other element
-was excitesd in-: the, initia ytm

In the first system we used"FET amplifiers driven from
taps on the SAW .line, followed by diode mixers for the three
frequencies ivio'lvied, and transistor amplifiers. The .system
was sijbjeci to. some phase and amplitude errors andhi-leakage
of signals at unwanted frequencies, as will asa low output.

But it servd to -prove the faibility of the, ideas involved.
Initially, -we used -an early devilopmentil model of-the re-
ceivetr array already described with only 22 elements.

By plating an object between the transmitter and receiv-
er, we were able to obtain a focused image, with a defini-
tion of approximately 2 m in the x and y directions, a
60 cycle frame rate and a line time of approximately 100 psec.
As predicted we could obtain a stationary focus in the y
direction or move the line up and down at will by changing
the frequency w2 manually, thus making it possible to exam-
ine an object slowly or fast. By using a slow chirp repeated
at a 60 cycle rate we obtained a frame time of 60 cycles.

A picture of a letter S cut in a piece of rubber locat-
ed 7 cm from the transmitter and 10 cm from the receiver is
shown in Fig. 8. By changing the chirp rate by 25% in the
horizontal direction, the latter S is seen to be defocused
in the horizontal direction. Similarly by changing the chirp
rate of the transmitter by 25%, the letter S is seen to be
defocused in the vertical direction, as would be expected.

The transmitter system was rebuilt with different mixers
and amplifiers, and a 24 element 1.8 MHz array with elements
117 mils apart. In this case, we used double balanced mixers
(TI765lh), which eliminated the problems with unwanted side-
band frequencies. The mixers were followed by transistor
amplifiers, (2N3906), and a signal with 20 V peak-to-peak
output could be obtained at the transducers. We also made
provision for trimming the output amplitude.

With this system we obtained, with Hamming weighting,
a 20 dB sidelobe level. We took pictures of simple objects
cut in rubber with the system, using a strip receiver me-
chanically scanned in the horizontal direction. Such a
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III. EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEMS

We have been working with two types of experimental
arrays, an 80- 100 element receiver system, and a 22- 29
element transmitter system. It is intended that systems
of these types will be used together in a C-scan trans-
mission or reflection mode, as well as employing the receiv-
er array with a mechanically scanned transmitter for two-
dimensional C-scan imaging.

A schematic of the basic components of the receiver
system is shown in Fig. 5. Each transducer element con-
sists of a cube of PZT 5A 20 mils square and 16 mils high,
glued with epoxy to a mycalex backing, and covered on its
front side with a mylar film. The elements have a center-
to-center spacing of 147 mils; they are square in cross
section so that the acceptance angle (measured to be * 300)
is approximately the same in the horizontal and vertical
directions, thus giving approximately the same field of
view in both planes. The array itself is mounted on the
side of a water tank.

I1/4 CA3048
1+ , TO DOUBLY BALANCED

t MIXER, MC1496
~3 BOARDS TOTAL

32 AMPLIFIERS
I IN EACH BOARO

(8 INTEGRATED
ACOUSTIC CIRCUITS IN
WAVE A BOARD)

1/4 CA3048
PZT

P0~ + QIUF TO DOUBLY BALANCED
- r'MIXER, MC1496

FIG. 5--Schematic diagram of PZT preamplifier system.
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a frequency (us filtering it so as to only keep the upper
sideband, and then inserting it into the second mixer, we
obtain outputs into all the transducers of frequency os"

An analysis of the phase variation of the signals pass-
ing along the delay line shows that the phase of the signals
at the nth tap are

v 2 v

After these signals are mixed together, we obtain a signal
with phase (Yn) 0 3(y ) . This in turn is mixed with
the similar signal fro thRe tap at Yn 0 , after it has
been modulated with a frequency o . The phase of the
resultant signal at the nth tap ts

0 (xn (U .a- 2o 1 )- + -( yn- . (uV v v  \

Titus, the output signal has a square law variation of phase

along the system, which is equivalent to a lens producing a
beam focused at the plane z = wv 2 /24vw . In addition
there is a linear phase term, which controls the y posi-
tion of the focal point. If (m + L -2uN )Yn/V = 2nt ,
the lens focuses on th point vn = t/2,z . Alternatively,
if a or li is varied slowly the focal point moves along
the y axis. thus by changing one of these frequencies
slowly the boam may be scanned along the y axis; this is
equivalent to using a slow chirp for the frequency o2 and
a fast chirp for a which can be changed at will to vary
the focal length of the lens. In practice the chirp lengths
are chosen to be of the order of 100 tsec long, sufficient
to produce a beam focused on one line of the image, which
itself is scanned by the receiver array within this time.
Then with a delay of the same order, the chirps are re-
inserted in the transmitter delay line and the whole process
is repeated, now with the line moved one line along the y
axis.
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III. EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEMS

We have been working with two types of experimental
arrays, an 80- 100 element receiver system, and a 22- 29
element transmitter system. It is intended that systems
of these types will be used together in a C-scan trans-
mission or reflection mode, as well as employing the receiv-
er array with a mechanically scanned transmitter for two-
dimensional C-scan imaging.

A schematic of the basic components of the receiver
system is shown in Fig. 5. Each transducer element con-
sists of a cube of PZT 5A 20 mils square and 16 mils high,
glued with epoxy to a mycalex backing, and covered on its
front side with a mylar film. The elements have a center-
to-center spacing of 17 mils; they are square in cross
section so that the acceptance anglo (measured to be * 30)
is approximately the same in the horizontal and vertical
directions, thus giving approximately the same field of
view in both planes. The array itself is mounted on the
side of a water tank.

T1/4 CA3048
SP" + _p TO DOUBLY BALANCED

" . -- MIXER, MC 1496

3 BOARDS TOTAL
32 AMPLIFIERS

1IN EACH BOARD

- (8 INTEGRATED
ACOUSTIC CIRCUITS IN
WAVE A BOARD)

1/4 CA3048
PZT

P0~I + QIp&F TO DOUBLY BALANCED
-MIXER, MC1496

~!

FIG. 5--Schematic diagram of PZT preamplifier system.
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The impedances of the individual elements of the array
are of the order of 5000 ), with a center frequency of
2.25 MHz. The system is, in fact, operated anywhere in the
range from 1.6 MHz to 2.5 MHz, with most tests being car-
ried out at 1.8 MHz. Amplifiers for the individual ele-
ments (cA3018), 4 to a package, are mounted on the back of
the transducer array. Their outputs are taken though co-
axial lines into doubly balanced mixers (MCl49, each
mixer being driven via an MC1350 amplifier from a tap on a
50 ZNHz, 100 tap surface wave delay line approximately
5 inches long, made of BGO. The taps are arranged in two
rows of 50, side by side, and the total delay through the
line is 60 Itsec. The outputs of 4 mixers at a time are
summed with a 1350 summing amplifier, whose outputs are
in turn connected in parallel. The output of this system
is mixed down to 50 MHz, passed through a 1.5 Miz band-
width filter with 60 dB out of band rejection, to eliminate
any feed through from unwanted signals, and the output then
passed into an IF amplifier. After detection, this output
signal is used to modulate the intensity of a cathode ray
display, whose horizontal sweep is synchronized from the FM
chirp trigger, and whose vertical motion is controlled either
from a mechanical sweep or from the transmitter synchroniz-
ing circuits.

The receiver array performed basically as designed The
measured sensitivity of the individual elements was lo'llwatt/
cm, and the 5 dB width of the main lobe of the focused beam,
when illuminated from a 1.8 Miz narrow strip source pulsed
for 100 psec was about 1.5 amm at a distance of 25 cm. As will
be discussed, the sidelobe level was higher than we had hoped
thus severely limiting the dynamic range of the receiver sys-
tem, and the effective uniformity of the illumination of an
object placed in front of a uniformly illuminated large area
transmitter. For this reason we have, so far, been employ..
ing the device to observe objects with relatively good con-

trast. This is done by placing the object in front of a thin
strip transducer approximately hi inches long, and moving the
object up and down mechanically.

One picture of a piece of rubber in which are cut a tri-
angular, circular, and square hole is shown on the top of
Fig. 0. On the bottom is the acoustic photograph of a thin
metal plate with a number of small holes. It will be ob..
served that the definition of the system is of the order of
1.5 -3.
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VI, ,i'--Acoistlc images obtattied with an electronically
calnned, electronicallv Iocued two-dimensional

real time ,ystem. Cornet' photos show Lilt effect
ot , defocuse in the imaging , 'ystem.

Ipicture is shown in Fig. 0. We have not as yet tested the
transmitte.r with .an elect Ironically Iocused receiver array,
but hope to do so shortly.

IV, WFICUI'rlN(' OF TEI ARRAY ANI) HRROR ANAILYSIS

One of the principle problems associated with any
phased array system is that associated with sidelobes. If
the sidelobe level is R dl down from tile main lobe, and an
attempt is made to image two points A and B with point
11 more than R dl lower in tltelsity, the image of tile

point 11 may be obscured in the sidelobes of tile stronger
point. source A Thus, tile dynamic range of anl imagine,
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epoxy bonded to a mycalex backing. The array is covered
with a thin mylar film. The elements have a center-to-
center spacing of 47 mile, but only every other element
was excited in the initial system.

In the first system we used FET amplifiers driven from
taps on the SAW line, followed by diode mixers for the three
frequencies involved, and transistor amplifiers. The system
was sibject to some phase and amplitude errors and leakage
of signals at unwanted frequencies, as well as a low output.
But it served to prove the feasibility of the ideas involved.
Initially, we used an early developmental model of the re-
ceiver array already described with only 22 elements.

By placing an object between the transmitter and receiv-
er, we were able to obtain a focused image, with a defini-
tion of approximately 2 mm in the x and y directions, a
60 cycle frame rate and a line time of approximately 100 "sec.
As predicted we could obtain a stationary focus in the y
direction or move the line up and down at will by changing
the frequency u) manually, thus making it possible to exam-
ine an object slowly or fast. By using a slow chirp repeated
at a 60 cycle rate we obtained a frame time of 60 cycles.

A picture of a letter S cut in a piece of rubber locat-
ed 7 cm from the transmitter and 10 cm from the receiver is
shown in Fig. 8. By changing the chirp rate by 25% in the
horizontal direction, the letter S is seen to be defocused
in the horizontal direction. Similarly by changing the chirp
rate of the transmitter by 25%, the letter S is seen to be
defocused in the vertical direction, as would be expected.

The transmitter system was rebuilt with different mixers
and amplifiers, and a 214 element 1.8 MHz array with elements
147 mils apart. In this case, we used double balanced mixers
(TI7654I), which eliminated the problems with unwanted side-
band frequencies. The mixers were followed by transistor
amplifiers, (2N3906), and a signal with 20 V peak-to-peak
output could be obtained at the transducers. We also made
provision for trimming the output amplitude.

With this system we obtained, with Hamming weighting,
a 20 dB sidelobe level. We took pictures of simple objects
cut in rubber with the system, using a strip receiver me-
chanically scanned in the horizontal direction. Such a
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system is limited by the sidelobe level.

There are several possible approaches to lowering the
effective sidelobe level. One is to apodize the array,
e.g., amplitude weight the response of the array. In an
acoustic lens system, this is done in part automatically,
because a convex lens tends to have more attenuation near
its edges. With any electronic or physical lens, the re-
sponse also tends to fall off with angle; this provides
further aodization. A second approach, that used by
Thurston, is to use logarithmic amplifiers on each receiv-
er element, and add the resultant signals after the appro-
priate phase matching, as already described. As all rays

from a point source may be assumed to have equal amplitudes,
this gives an image of a point source with a sidelobe level
of just the same value as if the amplifiers were linear.
lowever, now the signal from another point source would give
an output R dB down in level only if it were far weaker
relative to the main image. This is because of the loga-
rithmic response of the amplifiers; if a 50 dB change in
input signal corresponds to a 10:1 change in output power
from tho amplifier and a linear system had a 10 dB sidelobe
level, this system would have a dynamic range of 50 dB.
The full implications of this nonlinear processing technique
are not entirely clear, but they do imply a lower effective
sidelobe level at the expense of some loss in grey scale.
A third approach is to use the same array for both trans-
mission and reception. This tends to square the response
of the system, and lower the effective sidelobe level to
P R dB

Even with careful design, certain difficulties can
arise when elements are missing, there is coupling between
the elements, or there are phase errors in the system. By
fav the worst type of error is that due to missing elements.
In this section we shall analyze the response of an array to
a point source, and a distributed source, and show how this
is affected by missing elements. We shall describe an analog
technique which we have employed to check operating arrays,
and a simple theory which gives easily calculated and accu-
rate estimates of the effect of missing elements.

We consider a receiver array in which the amplitude
response of tho array at a point x is Fix) . We suppose
that a signal of frequency (os  from a source at the plane z
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of amplitude G(x*) is incident on the array, and the array
is focused by a chirp signal exp j (olt+ pl:2f) which is
mixed with the signals reaching it. The output of the array

~ when focused on the plane z a) (p v2/zvw) is

J1t I + fI/ ft

x e '~dx dx* (15)

For the present purposes, we represent the response of
the elements by the sampling function and write

F(x) F(xn) Eb(x-xn) *(16)

If again, we choose for simplicity the condition 0x/
2r , which is equivalent to choosing a particular ti~me

for the start of the chirp, we can write the output in the
form

H1(t) S(t) e 2 ~ * 2x

x j pX
S(t -~

where S(t) exp J((Lt+t 2 /2) ,and i~s a function o" vnit
magnitude. The signal from a point source at

x O[G(x") 8(x)] is of the form

Jtnt

H1(t) S(t) EF(x)n e e

Jpxt

= S(t)fF(x) e vdx .(18)

Thus, the output from a focused array is the Fourier trans-

form of the response of the array. All we need to know is
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the response of the array to know the form of the output
from the focused system.

Consider now, a uniform array [F(xn) 1] with N
elements a distance I apart, where L N1 is the length
of the array. The output from this array will be

H(t) =S(t) .(9
sino)

So the maximum output amplitude is at t 0 and is of
amplitude N , or N times the output from a single ele-
ment. There are minor lobes at times Nlt/2v - (2n+ 17/2 ,
the first sidelobe being 13 dB reduced in amplitude from the
main lobe. In addition there are grating lobes with their
own sidelobes at t4lt/v . 2m , where m and n are integers.

A simple way of carrying out analog computations and
illustrating this effect is to use a word generator to
modulate an rf signal, then take the Fourier transform of
the resultant signal in a spectrum analyzer. The result
for a 32 element unapodized system is shown in Fig. 10(a).
The 13 dB sidelobe level and the grating lobes can clearly
be seen.

As a Iecond example we can consider the use of Hamming
weighting. In this case, taking x = 0 at the center of
the array, F(Xn) is chosen so that

7rx n

F(x) k + (1-k) cos2 M (20)n L

where L is the length of the array. Ideally for k = 0.08
the sidelobe level should be reduced by 1 3 dB from the main
lobe. The maximum output for N elements will be

H(o) = -N+k) (21)
2

= 0-54N (k = 0.08)

For k = 0.08 the main lobe is 1.5 times as wide at the
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FIC. 10- a op. Point respolse, lunctionl for a 0l ement.
unit orml array. Note -P, (II side obs
nom-* (11w cent ra Lobo ind the tar grat ing,
side lobes.

j)Bottom. Point responlse Iunction for a ee
meint Ilawauing , weighted arrayi. NLoto l
sideolobes nearl inl.

-~dB points as [or thle unit ormi1 apod Led arrav. Ani illuns-
tration of Ilatring weight ing , t aken with the help of fihe
analog technique, in a 0ele110nt sv stem is' showni inl Fit"
10(~b ) . It is clear that. at Lithe e\1pen1e ot Ia slight loss inl
definition, the ust of apodizat ion shouild he ot great help
inl impioving thet. sidelobe l'vel.

We now consider thle et tect. of error.,. It is apparenit
that by ulsing tlv 1torulav alread1ki givenl, we call calCul ate
the effect ot both amplitude and phase, errors on thet ouitput
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response. We have done this on a computer, and also employed

our analog technique for the purpose. However, it is helpful

to try and obtain some kind of analytic formulae with which

we can estimate errors and find how many elements we can

afford to have missing.

Suppose that the mth element is missing. This is

equivalent to subtracting an error term e(t) from the out-

put of magnitude

e(t) S(t) F(x,) e V (22)

So the total output is

H(t) H (t) - e(t) (23)

where H (t) corresponds to the output when there are no

missing 2lements.

The period of the function e(t) depends on the posi-

tion x of the error. If it is in the center e(t)/S(t)

has virually no phase change with time. If we suppose that

the level of e(t) is much larger than the sidelobe level

in the error free array, we see that the sidelobe amplitude

relative to the main lobe due to one missing element will be

F(x
R = (24)

m IE F(x) " F(x)

In a Hlamming weighted system, this corresponds to

2F (x)m mR . (5
m N(l+k) - F(x)

Thus for a missing element at the center of the array, with

k = 0.08

R - O.m1 "
RM 0 -54~N- (26)

For N 32 elements this corresponds to R 0.061 or

-24 dB. 
m
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A more exact calculation would take account of the side-
lobe level already present, before the errors were intro-
duced, i.e., 0.007 down from the main lobe. The true side-
lobe level in the presence of errors would then be 0.061 +
0.007 or -23 dB. The result agrees fairly well with the
analog computer result shown in Fig. 11, and is almost
exactly equal to the results of the computer calculation.

When there are several missing elements, the question
is whether the effects are additive or tend to add only
randomly, i.e., if there are M missing ftqments, is the
amplitude error proportional to N or Z1 . Unfor-
tunately the former proposition is the more accurate, for
if we suppose that there are several missing elements, the
effect on the error signal is like that of an array made up
of the missing elements. This array produces a signal with
a main lobe in which the effect of all the elements is addi-
tive, and the main lobe tends to repeat itself in a distance,

if the element spacing is periodic, corresponding to that of

=U

FIG. 11--Point response function for a 7k element Hamming

weighted array with one central element missing

[31 elements present]. Note that the absence of
this single element raises the sidelobe level from
-471 dB to -21 (B.
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the. grating lobes of the error array. If most of the ele-
ments that are missing are near the center of the array, the
main lobe of the error array will be wider than that of the
full array, so that there will be sidelobes of full ampli-
tude near to the main lobe. More than likely, there will
be other sidelobes of similar amplitude further out from the
main lobe due to the quasiperiodicity of the error signal.
We can therefore make a good estimate of the relative maxi-
mum sidelobe amplitude due to errors from the following
formula:

F F(x.n)

R error array (27)
F~ F(\n) . (7

full rray error array

A picture of what occurs with 2 elements missing is shown in
Fig. 12. The following table gives computed results for
several cases, results taken with the analog system, and
results obtained from the "quick" formula. The "quick"
formula is seen to be accurate, and indicates that the

errors due to missing elements tend to be directly additive,so that missing elements cause serious problems.

FIG. 12--Point response function for a 32 element llamming
weighted array with two elements missing (30 ele-
elements present, central element and third from
center element missing]. Note sidelobe level is
-18 dB.
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TAIL! 1: Comparison of Sidelobe Level Calculation using
Three Techniques. -In all cases there are 32

16]. Hoaming Weighted.

KMissing "Quick" Computer Analog
Elements Calculation Calculation MeasurementJ .dB dB dB

-242 -22

12-22 -22 -21

-10
1 -19.5 -19.5 -20

12

-1-17.5 -17.5 -16
+ 1

- 217.6 -18.5 -18
~. 2

3 -18 -17 -17

4h
-18.5 -18 -18

-10 -26.5 -25.5 -26
10

-2
1 -16.5 -17 -16

12

-10
1 -16 -17 -16
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We have examined possible ways of compensating for
missing elements. One method is to increase the amplitude

of the elements on each side of a missing element by a fac-
tor of 1.5. This does indeed lower the sidelobe level to
the correct background level in the neighborhood of the
main lobe. But as can be seen in the analog result of
Fig. 13 and from the error theory, the amplitude at other
times will vary as

e(t) .S(t)F(x)[1 - cos UJ . (28)

Thus, at a point halfway along to the main grating lobe,
pit/v = , and the error is now 3 times the original
error signal. So the method is not a useful one. It is
therefore vital to carry out the engineering on these
phased arrays very carefully.

A further situation of interest is that associated
with the use of an extended source, and with obstructions
in the path of the acoustic beam, such as a rib in medical
diagnostics. We deal with these problems by considering
the error signal picked up at one element. Suppose first
that this element is missing and we are concerned with the
error signal from a uniform extended source, IG(x#) = 11

;: ; at plane z . It may be shown from Eq. (17) that the ampli-tude of the signal picked up by a single element is approxi-

mately

e = F(x) S(t) ,(29)

whereas the signal picked up by the full array has a maxi-
mum amplitude HO(t)max = N(l+k)/2 .

If R is the relative error signal from a point source,
we see that the output from an extended source now varies
between

1/2 1/2

If the sidelobe level were 25 dB, i.e., R = 0.56,
= 0.6 m, 1 = 1.2 mm, z = 15 cm , this formula would
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FIG. 13--Point response function for a 32 element Hamming
weighted array with elements adjacent to the one

missing element increased by I., in amplitude.
Top - Compensated array with missing element.

Bottom - Point response function.

Comparing with Fig. 11, near sidelobes reduced

but far sidelobes increased.

indicate a variation of amplitude from 0.7 to 1.3, i.e., an
amplitude variation of over 5 dB and hence dark bands in
observing a uniform extended source, a problem which we

often encountered in our experimental systems. The basic

reason for this effect is, of course, that the sidelobes

from a uniform array of sources tend to add, while the main

lobes do not.

On the other hand, this effect is helpful as far as

obstructions in the path of the beam are concerned. As

long as the obstruction subtends an angle at individual
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elements far less than their acceptance angles, it will
only obscure a small part of the signal reaching an indi-
vidual element in the array, and have a very small effect
on the sidelobe level. The calculation can be carried out
mathematically by treating the plane including the object
as an extended source. The conclusions reached correspond
to this simple physical picture.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown how to design one- and two-dimensional
electronic focusing systems, and demonstrated that the
principles of design are valid. A major problem is that
associated with sidelobe reduction. Apodizarion is of
great help for this purpose, but can fail in its intent if
there are several missing elements. It should however be
possible to obtain at least a-SO dB sidelobe level, and
theoretically -! i dB by careful apodization and engineering
design.

The image of an extended source will tend to have large
variations in amplitude even with relatively low sidelobe
levels, i.e., there will be dark bands in the picture. This
is because of diffraction effects. By using a diffuse wide-
band (noise modulated) source so eliminating coherence in
the source, it should be possible to radically decrease this
effect without loss of resolution. This approach needs fur-
ther investigation.

An alternative approach with many additional advantages
is to use a scanned pulsed source as well as a receiver.
This makes it possible to range gate the system, i.e., ob-
tain good resolution in the z direction as well as in the
x direction. In such a system, if we pulse the source, we
will obtain essentially the same resolution or better than
that in a CW system, provided that the time difference be-
tween rays reaching the array from a point is less than the
time foe scan of one spot t s ' ds/v where ds  zX/L is
the resolution. We have carried out such experiments using
a pulsed point source, as shown in Fig. l . As the pulse
length of the source is decreased, the received signal
width decreases slightly. More important still, the side-
lobes are cut off. In addition, the range resolution be-
comes equal in time to the transverse resolution t when
pulse length is equal to t. . It is possible to extend
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GATED TRANSMITTER

PULSE WIDTH st;5O/s
Z~ 42 cm

GATED TRANSMITTER

PULSE WIDTH st i

Z Le 6.5":41.9c m

VIC, V1 -oint respnse fund ionl Obtained with all "') ci e-
men01t reco ver s;Vstkom . Top\;: Response with a
long puwite nl: V \Bot tom'): ltsponlso with
-i short transmitt Ier ptilse. Note elimidnationl of
side Iohos inl I h short pu1 se Case.

this Con1C0ep Lo vnv\'i siItW a qv ~tclil inl which thle array' is
used as a fast scanl Ioctised tralSi ier as well as receiver.
Skich an arrangemont gives, a moving point souirce at thle
object , siho ild olimi nate most o I thle s idelobe problems anid
give g"ood ranlge resol ut ionl br a1 B scanl device.

"ie author's wouild li ke to ackniowledge thle tinc techl-
nical .. sistance ot D.J. Walsh, C .R. Hall, anid I.C. G;oddaird.
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Acoustoelectric Interactions in Acoustic-
Surface-Wave Devices

CORDON S. KINO, FELLOW, IEEE

Aberrvic-The principles of a %ide range of acoilte-surface-wave de. volvers and correlators; these take the product of two signals
vice$ employing acousloeleetric Iitactions with leitlcOnductor's &to And form the convolution or correlation Integral of the signals,
described. hIs shown that acoustoeleclric amiplifiers Can Increase the A recent development of, this priniciple is a device which can
dynamic range of a delay-line filter. Such devices have been operated
on a CWY basis and are begini to become practical. The acoustic can store signals entering it and take the correlation of the stored
volvet and its derivative devices, the optical scanner, the acoustic focus. signal Withi a later signal,
iasg and Imaging devices, and the storage currelator awe described. Sty. Yet another application of acoustoelectric interactions Is as-
erall or the signal proctssing applications or the cont-olver arediscussed.
Various types of constructional techniques. Including the air ga o sociated with imaging. As carriers can be generated within a
volver and arcoustoolectric Anrplierc, the strip coupled and external di- semiconductor when It Is exposed to light, the nonlinear inter-
ode convolvcrs, lte use or picroolectric semiconductors. deposition of actions of an acoustic wave with a semilconductor can be ill.
a liericonductor on a piezoelectric substrate, and deposition of a fluenced by the presence of light. By this means, it is possible
piezoelectric material on a semiconducting substrate arte dlicussed, to utilize an acoustic pulse to scan one line of an optical image

formed In a semiconductor. By using more complicated scan-
1. INTRODUCTION ning waveformis, it is also possible to obtain spatial transformsACOUSTIC SURFACE waves propagating along the surface of the optical image, this process is difficult to accomplish di.

of a piezoelectric material have an electric field asso- rectly in other types of imaging devices.
ciated with them; this makes It possible to obtain acous- There are closely related devices in which the acoustic sur-

toelectric interactions of the acoustic waves with the carriers face waves do not Interact directly with the semiconductor,
in a semiconductor. We will review the basic types of acous- but, instead, are sampled by means of taps along the delay
toelectric interactions, concentrating entirely on acoustic line. The signals from these taps are read out into separate di-
surface-wave devices. We will devote most of our attention to odes or amplifiers, and the basic convolution process, already
the subject or nonlinear effects, but, initially, we will discuss described, canl be carried out In these external devices with
acoustoclectric amplifiers for completeness, because !he basic such a hybrid system. One application of these principles is to
acoustoelectric intoraction theory is well illustrated by a con- use the tapped acoustic-surface-wave delay line as a phase rcf-
sideration of their properties, and because these devices may crence, and utilize it for Imaging acoustic waves samlpled by anl
find important applications in the future, array of transducers, one transducer to eachi tap.

When a semiconductor or a metallic conductor is placed We see, therefore, that there is a very wide range of applica-
close to the surface of a piezoelectric material on which an tion of acoustoelectric interactions. Most of the devices which
acoustic wave is; propagating, currents will flow in the conduc- are based on this principle are still in the research stage, Al.
tor, And there will be a powver loss associated with the acousto- though acoustic convolvers and correlators are beginning to be
electric interaction. However, if a dc drift field is applied to tested in radar and communication systems.
drift the carriers in a direction parallel to the direction of
propagation of the wave, energy can be delivered fronm the car-II. AcotIsTouIECTRic Ahtt'LIFICRS
ricrs to the w.&vr %%hen the drift velocity of the cairicis is larger A. General Considerations
than the phase velocity of the wvave. In this case, unilateral Tedsge faosi-ufc-aedvcshst otn

fi~lngWUV arnlifC~t~n an t' Ol~nd. S 3 niltMI with several sources of loss, as well is with piolemns due to ro-amplifier, timed on this principle, can be constructed. fleetions front transducers, taps, and from the edges of the sur-
A second e\aitle of acoustoelectrie interactions is that as. face-wave device. In addition, there may be difficulties asso-

sociated with nonlinear effects. Bjecause of the liighl) inon.
linear relation between the current and tile fieldi in a semui- ciated with excitation of bulk waves. The iim causes of loss
conductor, nonlinear acoust oelect ric interactions between an are associated %%ith the iiiaterial attenuation, diltraction pho-
acoustic wvave and thre semiconductor canl be relaiti'e.)y strong. no naadnisthloesttetrsuesIl.Sc
This makes it possihk to devise various parametric types of de- losses canl be compet-d for by the use of exteral ampli-
vices. Ani important class of such devices are the so-called con hers, either at the int)-t or thle output of the acoustic-surface-

wave filter or delay line, The disadvantage of doing this is in
the limitation of the dynamic range of the system.

lianusctipt received January S. 1916. The Stanford work desciltied Suppose that we consider d delay line \%ilh i total internal
livr, is sui'poitcd ptially by ARPA through the Office (if Naval Re. attenuation and transducr loss of . dB), and a iaxtiniun uiput
search undot Co.,iract NO0t14.15-C-.Oi19. ii',o National Soonce loun- power 1 % due to saturation effects in the delay line or break-
dalton un-ler (;rait tNG075 1858,8 the United Staies Air I otce wiaoid ow ntoiptAdvceorhikn ilhvCvntract 1'301,02.74 C 00 1q, the Ofiwt of N~iResearch ungder Con. i heipttamdcr eic ftn in ilhv
tract N0O0t4.75.C-0632, the N&Ase Undersea center under Contract a muinum noise figuic of L dB) relative to 071R, where K~ is
NO0t 3.7$-.'3,, arid thc tinae, SOMr Air 1'ocet u"drr sut'ontaci Bolt.-nannll'i factor, T' the tentperature of the dc\ icc. andl 8 the
firont North Aniii loiLnl uider Cworr~eg lll.-14.017

The author 1\ Aith the 5%, W. ttansegi 1.ahoratwics of 11%iis Stan- bandwidth. It follows that the dynamic mange of the device is
ford Uniersit), Stjnltil, CA 94.105. 10 Joe.1 (.% 1 IK7,I1) - I. d 8,

Copytight Q976 by The Institute of Electrical and ElectronIcs Engineer,, Inc.
hitedit U.S.A. Annals No. Q5h'R024
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The addition of amplifiers at either input or output can Al CONTACT
increase the minimum sensitivity or the maximum output
power, 'but this limitation on dynamic range will still be -soo so- TRANSDUCER

present, and, in fact, may be more severe when amplifiers are a- sI
used at the input or output. Such a limitation is not a serious Z
one when relatively low loss delay lines are employed. How- [ N LNbO3
ever, in applications involving very long delay lines in which
Ac internal losses may be 50 dB, or more, the dynamic Fig. i. A schematic of an acoustic amplifier using a film of inSb
range may be severely limited; or the situation may even be vacuum evaporated on to LINbO5 191.

reached where the delay line is, in fact, not usable because of INrEoDIlITA
Its excessive losses. As an example, if we consider a bismuth- TRASDUCE
germanium-oxide delay line with a saturation power of 0.2 SHEF
watts and a bandwidth of 20 Mitz, the dynamic range with sAPmt WAVER
only 3.dB insertion loss in each transducer would be 118 dB EXPITAXIALSEMICONDUCTOR

but with l0dB loss in each transducer and 50-dB internal loss, FILM
the dynamic range is reduced to 54 dB, Furthermore, if the
transmission loss were larger, perhaps ai much as 100 or sPACER RAIL
200 dD,;s it might typically be in a delay line with several mil-
liseconds of delay, the dynamic range could easily be reduced POWE
to zero. SUPPLY

An additional difficulty with acoustic-surface-wave filters
and delay lines Is associated with reflections. For instance, an
interdigital transducer can be regarded as a three-port network. I- IEROIoIIIAL
If it is well matched at the electrical port and one acoustic TRANSDUCE
port, it has a 3-B loss, but a 6-dB reflection on one acoustic
port; this gives rise to triple transit echoes [2], [31. It is, PIEZOELECRIC
therefore, common practice to operate with severely mis. SURFACE -WAVE MrDum
matched output transducers and, hence, higher loss to reduce Fig, 2. A schematic of an "airgap" amplifier with silicon-on-sapphire
the triple transit echo level, spaced from LiNbO by thin SIO rails I I 1.

It is apparent that, ideally, it would be useful to have an in-
ternal low noise unilateral amplifier within the delay line to mobility of carriers in CdS is low, and it is difficult to obtain
eliminate internal reflection problems and increase the dy- unifoii and reproducible samples of the material, relatively
namic range. The noise figure of an ideal amplifier (0-dB little attention has been paid to its applications for acoustic
noise figure, saturation power greater than that of tile delay surface-wave amplifiers. However, successful Bleustein-
line) would be determined by the loss of the input transducer; Gulayev wave (51 -[81 amplifiers have been made with the use
and the maximuni output power by the loss or breakdown of of these materials. In this case the interaction that occurs is
the output transducer. In practice active amplifiers have their with a type of wave which is closer in its properties to those
own limitations due to excessive power dissipation, technolog of a bulk shear wave; this has a higher piezoelectric coupling
ical problems of construction, higher noise figures than de- coefficient than a Rayleigh surface wave.
sirable, and often lower output power than is desirable. Thus For these reasons, the configurations that have been most
although such amplifiers have been demonstrated in principle commonly employed for acoustic-surface-wave amplifiers are
and shown to operate in a manner well predicted by theory, of the types shown in Figs. I or 2. lit Fig. 1, there is shown
they have not yet received wide acceptance in their applica- an amplifier in which tite semiconductor consists of a vacuum
tions to acoustic delay lines because their characteristics have evaporated film, typically of InSb [91 or CdSe (101 evapor-
not been good enough to make them competitive with delay ated onto a piezoelectric substrate, usually L.iNbO 3 , although
lines using external atplifiers. other materials such as Bi1 2 GeOlo have been used on occasion

191. An alternative configuratiot shown in Fig. 2, one on. Typcs ofleotstoektctric Amiphfwrs which much of the ititial work in this field was carried out, is
In ttis section we shall leview tile properties of acouistoolec- to use a material such as Si, separated frot the piezoelectric

tric amplifiers, both in order to show the nature of the basic substrate by a small airgap of the order of 1000 A [ I], In
interactions, and to discuss the technological problems associ- the initial experiment, bulk silicon or germanium was placed
ated with their construction. A review of their pioperties is against a PZT or LiNbO3 substrate [ ll-Il 1. The fact that
also of interest, because it will lead us to tile basic configtra- the surfaces are not perfectly flat was relied upon to prevent
tioit usec in tile acoustic convolver and to an understanding of mechanical loading of tile substrate by the seniconductor. In
the theoretical basis for study of unteiactions between acoustic later experiments, ilustrated Ii Fig. 1, SiOa rails were used
surface waves and semicouductors, to separate a silicon-on-sapphire-slice from the piezoelectric

There are sevcial possible configurations which may be used substrate [ I I I
to obtain interaction between a semiconductor and acoustic More recently, a more reliable airgap configuration has been
sulface waves. One possibility is to propagate acoustic surface developed at Lincoln Laboratories for use with both amph-
waves on tile surface of a piezoeletric semiconductor, sutch as fiers and convolvers, This configuration, illustrated in Fig. 3 in
GaAs or CS 141-18). In tile first case, tile interaction tends to tile form employed by Ralston, employs a large number of
be very weak, due to the weak Rayleigh wave piezoelectric small posts approximately 4 u*m square to maintain tile spac-
coupling coefficient of GaAs. In the second case, because the ing between the semiconductor and the piezoelectric substrate
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(581 and Ilors I 59) that associnted techniques like the Inca- by Imukkala, li employs ('dSe deposited onl I.iNthOj to of).
suronlant of gcoustic loss, thle Inleasurilent of thle die term Lain sinrkletiine scanls and, hentce, constilucts n intiale by mle-
iissociated Withi thle nonill''cariy induced pot1en tiat, and thie chlicaity sea ni ninl theipe1nttnlrdrc o 4S), K o I if
atcoustooectric effect 1601, call also providie entirely flew ways reich has$ also used this effet to make Fourier transformI
for measuring Semiconductor parameteis 15~8 I lIn addition, it devices (47),
has been observed front the resulti onl surface state storage dc- It ii the author's opinion that, with thre advent of (fhe CC)

vcsthat thle decay times of Surface %tate fl aps canl lie filed- technology, it is unlikely that direct optical imagring devices
sed directl by ly c teeliniqe 13n1 bae uIteIseofausi waves atrlalt e competitive

One of the basic psroblemns with airpap devices is that the with Solid %tate TV imlalling devices, This Statement is ntot
oxide layer is not coveted by at material impervious to iii- based on thle theoret ical definlition or sensitiVIty of acoustic
plurities, In addition, because there canl be chatigea indurced intaping deviCeS. Withi stffidlit dIeope t I iossible
on (the, oxide surface and onl the plemolctric substrate by that thle tesults obtained could hle comparable ito thre best
friction or other causes during assembly, thle interaction Call, MCYs, Thel devices ate parallel processing devices. ind do0 not
III fact, be nonuniliforml over thle length of the device. A Sim- tead out thie signal serially t hrough the registers as fin a ('('I.
ie techiniqule Wh ichI has virt ually eliminmated thIiis Kind of pro b- There for, tile readout canl bo niondestrfilt Ive an nil e dtevies

1011 Is, ntot to oxidile thle surtface ill thle normal wvay I 51) If aie not as senlsitive to a mnissingl clemen~t as a (Cl). H owever,
tile Surface is left Withi a layer of oxide 210-50 A thick, sud i a coiisidleiahte inIVeStmen~t inl ICLhniogty would ble requnedl to
as nlor nil y grows Onl a clean 8i surflace in air, a yeq hmp ma nake coin peti le optical il iaie is, andi it is unit ket)' t(lint a
nuim her of sut fai'e states IS produced III titlls case, wh ih is dev ike Withi a tnside rabhi) bellmc pet fotma ne titan thie hith ly
different fromn t at Witlli a thlick ox ile, the Si ntde'rittiath (ttlie developed (C' I dev ices wouldl be obt amled in (tIle long ruili.
thinl ox ide i nlormallly depictodi wile thet thIi ck oxside onl Alln- il ile other haindi, tile Acoust ic itliagirt dcviii's hiave Ui it illue
type Semricond uctIor normaily Indituces ai'cu tnulat lion at thle c a isa hi tics ot thevir own, I hest, ate ifficut t to dupt icat e Ill
sut face Ilecaitse there is aI largeo numbe11r of surfaie states other deviLeis and make theml useful in cer tain speciatticit
present in t his ease, it is est re miety iffic'ult to c hlaiigc thle ill- apphica tions. Som insa in pies arle as follows
tet nat conill ons .it thle seminiconiduc tin by app ictelion of al it ) I'l posilsil it y of obt at iig ver iy fast Si'an ta ti's

exenltc field. For thle sam recI asoni, sit rfaci' chtarges oil tilt,
05 ii' o ottthe ti t Itsionlat spat iai Ira nsfi is (if optical Ilittgi'stapdwilti thte pliivekiiitc subst ate, have :irh lttle 3) I'i oiiity (f wotsikit Withi a write tingo s aplti

ispltil teiecs ilbt yidac loollicnfr iatiel
fom r iti eauifo cisrivolvctm Fer he oIe, as th sm-co
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TABLE I T
SOsir MArI RIAIs SUITARLE roit Acout'i rcittic Avotisre SURFACE

WAvt DeviceFs (I], f3], 181, 119] -0

Rayleigh
Wave

Velocity T Au/u
Material V (is) et/tO (percent) 40-

LiNbO3. Y-cut, Z-prop. 3330 50.1 2.2 z 2QGOz1 0Quartz, Y-cut, X-prop. 3159 4.5 0.093 0
CdS, Y-cut, Z-prop. 1716 9.8 0.26
GaAs, Z-cut, 22.5%, X-prop. 2763 110 0.024 _j2-== THEORY
lti1.eO2, II II Icut W - 4 EXPERIMENT

(1i01 prop. 1708 38 0.68 Its -k/
Z11O, Z-cut, X-prop. 2680 10 0.045 109 3001. KVc
PZ1 4, X-prop. 2210 1385 2M

20 40 t00 200 400 1000 204000

FREOUENCY (MNH)

t0 ig. S. A comnparison, of the measured freque'ncy vaiaition of the elec.
tronic Sain withN theory 11I71I for a vacuum le pomted luSh amplifier

TERMINAL 1%AOhl of the type shown inI'i g 1 19 1. 1 fie curve for I'ZT.4 ik a theoretical
GAIN ZERO- % - one. If * 530 A; ard x 3S X 10-' mihl s -- 350 ciii'/V-s; It - 300 A

% fo the LiNII 3 aunplifuter.

2 It will lie noted that the optimumn value of the di ift velocity

_______ %I____ _______ for maximurn gain varies linearly with Odt. By working with
0 V, a very low mobility semiconductor suich as CdSe, with 100

0
a cm'2/V -s, it is possible to obtain a very-low conduictivity. Ijut,

because of the low mobility, a very large drift field is required.
-to - 140 UK# z Such conditions ha~ve been shown to be practical for CWI op-

-~ NTe'ation by Solie in anl accompanying paiper 1 201. lIn his work
---THEORY lie divides the semiceonductor upl int small sectionis across

II IINO-RE(OCR i which the dec potential is applied, so that thle potential ie-
-20 -, KINO -COLDREN) qited aicross any section is relatively smiall, even though thle

applied fields may bic as much as several KV/cin. lIn Solie's
-0 S 0 0.5 1.0 case, (lie applied fields ii nieighboring sections of semiconduic-

ORIFT VOLTAGE (kVI tor are of opposite sign so that alteinate sections function as
Figt. 4. In ternal gain an il~ iIeritl noioc figure %ersus %oti.ge for a1 S nin a mplifie rs and at tenutat ors i espect ively , t his Inmplies that thle

long am1plifier Segmlent of the R,istlon post suipported Siticoli on
Sapphire amillifier 1141 1 heoretis .ui perormnie i$ talculated for dvi'We functions as aI reciprocal amplifier, lit earlier work by
the p.Irmeters It 0Ai 3 "111, d O.SiS pro, J. 800 CuiiIVS, oil Lakin and Shiaw I IlIl , the applied f ields in neighboring see-
2.5 ), 10' mnho1

, i10 percent election% trapped. lions were of thle same sign, m order to realize a low potenial
non eciprocal a inp ilter.

terial. Further CX.amina1tiOnl Of tile theory shows that thle The alteriiative approach employetd by L.akin and Shaw [ Il,
higher tile periiit tivit y, tilie lower thle opt imium inrequle ncy. Cold rel ii(Q]I. 'aia iocii1211 , aiit most recently, R alst on
Themlceform', PZT' mtaterials %sitli their very high titelectric con- 1141I, is to wor k with ai;s high a mobility sciniiconductoi mate-
slants tend to be applicable at very low frequencies, whereas a rial as possible, with thle mn umpractical value of Ott, iii or-
mateital like ILiNbo 5j is more suitable for applications In tile tier to Obtain ('W opecraioi lin Ralston's case, he has worked
1.111 or \1'lI" frequency range, with high quality silicoii onl sapphire with a tiobility of

Sonie recent ie.\ults for the gain variationl with' acoulstic ve- 800 cni 2/V -s and an extremiely low value of od of 2.5 X 10-6
locity of a cw sihcoti ott sapphire attplifier taiken by Ralston to reailiz.e a CW amplitier (1141.

i icn fig. a o fFg. r hw nFg4 They are lin 2.7), for thle gain per uniiit lenpthl t here is a term wish ic'h in-
Seen to bie inl goo'i agiecient with thle tlieoiy. It would be creases as I/X, and aiiothier MIMI hihtecicaes with the gap thick-
ex<pected that the mitnal electronic gain would be zero when Iless Inl Hsseeitt ence tile gain passes through a iiiam-
tle eairne r velocity is equal to t(lie acoustic velocity, and ii- mu ii tlie at a pa it i cutlar frcquli ne which tdepenids on (ile gap~

crease to a Iitaximitl value where thickness aiid tile dieletic constants Iinvolved. Sonie plots of

tt/l = .31O4 (2,.8) measured anti thlioictical gatin of i lit uSb oii LiNbO., ampli-
fier, meaisured by ('oldren, as a function of fiequency, ale

Whlen (lie carrier drift velocity is less than the acoustic vclociq. shown Ill Fit,. S coniparetd to tile thieoret ical piedictiotis. It
of iiegat ive , ile., for wa.ves Pt opigat itug Iin thle Opposite dirc- wvill bie seentih iat (lie resulIts ,ire lin e ~cc lenit agi cement with
tion frt i(le carrier diflt velocity, (litre is eii hantceti at t et a. hlot y . Ihle ope: at ton of (lie device is, thetrefote, well i titi
lion1 (tle to (ile piesetice tof the semicondtuctor. Ilhe atteiiia. stoo~d.
tion is maiamum %%hle re D~evices of lthis I. it have t ypicatlly given in terna lt ct ionic

I od~t/ct'~ 2.9) ains (if (ile oltii o 1) 0 BI/etii Ini thle ?00.Nilhi range, with ile
iitt in gainl Obtintd at frcmuelteci' as\ hiigh as I CIll Thlis

Z Thte teie theieefort', funtc tions as a nion ttcip rocal tievice, . iia\ tii i gain is t' emminett by t(lit' sau iiat ion pus m ot thie
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device, when it saturates on noise. The noise figure is predict- accomplished, then the application of these amplifiers in delay
able, and depends to some extent on trapping effects in the line filters would be of great importance.
semiconductor. Some noise figure results are shown in Fig, 4. 11). TiE ACOUSTIC CONVOLvaER
An 8-10 dB noise figure is a typical value for reasonable qual- A. Tile Basic Principles
ity material. hits implies a maximum saturation gain of about
80 dB. Thus the devices must normally have the gap between The most important application, to date, of the acoustoelec-
the semiconductor and the piezoelectric substrate optimized tric effect is to the ASW convolver, whose operation is based
in thickness to cause the maximum gain to occur at the fre- on the nonlinear interaction between two acoustic surface

quency of operation of interest, waves, When two surface waves pass each other in opposite
Operating with InSb on a closed loop delay line of the type directions, it is possible to obtain an output signal at their sumdescribed by Coldren and Shaw in an accompanying paper frequency which is an integral of the product of the two sig-

1221, it has been possible to compensate for the loss of a wave nals within the device. This is equivalent to taking tile con-
passing under the semiconductor, around the back of the delay volution of the two input signals in teal time.
line, and returning and passing again under the semiconductor. In order to describe the principles of operation of the con-
After many transits, the attenuation in such delay lines can be volver, we first consider a simple piezoelectric surface-wave
extremely large, of the order of many hundreds of d B. By just device in which there is no semiconductor present, but in
compensating for this attenuation, it is possible to cancel it which there can occur a nonlinear interaction between two
out and observe an output signal comparable to the input. Us- acoustic surface waves propagating along the surface of the
ing a delay line with a 25-ps loop delay, it was possible to op. substrate. We suppose, initially, that there are two CW RF
crate it in tie linear regime with approximately 150 loops of stinals inserted -at each end of the delay line with frequencies
the delay hnes, i.e., a total litme delay of 3.75 ins Beyond this w, and w.2, respectively. If the line is of length I., tile signals
point, because of the imperfect compensation of the loss by at any point : along the device will be of the forms exp Itwi (t -
the gain, the output signal began to increase and the device be- z/v) and exp lw2(t + zav), respectively, where v is the acoustic
caine unstable, Operating in a saturated regime, where the velocity, Suppose now that there are nonlinear interactions
output power was saturated, it was possible to increase the between the two signals due to the nonlinear properties of tile
stable operating regime to approximately 10 ins, In all cases, substrate. Then, in this piezoelectric material, second-order
of course, it was necessary to design the device vciy carefully potentials will tie geierated at frequencies wot f o 2, , and

so that the maximum gain was at a point very close to the fre- 2w2 as well as dc potentials proportional respectvely to the
quency for which the iminmum intenal loss within tie device, squaies of the two input signals. At the plane z, the signal at
which was of the order of IS li per loop, was just compen- the sum frequency will have aiu associated potential at the sul-

face of tile substrate of tile formsated.

One other feature of this type of interaction which may be 0(t, ) = A expI (l(w + w)) t - ( wo, , wl) z/tl (3.1)
of importance in the future, is its application t) so-called where A is an arbitrary constant,
"AvIv" waveguides. As we have seen, when a semiconductor It is apparent that the signal at the sum frequency can be
or metal is placed near the piezoelectric substrate, It lowers tile detected by an interdigital transducer of finger pair spacing
effective Rayleigh wave velocity, due to its short circuiting of I which is capable of responding to a wave with a propaga-
the RF fields, By using a narrow strip of scncoductot, the tion constant k3 a (wn - w2 )/u', such that k,; - 2n. Perhaps,
wave velocity in the semiconductor region will be lower than the most Interesting case is tile degenerate case, when Co l
that of the region outside the semiconductor, and all amplifier Wt = W, so that k., = 0. Then tile potential of the nonlinearly
can itself form a waveguide. Coldren, working with a 25-pin generated signal 0(, :) does not vary with :, and canl be de-
wide layer of InSb, was atble to construct such a waveguide tected between metal films laid down on the top surface and
amplifier, and operate it on a ('W basis 1221, This was because lower surface of the piezoelectric substrate The two possibe

tlowe surfaceo oflwe heae pdissipattin subdtrate frhe twilssblte configuration allowed heat dissipation sideways from the conigurations for the output transducers are illustrated ill
semiconductor as well as downwards into tile L[,NbOo sub. ig. 6 1251.
strate. Such techniques have also been used to construct low; [ Now let us consider tile fornm of tile output fron, a1 devicee of
loss waveguides by Iughes (231 and used for loop delay lines this kind when the two input signals are muodulated and have
by Adains and Shaw 124 1.bA sa ta14 tle forms F(t exp I1wt, and G(t) ex, 1tot, respectively. In this

The basic problem, of course. %% itl a traveling wave semicon- case, tire degenerate convohver will yield an output of fori
ductor amplifier is the fact that, as thle gain is increased,, the r
length of tire device becomes larger and hence the power dissi- fi. rt ) [ 6
patron increases. This is a vety ditferent situation froma that of V = Ce /t r  " t - d: (3.2)
tire electron beaul, traveling-wave tube, The state of tile L
technology at tile prewirt ltme is that ilhe devices are beginning where ( is a cons tant which is related to the stiength of the
to be opeiated ielhably on a C\V basis, but \til noise I gures nonlinear inteiaction, tile distance between tilt input tWias-
aand power drs,,pIatons 'ous~derably higher and efficiencies ducers is taken to be 1, and tile nitegi alton is catled out ovet
cOnsidelatly bwcr than tanmrtoi tilnttirs operating in the the length of the output tratisduccr Io,
samle Irequelcy linge. It is, 1rerefore, riot yet practical to or- It the spatial length of the acoustic surface input signals onl
crate thee devices In sholt delay hies to cotnpenllte for in- the substrate is less than that of tihe output tiansducer 1 o,
ternal losses. Ilowever, in special apphitations where very long then tile integmal of (3 2) cat be regatded as having Infinite
delay hnes arc iequiled anrd it v' not posble to compJt nsate im its with complte genciality. II i\ the conveuient Ito siI-
for their Ios.'es eternidly, the ue of such amplifets miay be stitute t - ,/to = iU 3.2), and write it in the form
approaching 'a,'t i'aity It 1\ ,uparvint, however, that fulther
improvement ro the power di,,,latioir arid ti the noise figuic V" a I)emlL o/.(r) (;(2t - r - r) di (3 3)
of tese alupliti,1% would be highly desillble. It tilli% could be
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COLD ELECTROE CONVOLUTION OUT Al 2w

PUSE11PUSE IN INU SIGNAL

VZ-CI L~bO~ f LA ~OQTIME REVERSEDI SIGNAL

(3)

CONVOLUTIONS OWT AT ws~ W4 ItATO0ItLT0

2 ' INTER04GITAL OWAING

POLSE N -PULSE IN

Z- CUT I~t'O3 DELAI ROD

suabstrat~e, (b ooe %t nitrlgtlopttadcrDELAYED1 INPUT
AT w. ItT -i

AUTO CORRELATION OUTPUT
AT 2 w

(b)

CON ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Fg VO8 Tim immim ml, ~ V ifd .~atocor rt1lt itll of anr AN IlIIIial all&~i

with two. Nmictikoduclot Aco~i Isut WtCIw conrvotIe

N~ .t. G -ij It wa aio NlrLwn that timre invet ted signals Couild ble ob-
STONAi C( ~tjitwd front the tievict' byi inserting a signal of frequency (01

DEVI I into onre call of the de'vice, and I narrow pulse of frertuene)y
-J L to., at 1he center li ansdueea to oltailli ltime inven ted Iutln

Hil -j'Ill~l 'lsi gnal .1 (Il in pu tia asd urcer o f1 frequnen cy W I~ 'i (J, (0

H~~~i)~~ 2Si ~~T I ,21 So by ising one device as, a time inverter, and feeding its

=.=0oifltprit inoa second oewhich wasi me c. onvolve r, h
C01. AC. on between two input signals could he obtained An
tillustration of i the nsuhs obtained by Gautier 1261 using two
degenerate xeiniconducetor corivolveis in this way is shown in

Hil f, (I !M, - t) Awo lig 8. 111 his cawe, the dynami: yrnge obtainable with the type
Wd of Senmiconiductor convolver, a device to tic described later

hkg, 7. S.inal And~ tumpt iIto"l($ig 11% (a N~plat Which his IlUIR' dylyiii lanige, waS Oly 10 kill. With a sinmple
rp'seai'li, b) A 11to b) Sip:.j Vz'teUi ~InI II aollsoher (c) Sig convoiet tistng the weal, tonlinearity in LiN'b03, it would not
Ila) proce%\il..e 111 a NI~ralit oeoli. (J) 11I1age I'tocol~ij have been possibile to obtain this result, because of the hatid

wher flas a cnisana reate tothestrngt oftheantracion dy' rirnic I 1nige of the aid avidua rd) d ices. Thus a basic problem
whee DIx colstnt elaed o tle tregthof he nteactoll is to obtainl a sntfficientty staung nonlinear interaction, So that

between the wau~es, and T =Lit, is the delay time of anl ac:ous- tile dynjaimic rangre of the device is not lim1ited by thle wcakaae.\
tic surface-wave passing along the delay lane, oif tile inteactioni.

FEpuation (3.3) aIN bic rceogaazed as beang closely related to It 1, colirent to define a figurie of mnerit of \uch dnemies,
thle convoiluroa of tile tmo tiput signals I'he only difference relating the ou11t i vei Pj to the inpunt KF signal powers
from l he tiale conxoha t ionl IN that tile ouIt put Signal is coan* P, , an ml 2 . espect vely, as
pressed by a factor of 2 In Uame. thas as becausec the two acoras-
tic ski faceV waxes pass' each oiie; .1; a \Cloi:ItN N, Th11s pio~ess F
of Conxokllaiwn IN emacti) what occilis \01 enl a \1i11.1l IN passewkJ ,34
ant o a1 ra k r* l ere tile output o tirlied as t ile Conl vohal aoa of [h'l\ fagui e of a11isit takesaco l of losses Iak the aa1ipu titas-
the mizilal and the impul)se response of the fliten . A\ 11lt.rued duca and' thle output tiarnsdncea as \ Clt s the streneth of the
In l'ag 7ka) In thle convom ., sIllustrated Ina Fe, 700), be. aioauhanear interaction. IVypicail I aN11 3 convolvers for the
caulse the refercicecn" s. of aauo':er signal. i. as pos~able to 100-20() \Ililt facqiecacy range, usaing at% acoustic beoaaruwdth
chan1'e thle refemene or thle filter responlse at watl Ilhaus the w 4 1.:7 tinur and output tratisducer length 2 ciii. yielded a fwg
conmoh~er IN, ini inc1ile. at, C\twmnc11. ftemuble de' ac and ra) weV Of Jiem it cotIespoidirig to Fl - 83 J11111 125 1 Fhrs am-1
be ried ito aecogiu a Ij ?d 'irtCo'des conlsiang of lolls pI ise 11'has(t, a \ ath P2 20 dli ai as thle a efer ence iarpi , the onut put
I raai~ on anratog codes, slclas linzear FMt chart's Such deanora- mplnat te~ ci u rald tic reduced by b3 dii ftomr tie rarpt siial.
strations \\mr mnade % ir tire ear b for ns of the con'olver, Vhns if the salua tion poviet of the Input tranlsducers was oif
using1r both derenlerate typo\ of c0:1vohl es arid ruoaudegeauerate thle ordea of 0 diii arid tile abase farare 0 tire receiver was
corarohm er sr~h iin antldit gli .1 l tplu t ta idurcer I'lie leader t) picai ll 9~0 dliba, thle dhyamaric ra rge of thle device wouald lie
is retered to the papers 1b) (ataitla 1.111 and W~franoutd 20 (i3 - ( 90) - 47 dii
1271 ,aad Solac 1201 1r0saeo temr ce t rlts Of tis A conslderablo iapa oveanit im thle chara1c ashes oif conl-
type voivenrs call bt obtained tby na:ror% ilg thre bearrawikth Vt. Ira

A ~p _k* _W
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this eatse, thle power density is Increased, and the efficiency of OUTPUT At CONTACT

the de-vice increaves as I/w 2 . By tis me1ans, it his been shownAT2SoCI

by Defranould and hiacrfed in a paper given in this issue, that -SO0 SPAERRASI

by reducing the becamwidth to 100 jn froint I nin wi strip 0SAE AL

couple,' input transducers, they canl Obtain approximlately a INPUT I L~O

20-dB 'implrovemtientt in efficiency, thus increasing thle dynainic AT INU 2

range by a corresponding amiount j .271 $
B. Principles of Operation of Semicondu~ctor Coni'olvers L GROUND

Ani alternative approach, to which a great deal of attenuation ELECTRODE

has been devoted, is to increase tilc strength of the nonlinear Fig. 9. A schemaic of an "airaap" silicosn convolver spaced by SiC)
interaction hy making use of the nonlinear response of a sem- tis1 ,191

conductor coupled to the RI- electric fields of thle acoustic nonlinearity than% canl be obtained in the piezoelectric mlaterial
waves propagated along the piezoelectiic delay line. Two itself,

types of interactions with semiconductors are pos-zible long'- B~y employing tis principle, a convolver of thle type shownI
tudmnal interactions Ii which thle nonlinearity is caused by thle in Fig. 9 call bic constructed, Ini this case, the potential gener-
electric field parallel to tile direction of propagationl 1201, ated across thle depletion layer at any point is proportional to
1281 and transverse field interactions caused by ain electric thle product of thle two Input signals, The output is detected
field perpendit ulai to the direction of pi'rpwgition and to the hetiween ani electrode onl thle lowei surface of tile pietoelectic
surface of thle semitconiluctoi 1I ZSI, 1261, I 291-1311. Ilater ial, capacitively coupled to tile surface of thle depletii

With thle first type, because of symmetiry, outpull froll a1 layer, and anl clet trode Onl tile topl surface of thle semilcondue-
convolser is only obtained When a drift field is applied to thle lti, lie output potential will bec pioportiollal to thle integral
semiconductor. So tile interactionl is esseistiall blaed onl thle of thle Induced depletion layer potential Along thle length 'Af
nonlinear aeonstoetectric effects which occur In an acoustic thle semiconductor,
amplifier. lin general, when a drift field is applied, thle two 1lie employment of a semiconductor Ii tile convolver im-
wives passing thrtough thle device inS Opposite directions (Iiffei plies that several ot the well knowni principles developed forl
unequal attenuiat ions or ariiprf icat 101i, and so thle product sig. tilier seiconductor devices canl bie incorpoiated wsithin the
niat obtained I,. not thle trute convolution of thle two input slig- convolver itself. As we have seen Ii Figs. 7(a) and itb), the
n13ls, Onl tile other hand, if thle device is divided into short SVC- convolver itself is equis alent to a network, filtet , with an1 ari-t
lions tol which alternlating drift fields are applied, then both ti ary refceee network deterinled by I second in1put signal
signals will suffc; equal attenluation, or better still giossib, and If s1trage In eithl p1-n Junctions, Seliottiky barriers, or surface
a true Convolution canl be obtained with the ,idd iiioiilil ,idvarl stte at thle nut late of tile semi'.conductor canl lie emlployed,
tage of ComIlpensa.Ittoll for attenuation ss ithinl tire dievice C'on- thenl it is possible, as Illustrated Ill Fig 7(c) to constluet a stor-
volvers with a figure of mlerit of F =-~ Iii dlii, t'aIscd oil this age device 1321-1371 .Alteinatively, following the work onl
principle, have been made by Solie 1201 uskig CdSe laid down 1,ulk wa!,ves by Stelchei and Shiren 1.381 storage canl lie oh-
onl LiNbOj. Some of his results are deserI ib d tills ssue . toiuned In trapls III CdIS or other Inatel ials (P3l 1-101 Inl tis
Therefore, we shall concentrate onl the transverse field riuak- .ase, A migal F'\1) can bec read Into thle dec and stored at tile
tion devices. sut face of thle ciioditras a1 spatial var iaitonl of charge

Tile configuration MsInch hai. icceived by tar thle most atten- aloiig thle surface of thle semliconductor of thle torinl F-(:10)
tion for use as a seiconiductor cons ohsl rIs, ot tOw t lie Alivil When a later signal () is read Into thle device, it iN possible to
In Fig. 9. It will be sell Iihat tile basic Lonsiuto i q \i SCly obtain anl output as illu si ated tin Fir. 7( cl \% sIiich is. cit lie r tile
simliai to that it tile as ousti ailplicr, Hlo\sss ci - Io% thle Ill cons olution oit tile coitrelation of the tss o Input signals Now,
teractioil is essenit alI) beiss ccii the electric I ichd I " nornial to howver, tile ictererice siginal does niot have to bie iead Ii at
tle sit ace ot tle sein icondu5 tot aind tile a n tcis nIlee wtin tile $a-ile little as tile signal ito lie Int errogat ed It can bc t cad
conductor 1 pi ally - a r ela tis cI y thk Ii is I. SC ii isO id sI la~ , C~-In ss ithlr lie storage ltl nc0 tile de vt e. - sIi icli canl be In tile
thicker thati the layer used III tile acoustic ani1phit icr, is ciii rang1e oh a fell mis ioseConlds to a few seconds, depeniding Onl
ployed so that thle pat allel field compilonent 1,2 tends to bie tile design of thev device,
shlted out Ani c~iiiple tit the use of such devices could bie to emtploy

* ~~Semiiconidutor depic tiori layec i leor lealds 11o t he C01klu flieli sIni a tadalrs scii Sup pose - Ior ilmn arce, t hat a coded
sion1 t hat a de pletion Iam of t1h i h i 1 I ll 1% tot tiled its an1 igiiAl iN eriut ted ti 01 tile i ad a r nmilla' anid ret leeted flil all 5i
ti-type seticotiducror ot dotior deiiliry Ndt such that object I'lie rescised signlal is then stored lin thle coriviltor

E q A' 11k(35 storage des ice. If a Idtet signali tloi ailottier pat t of thle oltject
out Irou iii ailio i dkisia iii oby% t \\S asie ccised aid thre i cor related

u leie 1: is tie field riot ial Ito tile sitiiase a rid i I lie pcinult- \%i iti le car tier signal3, thle distort ionl due to (tlie errot nIII thle
- I111is A yo tile se iuiondu cior Il tntiil, thir pI1 icN that tile po- iadat N) ste in itel. oltidue ito ii hoilogc nit li lin tile aluii-

IClittial actoN Ow~h d eple tion isayer is, spiliee- could bie t ciios ed, l or bo I i le retk c ene arid thle sig-
'b'~d I ~t = eFnat 01 intect wouldl hasle suilt icre tile Nirme disot t isii S11,11

conic hat to t s %oukId take place Ill real 111rile - a corlIie Ik ad-
It Is t hus appa r cii t hat ilie pole'nt ial totirued .rcisule det' Ic- s aiir age lti a sophlistl& isat d a N)Stsc ni 1.111 - I -IlI
lionl laiyei is plolloportinal to thle square k it tile ti Id and sir re As a second cv amiipIc ile kin tonsidet Ii'- iltu at ron us li i tile
11irisciscy sulititle dotioi dl us I IN i as it ttihe iii i1 Onl us or IN iisoldeot Illihnrsate d by all op tis al r Iiage 14IX* 1-171
behas es as a d 1stlributed sat actor suit Iil a kollsIde rably s\r on er It sie e i i.i tile uc oustic be a in pati as olne titlek ot like rImnage -

,- - * ~ -o
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SI~iCNE RBBERf 37) who support the ciniconductor onl randomly distributed
smalll posts, uising Conlfiguratitonls Of tilc kind shown in Fig. 3
andi described inute futlly mi another paper in this issue (311
They obtain a uniformity of ineraction better than I dill over a

r-OUIUT COTACT 3.8 cm length of silicon.
1k -- UPT OTC A severe problem with this type of device is the requirement

sm;LsTHICKfor anl airgap. This involves very careful optical polishing with
SILICON DtD severe mechanical tolerances, and a great deal of attention at~ ARRAY

all stages of the assembly and mask making to elimination of
- dust. There are alternative configurations which chlimate this

particular difficulty. One employs a piezoelctric material.
usuailly ZnO, laid (town onl Si by sputtering techniques, thus

A060, DELAY ~WL *4' forming a imonolithic device 148)1 -(52)1 A second technique

0 WOLD makes use of a piezoclctric semiconductor, Such as GaAs, for
I Ilkthe biasic convolution interaction 1 .141I. As the interaction

/ SAPPHM SMSIRAYC takes platce below the surface of the GaAs in a depletion layer,
I-EIIIANPARENT 60OLD

Fig. 10. An "airgap" ct nwe somio b i. 4 Min ld r.tk1,11% etchied In the uniformity of tile interaction is excellent. The third tech.
LiN bO, 161 c'n iique is to use a thliin seiconduictot fli l, su~chi as CdSe , lad

down onl LiNtO1j (201) Some of these configurations will be
then t he carrier density along thle semniconduct or will ie penti d is~ies furithter lin Sect ion 1111-G.
on the external illumination. As we have already seen, the D, Semiconiductor (onli' Theiory
convolvei output depends Inversely on the carrier density. lIn oider to unideistIitt the coitsidtiatioits entering Into the
Therefore, thle output of the coitvotver w~ill depenid ol til' esii fteedvcs ti eesr odrv h ho i
Change A (:z) in thle otIput froint a plaite dutie to thle itlummmiita' no hs dvcs ti icest odrvetl hoyi

lion, lit general, whten inpt sigiNl Ftt) and G~ t) alre iinserted soimewha~t mlc't' detail thait tile Simplified versiont givenl as
iinto thIe convolver, the out put obt a ined w.'ill be lthat shown uit (.)Aieclci iamn o ltbdcniin ttl

tt eobtin atyp ofcorrlaton etwen te I su iface has beenl giveit by Otto (54) 1, who hats obtainted iesuiltsFig. 7(d). Thtus obanatpofcreainbwent i- witich tiei physically imeaningful. tie gtives critetia with which
In tina Iioit a bugf one l inc oft tie ilvi and il In iputI sigiat. to juidge the ,tccu i .i of a tess rigorous theory ou tImed htere,

Suppose oite signal F"(t) is a delta fuitctioin and tite ottiei a which it used to take accounit of other thin flat-band coit-
loing puilse. then tile ouitput Obtained \k ill bie a tite scanl of tile titiol sit , 1 5 1. 5
imiage . On thle ot 1w r tiand , if tile in put signials aie coded,* it is We ii S Bolt ma nifs aptprom~imat ion for tle carter deinsity:
postible to obtalit the Foriner trantfomi, the F resniel tiatns- 11 nt cxp T) 1 , tit Pu/10 e~p -- i/ W00), In an1 n1-type
form, or other coded transforms of tte optical inui1 e As titt- Seicondullctor. 1,1i0 potential aitywheic withiit tile seitcoit-
able dlelay lites caitlbe used to obtaini thle intverse tiislortrif I dt'to; I% ' with 1 I) ait n=Ilk , T', aie tlie elect ion tenl-
these coded signalt, it is, theiefore, pomssible to iecollntl ct tile e tInCadtli ciepeieyiid sBotmatn'ci.
origiital imauge It aidd it ion, it is t'otstlbe to cairry out vat lOlls poilatt We ar y Ougo tl t'tni , and it K oisns Bolit Io Ina t Cle

typtes of fil teli pii o~Ice\Stes to tile t ranhi oi III Iinure to ehliinate sat W ateeoe lt oml' qainlt(i
untnecessirv informaItion withtin the imiage, aind hence decrease foi n I !ol , 1(55)
the bandwidhth Fuithielute, if a long codic coiresponitdng to it, qn0  "10,/t e q~ao;'-v/h71
the lute lttle is used, ait), spot oin the Image is iead lotI the ~~C
complete linle time% ratiter thait the spot ltle Therefore, a
cons~iderable Imptlrovemleint In tile silitat-to-itoise ratio of tile wttei Or - -& l't n is tile Feriti poteittial InI thle bulk,
order of the ratio of the lute little to tile spot little call be ob. scittcondutoi After in tegialion of (3.7) we fittd that

C C'onsuruction Techniques for Semiconductor ('oni'oM'rs 2 7' no-I

It is appaieit that thie baisc coittolvor conitgimatioit of Fig. Q) 1
t 0$1' q0 \'

is very similar ito thait of the siicitductor amptifier alicatty e + lJ() (3.8)
debcribed, for which there aic seteral simitai conistrtuctioital h7
teeti iiquei. As \%e e' It at t'a dty iicu sett, Ithe semiticoidutc tolts tice ts i's , a i e thie itn il field anmti polenitial )list iinsidte the
canl be suppor tet Oil SiO2 rails to Keep it nllechllicIlly Cuti of sllrf~icc, itc~i' l)
coil tact withI tice ple' oclec tric subs iat' InI th liegonl of tile Ftt nat iou t3 8) Is * of courste, til lteila t oit thiat is norimailly
acouist ic biai. Bill, Meer stilt, uit oidter to pit ie mnoI(lit ui g Iten Iii t eI a il t' it t (if t hi su ifact' conittion olf st'in ucoit-
formu gap spacting, Itice st-litucoi'dli ctor siibsliate oitI tt ti cl Itere dtli tois to detl i i it' til' eft teclit t t'apacity of a ,tliltpl loll,
may be p-n jun icti oitt0 S chott ky diodes callttbe su ppt'iIed Onl accuil 1Ia 10tio il e iloi liyt (551 lii tour cawe, wt' \%tle
a ilmoiub oif ttilltlkl palillt' to tile ~i opIga lll l'~Ilh, tacli F, ', i P tIs\ htl'i I\i thle tit' 5,ltc of the murtitce field,
Oritt bciit of tilt' olidli of 4 pMtt ide lSillusi iated III Fig.e 10. and P', I;it- he ,icud 141: luelds. Thien t Ilit lgt-hIid site of
As lilti% dimelitoniti I% ii Icli Ait tel iii i i I(lit' Ve. t'tii lt ry 0 31 kal) in e C \Jp.1 idtd to 5t\'oiit (iidei III RI: ql titit'es
little illicliuitcal illieliclion l i th lit' acoustic tI\si ob' a'-cr
s'imt't aiid tilt' gap Nsm1.lcal tIl lie Illadet st'rS 11iiiiliil I i ~ ~ 39
'Tt' basic Ic cliIIi lie h i t kinki ha I bet' ii 0IC0 pltt'Itt y tile We call I lii etc iii llt' bo1ith t'e iiiAa si 11i econd oi dt'cpr'
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C5AP C0 , It can be shown that the voltage Vop induced between the
silicon and the grounded electrode of Fig. 9, assuming that the

r - r output is open-circuited, is

,p -V /w(2P.P.2 )' (3.12)

"v L ys'5 b where for the flat-band casc:

Fig. 1i. Equivalent circuit used in the evaluation of linear coupling and 3 qN.13 )(c0 o ) A u
Iota in the semiconductor convolver. 3 qNd p 2 e(cp + co) M2 v

Equation (3.13), which neglects diffusion effects, indicates
surface potential. This treatment is valid providing carriers that the normalized convolver efficiency parameter increases
have time to reach thermal equilibrium. Such a situation is as the carrier density Nd is decreased. It would, therefore, ap-
true in a depletion or accumulation layer, as well as at flat pear to be desirable to work with a material with as low a car-
band, but may not necessarily be true in an inversion layer rier density and hence conductivity as possible. However, as
where the generation rate of carriers is very small, the material conductivity is decreased, the transverse field 'in-

The linear part of the relation (the term with the coefficient teraction with the semiconductor begins to change the attenu-
b) is of course closely related to the results obtained for the ation of the input signals, and the output drops due to this
acoustic surface-wave amplifier, as (3.7), and can be suima- cause; so there is an optimum resistivity for maximum effi-
sized in terms of the equivalent circuit for a unit area shown in ciency. This attenuation effect does not affect the output
Fig. II (261. In this circuit the potential source due to the waveform shape, only its amplitude, because the total attenu-
acoustic surface wave is 0, which can be related to the power ation of the two oppositely directed input signals to any point
P, in the acoustic wave, as follows: z within the device is constant, and hence their product is con-

I A(Q) stant, whatever the value of -. The attenuation per unit length
! (3.10) O, due to the acoustic surface-wave interaction with a semi-

2P, o(e+C o)W V infinite semiconductor can be determined from an expression
The gap coupling or capacity across the gap and oxide layer is similar to that of (2.7) or by evaluating the power loss from
Cpp, and the parameters of the semiconductor bulk are rcp- the equivalent circuit. When this is done it can be shown that,
resented by a resistance Rb in series with a capacitance C,. In in terms of o,,

addition there is the depletion layer capacity Cde p and the re-sistive and capacitive terms Rinv and Cinv denoting tile shunt- (3.14)ing effect of tile inversion layer, due to its interaction with tile 3 w6eo

component of RF field parallel to the surface. Tile values of where p is the carrier mobility.
some of these quantities are 126) If we now include the propagation loss in a length L, in the

Cdep e1 expression for Vol, will be seen that Vop a 0ir exp (-orL) so it
follows that tile output is maximum where arL. = I or the at-CPp t.olf(13h) tenuation is 8.6 dB as shown by Otto 154). This result is

Rb I/oi (no accumulation at surface) valid whatever the value of the parameter At, which increases
OE/Xd (no accumulation at surface) (3.1 1) rapidly with the airgap thickness h. If there is a depletion

b /layer present in series with the gap this increases the effective

where Af(13h) is given by (2.6). Note that if Pi is small but value of At still further, so the optimum value of resistivity
CP >> eo and there is no oxide present Cap " co/lh, the ca- required by the theoretical predictions tends to increase with
pacity per unit area we might expect. Similarly when the sur- gap thickness
face is well depleted the capacity -dcpl is just the expected Some results of this type of theory which have been ob-
capacity per unit area of tile depletion layer, while Ch is the tamed by Gautier 126] are given in Figs. 12 and 13. Similar
capacity across a Debye length Xd of the bulk material, as plots for different types of convolver configurations, which
might be expected. Sinilaily, Rb is associated with the re- give good agreement with the experimental result,;, have also
sistance of a layer X/2n thi:k, the penetration depth of tile been made by Cafarella 1311, Otto (541 , and Khuri-Yakub
acoustic wave. 150) It will be seen froni Fig. 12, plotted for flat band,

in the complete circuit, including nonlinear effects, we can that with L.iNb 3 the optinum value of 1 is appioximlately
regard Cb and Cdp as being nonliear capacities driven by two 6 X 10 " 3 at 100 Mhlz, with conductivities in the range of I-
sources 0 ,, 0, in series. The two spc:ial cases of most i- 10 mho/in, lowever, as wll be seen from Fig, 13 the I1 value
terest are: 1) the flat-band case for which 0s,= Eso = 0. increases as tile surface is deplcted although not by as much as
Cdcp = -, and c c6qN(I in (3,9), 2) the surface is depleted the full facto of 3 to be expcctci from the nonlinear theory,
Rin, = w, and c - e/2qN, as we have aheady indicitt.d tn because of the increase in the effective gap width. A coinpali-
(3.6). The parameters c ate, of course, pioportioiial to tile son of experimental and theoretical results for two types of
nonlinear parts of the bulk capacity Cb aind depletion layer ca- convolve s is given in Table it where the convolvcr efficiency
pacify (', 1 ). tepectively. Thus tie ,nonl'iarilty of thc dete i F IP is also cal, ulated taing account of the i easu red losses ill
tends to be stronger when it is depleted at (he surface thai in the input and output circuits. It will be seen that the agree-
the flat baud case. If the device, on the other hand, is accu- incmit between experinient and theory in these examples is
initiated at the slface,, the effective carrier density at tie stir- cxcellent. When an uweision layer is present, it does not ti-
face is larger .o Cb mci c.iscs and R'tb decrtases and the dcvi e iecetly influence tile second order noninea coupling coefli-
shows a corrcspondingly weaker nonlini ity. cient; but, as call be seen from thet equivalent circuit, its short-
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simicOIELN11, 10
I - 00.M

~$to

1 to 100

NO MWiO. LOSS

I Ii * 1000 A

to!,Llt~bO) Si

0 //o Loss 5 20 - 00 #
tig 22. an d Ef r OtI dc sunFACE PO EN~TA L t. r

01 1 to 100 100 Fig. 3. Thc variation of the Wvalues for dpted or accumulated
cONDUTIVIY tmle/)stmilconductor surfaces.

Fi. '2,gopag3tiofl loss an Ilvalucs versus conductivity frntp
silicon with various airgalvi.

TABLE 11
711VALIFS IEORY ANt tI IsMNT

Semiconductor it-type Silicon; untreated; 2 cm long-.p - 0.1 m2fV~s
Piezoelectric: YZ LiNI103;w it 3.2S niii;/i = 13500 Ajf- 108 hz

Picecctric LiNbO3  i12 G0C020

Si Retistivity (nl cm) 7 7 9 1
Two-Port Insertion Lobs$ 14 22 20 18
Convolution Yfliciency F0(1))b -56 -58 -66 -80.5
Otitput Circuiit Lffliciencyc 0.4 0.7 0.2 0.18
1I at Hait Kind (theory) 4C0X 10~ C.0X 10- 5.5 X 1(0- 1.0, X 10-1

UDepletion/V Flit Baind 1.50 1.50 1.40 2.10

U Dclmion 0Ibeoly) 6.0 X W-3 6.0 X 10-3 7.1 X 10-3 2.1 X 10-3
U(Ftpelinicnt) (V -inI/W) 5.6 X 10-- 6.3 X IV' 7.0 X 10-1 1.7 X 10-3

aTbn includei trainduccr and propag~ation losses.
bRatio in dl of output ltnmal power (in 50 11) to product of input terminal

'Rtoof voltage actually developed across a 50-11 load to 1p
Ahpowe::Fg i .8 n: sniR on for [IGO with 3000 A (not given) (q0,ojT- -20).

ing effect on tile transverse fields decreases the RFpotential
senby the free cirriers, These effects have been taken intoA

account by Gautier 1261 tat5.
When his results ate compared with experiments there is to

4somte discrepancy in thle inversion layer region, and between K '
the e"timaije1 flat-hand potential and measured flat-band -

potential. This is tite to (lie presence of surface states at the t
silicon dioxide inltfatee, the well-known effect wvhich occurs ,o 04 06 of 10
il Semicondiuctor devices 1551 . Witl careful control of the CNRY 0
techntolory, the \tii lace state densitY canl be kept below 1010 Fig. 1 .1. Surface state density of Si.Si, structre obtained by expirl.
States/ctn .1 in which case surface States have a mey small nivoter\. (a) (.lutier 1.161. (b) Nacottian andi Goetzberger IS61.
effect. Moie lypi- ill. %\-it less careful cotitrol, thle surface (c) Mait cl at, IS57 1.
state density I% oh thle oidei of 1011 states/emi. I'liuis, by
Iiteamuitsg thle di1sC1Vepiscy between tile measuired eumvs and iin Fig. 14. It will be seen that the results are cotmparable to
tilt, thleoretical cum",~ one catl ineaire thle number of charged although cruder than% those obtainied by other techniques.
surface states by tlie difleice inI Voltage between (lie theoret- The coisvolvers could bie more carefully designed for Inca-
ical antd ex.peliill.1d ctl-e 1551 -(571 T~hi ls '%beenl done suiciiiits of the siitlatce state density or free carrier propertes
and some of thie results obtined 11) Catiir (.'Of ire showni rat her thtin for othet puiposes. It has bi shwn byDs il.
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1581 stid Hlers 1591 that associated techniques like lte Inca- by iutikkala. I k ettiloys ('dSc deposited oit iLiNhO 3 ito oh.
Sutoentof aou~le lsstil meatitmentof ile ic orm taim slnjde line $cans mid, hitlee, cot tiuicts ait iiiapte by file-

layciner sn~vd bil h 1011Cry a aeInlduc vos oi aed onetal tlllk ca the cnn ftI eiti denion r seitciviof ac1 omst-

fortiesuring addicondubcausr pthrcan ei i hArdiin , it devices 1e47c, Wt eomn
oas thee obiderfed fr on eute oielSraetate sbtragte- y tht iste aeuths otiniod at Wulld ie madahnt tof (the best

froirct o y otue tcaue invi 1331nh, tase inercto tiln, Ilss T e ovicoiwaes areprle te esliabei, to n d c omptitv
n of be basuiforoblems tile kni.h o t device it dot I hiliSoi sjat eral hnnfiugeices histcsason inoC.

oie teru ich ot cvirtualy alimiatei kid o fin based Th nlfoe theaotcan defintonor structivt ofd theodevic
puriis, not dtion xidlie there n tie rmel Induced I a nta denitie o Wii ssinl l elpme nt tl) is powsible
otle urfae is lfc wAth ai ilet ofodec~Othl substrat hy a contidele inestmebtaintehor would h ptbe roiene t
frintini o o nhe caus ea Sin Asurface tint ntea very call in 'S Th d o ev isar opticall ressn deics, nd itidonIiei t a

'~~~~~~i facut, e o s ot n face ttt lre of tti e devi A Si. tend out it 0i nse raliy throutgh PCt tfoti ice tan ft la ii iDh
dirti t foniu thc Im at it ali Ic oxidfue, th kind o prne I thedeoe (lCi redout ic wole ottne ind the dev ries

~~~~~~'on s thno t o okinormal dtie s"te hi t ti ora wde on a5 If ii- te ot asr andiv the aeo mstn Ic liitnt Ac s a ia-i iiD l le
tyle Sre isn left orll na lyt md 20-0s ac th it t lui a i it ile onetheirt n. thes ate d woiu It toi p1 to i
as f1 ac la s tho i a la nit surfacer f all r fac' state,, mtale r dciiolesan optial h in u ivi n it , unik sel tatd
numreti oif scas, tatis ex t e el i ici It to10 clia MI I is dppicet wions A tue extabi piet arefollws ta tl hgl

dfetenl to tiedht ilie am ic oiestfe i t at tw h t(lie (love poibiiyo Ci deie t ol li ota i oe nd two d011 itne
oxhidn oier o mait pi oe it Whi tlt thick , oxiw e ll a l n-at ionsa itat file inhe oi d (li a ous tic ain t itta es haeuite
traped sem iitdutori nomallyt tinc st rate, t il o Aet tt' aIatl tis fterO n hevaedfeut t ui l
lutice t I liecsonoele t ls ai id I Itet c o ire, M s oiu )the poksi ait maokeo ti usef it t wie ita ine p iale
prso ie t ase it I s o i tivler. diicutltt itt ot e * as tlle~ il- all ti e o s Si o t extmple lite as i ioiol ti i si ottin

CMta otios iesmcod co yapiain o n 1 Itl ich Silil lea tof ting w e s i f t a t d setsi v
fxrace i i ld Fta oy lie % i s slitt e cot11 stfak cl witt tu oltil dt ) Ilep v~lity o ilcl 0 111 ilon n w lm

trap ft ped Witt itn i tilt, ie fm suei tay hoavle ael i tgP tile 4 'ile1 ps tiilt ornf ohlittgeettniso ii of optia tea)e
in o e witit, alitit~e o o i de bvu o tt , i ei ia e i te bst uto inh agessiwit ( i f Ite in Wise A Wit te lenest p~ta

coset for n o n ni onse tip let , ti u li ciifte, tas liiiit S)ite smpcolsint tt hyb eoilt Attnd mof othit cl faioo nst

facels toial a detliled tivovt i tex colec alm n p ~ l Whc would toa ao tew itto ofIhaesnitv

tiet , as( tit t.t1111 ti vle e t.eotey Wo(i ua ol )e ictleitt . ity of o ti e, aletlo ic ftuieg ofoti alO lie W lt tli . t 1 tid t f ()\ otil ( tiit i t is ret ii% ih 1t e t ~ o n f Igi a o i sli'I i u stk tI ti i ys tta
%Ie frequteti le t ic r v vt oi t s Iiiii le Ie ie t ral totIy itith e * l o l W teiith o t li ue it I' syIgialls es ttiltw hl ts
Isoluesa n t dhey I i ' stow ese c i f gh, tlie itt lie t'rese t ie ot it co T e oibi oflit i te oul lts n ofii I i o tt ilt t oistis I it

siet y iol an Neil tle i o a el stiltt eo lis l iitIIil a P tt'. ti e ft13 o1 t the littein~tIle i itfelt ey iei s s t tte

pli assopti .t i i n y t y t l i is. iWhsil ii.US t i tpil tle itt put eit tlil of ti tll i e p WeaionitalIii tiec al ii
tcOili tit t t tit ha d o f g oo d at it a cu m t I t) i I t q is.le i' doi' til wit I all il I c lie ittl e ,tti taIie itt. t iel hott its y~te AI te
ite, titipotl t1t1t t en sit \llllte stt epei' t' t io ut lase totis thet susel t i picti f ttiiniutg sitias t hou WV \111 ahl ei lso~
inle i ot il 11 ileie Iii ilt s it , t ile[s y slt ili e s e e ht of t1 t ksiii eIt~lll. C igt I a l nlol i ll hi ch (l.tI ie ii tiseu ile
ont stotage tit siilt ftit suf tates o f pi ttl is ksitidi.it1titit1fo eut e o tisle thes I Iilti le itl tit 1 ti sltoit ii Ie. it s i f ~ tit le 0a
tif t ott i te tttstt \01 ,1v ti Ito I s ' t coti towl beam tis (it ae s11 tlei Int i lmls tt is nit tlll, listlcy i e hallos tug t t ic t i n~'i

ttsc of a i ge'd el it te in ti C('I) I lt ocitis tIi t is, 111tis C t ejil l~ allt o t i 01le iii esi alce itt Iigl Ii tonigatiom it w ttc thttil
soe , s w ue i ltilit it) ate I I te sti ii t eftfeat t\ ai'st 1110 a\ct - ew iI iutl ai' t I live ticd fili'C sk"1' aitil t, In ste lve Sha li ot iltic
ile iss Itica S i' el t I: t ii', isli s l \\ay iisi o e k co ita t I aittg t ti I r out t de iii' will hi' unIiqe tot lv lll in h 'o eie

tilM 'i i n sufc tlc aoIlboI kt o ilfill W old llt m lp ilolSo nI 1s15 .%it5 ~ )

ti. suliac mmit ndt i tme n('itn i'. C 11ol ) lsit1. ti \i1 err 1 t' c as, All 11-pd vt oi\ n i la -i
C01ii' 1111t111,111 Io e tiitg t itii c t *t'e 14ticsi to tieeit ail (o tie tl ietilkeit kiI('\1 w tO.i lek'llld lm

Is e we I iildC1111li ie0 ) o oi lkttekilil \1111oltte( iepee c I 11111 % JIt(: ), and ie to tIput
opils utuicig 1111te hisilett een aotie out tlt.tt it Wi mes. 'nlm l 'In to, ]cpctv (i e n~: ( I

slimnal im li i c t, hut'iciat ut liii' iii ptic 1 1 141 ,ne %till i . (ise d \ k is l l .tic ,tii t l ttliit ti' tci itid t li'
I l so t ' ie t nctl'to i isi t itlt. t p a 'Itt i tg Sll

tplitt't lak' It ti1e htii e at loss l . iise t t'd ote lthat i Iis - lk)\, exeiiu ti~i i~a u~rm~ztit 11a di 0 1 its )Ot

t~ti 11 iid titi' to ilk si h~iiii iii the sti ml oirdu totk~ i011i t II ( / Ilk, it)t liko ua in' oici li N rInpudtr ateJ~ I is. it) and

I le l.tttci I e Pt'it i'fti I has1 t'eii Cluiplos i'd \k 1 Sts \Issltis pulse Ini atillill it it , s e ,'iiiki tha~t titie s$ steit is igveitetits



KI()ACOt~tl 2(11ICI~EHC IOSsecondl orerd termn gnraed by an R F scan pulse (tiletas

verse acoustoclectric effect 1001). Tis techniquc has lte

advantage of a baseband output, but suffers from the problem
of poor bandwidth because the ouput is taken out through a
relatively silcapacitor, lte capacitance between the metal

TAANSPARENT LIGHT film and thie silicon, However, with improvcments in the tech-
ELECT 0O0,E nology, like the use of Zn() onl Si, it may prove to be the sim-

I ift. 11. A Schemaiac of a voiwilver Coniguration for acoustic scaning plest appinach to scanhlinp.

vantliges that a high intensity reading pulse canl be used-, the
MODES OF OPERATION seat, rate is half that of the other configurationis, because the

SCANNING PULSE ____ READING PULSE scanning pulse travels to thle point z and back to the input

IL J- 1-,- transducer. A problem with it is that attenuation along the
w scani path distorts the Output signal, as it does in ltec method

-IsSA of F ig. I 8t(b). This technique has been used by Luukkala ef a/.
11 .~.sr SCANIn Combination with Iilluminination thlrough aI periodic gra ting

with a X/2 Spacing to give strong reflections, as described bie-
Ia)low. I n t heir case no readling pulse is reqluired 14 51 .

SCANNING PULSE The fourth method shiowii in Fig. 16(d), historically tilt'
Ai.$-- BASERAND OUTPUT DUC TO first, is due to hiolletia!. 1421. In this case lte attenuation of

ErrEAOUEd (ECTFICAI thle readinig pulse by thle semiconductor is changed by tile soan-
J, EFEC (RCTI~CATON) niiig pulse, duie to thle fact t hat a highi intensity scannfing pulse

tends to deplete thle semiconductor surface. and hence lower
SCNIG(US RA)G ~S the at teuat ion, By iiimpleme nt ing this method0( in such a way

A ~as to measure the effect of lte light onl the stoiage timle of
Wt (j -'-- 2W carriers ill surface state tiapls, a relatively sensitive Optical scanl-

.IL JL fing device was coiistriictcd 14 21,
RICrDPLEOne problemi with these devices is tWeir limited ilyiiaiie

SCAN VLOCITY 0~2 range. As anl examuple, with the configuration of Fig. 10(a)
W there is anl output fioiiite convolver with no light present.

SCANNING PULSE r~LREADING PULSC When a depleted device is Illuminated, thle Conditions approach
J L flat. hand , and( so there is a few decibel change in outpult

- - T lypically tis ini1plies too Small a dynamic ranlge to be use-

ful. Thus somie strataigem is required to eliminate thle "dark
curie nt".

GUATE TECIINIOUI. One techiitil which has tien used successfully ill various
(d) forms, is to pass th li ght i each i g tile seimiconductor t hrough

Ihg. IbI. Dii ec I li oprainlg modes of pt uilliugi IiIIili (I ) A a relat inely ((1.1 m opti-aI gi ati of PCtIlod 1 12(i1 I451 , 1 461

fct 1431. (c) A divc Ili wihich ile 11'eaioui I% IIoII a fedtl1'd( l ist intioduces a lertiodicity into the sciiiieouductor carlier
pIIIIC 14S5I (di) I 1wIe tek 11ikle III iliUY1'd b) hioli e;il. 1421I. dlensit y With a wadY liiiIii ter & .1 2 !I/I. In t ilis case, thle out-

put at tile sumii frequenicy will be of lte form
so that (0 W, we see that tile ouitpult would be of thle/
foilm 110 ) .Ii(i') C5x) 21ot. Thus we obtain a scan of oiine : . ep I ( 1 + (2 ) 1 fF (I - (1Iline of tilie un age scannued at tile acoustic v'eloc it y i. If a Sp)ot VJ ' V,
dfitlolli, s le baitewd th Iitle Irel to sctan t I spot ill e fni Iis
defniio 1 /v s rh alvt equiredilc tke otl stanla Spot devil b Chi 1  cos K d:. (3.17)
lion will tbe of the orilci B/ 1 /is, If T' 1//v is the tiansit tuime
of all at uNtic wale over tile length of the device, (the iiuinbelii It will bie seen) thti a si longf output is obitaineid if thle dlifter
Of lcsol% II ot s vi ill be A' =T/r5, or 0117C fiCkilICY Of thle (WO Hiput igls'11I is suchI that (w,0 - (02 )

N = BT, (3.16) ' ' K. Ini this case the pitodiict of lte letiodic light vaiiation
Iliti tilenulkiwkandt tile two Sil"i.Iis woultl generate a wave ait thle Sum~l frv-

I bs heiluiltir of :esolvaible spots is equadl to the tille- qul'lcy ( 0 3 - W o .J T0 V flit' ev acts to pick out thle stiong
biaud ii lil 1 P1llijlt 1f t lie de v i'e. As t he del a y ti me insohe d 'oo Iicr 1111111111' i of the hlih le itl, i u i Iliougl tile gi at ing
iN I i1111 1 Lt ile ordt i of o1111'] uth oi(f .1 1) filil I V Iline Ii 11c , Oil thle 01111' i I .111, thle (tiik %ignal, I e .thle convolvei out Puu
t it!( 1

1 toli'ilitle I-An lilt ith Ior tile same imilC huhir of Ic soIs \'ithlon ut 1111 SC ut, J ovs not (0111 din1 w lie Ciiod ic coin 11(
ablie slot% \%Ill lii' of tilie 01 tti of a faIctIor of I 0 lau twr. Mu i le l~ %ie t I .1 "511 I I 1 Iute A3~ aitd, tI e i 0'l1i1'.iiY givi'- Ve Y
tilie \ka iiliv I ill bec 10 11 noes less thaii lii d1 t pieal IN t'Iiitle 0 c ak ~1.ilaol oif t11 ill u1(11 WithI suiici llu fi CIIeliC ii i "P-
scani illationim 0 1 ili e.\dctly ssisennnibel silapiion o11 t thle inpult

Seve at atI(V111.1 itC ation 1bs M Iilk ta ticib used to i signa.ls, th Is ilitat h I l(Iialni ia idig( of I lie ivtcs ii u
O~~~~~~~~~~~l~~~~~ tf, I (l)iai~ ~.1ll ti iuta ~vsn hoti li.l 111111tvC it .lt 1A l at I he lost rlevel by nime anid at Iti'e ii ppcv

TheC 4i 1iiille1Iit aIhieady dc,, li utid it tloi l in I 'ug I(o) Ill let el t1)) Natul.1iioni
i. 10(b1), a tetll i (11 1' II I 1i1 ) I d kl (.11, i a! 11 , is I lie bai. I (likil t, of 0W1hi Ideai have b'eei ilcecked tby I .iititer

shot i, ililss Ilil I anl u'it 1.11 is otdilvd at I'asbaiiid title ito thet I2o V,610 Stal lid Ilii I uLI I' ll iii god agiceililit With thke
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theoretical predictions. The idca has also been uscd by Luuk- ELECTRICAL

kala et at. 1451 in a CdSc on L~iNbO3 piezorcsistive device

dy ic ray ne.ip tsa nn in li rqu y w n 411FL IH PTERN

grating with a X/2 periodlicity. *lce illcuination gives risc to T HS OPAESNHOOSDTCO
areflected wave at the input frequency co, and yields a good TYCO A1 OPNS SNNROS CEC

It is apparent that devices of this kind are capable of re- sou CE~

sponding to a particular Fourier component of thle optical FRMC

signal. Thus if one of tile input frequenicies is varied slowly, OFERATOR

the output obtained fromt thle convolver might bec ex~pected to
correspond to tile spatial Fourier component of tile light with______
a wavenumber K3 =(WI - W2/U. RNSUE

'rhis technique has been employed directly by Kornreich ACOUSTICAL

et al, (47). They used only one input signal and employed a SUISTRATE TAPE

CdS filmn laid down on, fused quartz, its illustrated in Fig. 17, Fig. 17. The Fourier transformc 11131ing device of Korncreich et at. 147 1.
In their experiment, anl acoustic surface wave is induced in thle
substrate by the use of a wedge transdlucer. The strain associ- available; in a Fourier transform device it dlepends on keeping
ated with) thke acoustic sucrfacce wav es, as wvithI thle Imuuk K ala hCopntsWhtielrstvuefII(r eq nkex
device (451, alters thle effective band gap of thle (XIS and, h opnnswt h agstvleo uo rqe. ~
hence, changes the phlokondccctivaty dute to ant incident-light cursion available so as to be able to recornize the higher older

beam. If tile acoustic inpuct signal is at it freqlueciy I. and Fourier spatial comiponents of ri(z).

hence has a wavenumber A = ov. the resistaiwe across thle It will be noted that a single spot in tile image is now rcead
acoistc bam att ssillchage ni riny i th liht c~i a out during the whole length of ltme tile chirp signals are pass-

spatial l'ourier comiponient A. By varying tile frequency of the igtruhtedvcrte hnfrteso ni.Frhr
acoustic wave signal stowl it is, thlcefore. possible to obtain more, thke chirp length call be arbitrarily long, fit longe than

anl output current %Nit is a Fu Icrtasomo thle sIaIi the ltme delay of ani acoustic surface wave passing through the
pccteri o th liht iid Forie raisfrniof patal device, 'Fie miaximuim frequiency bandwidth of thle output

One application of this principle, which has been demon- from any point 1:01 < L12 within the device is B = 2iiI 1v

strated by Kou nticcl (I al. (47], is to tle determiinat ion of thle 210%7' where 7' is thie ltle delay of anl acouig wave passing
Optimumi foecus of alic Iimage. They linak e uise of t Iie faict il it throurli the le ngthI of tile device. The total baid wiith of tle
Wei) anl imkage is wvell focuised, tile edges bet weenc light .idtwo input chirps is R, = 2p 7, where 7,' is the ltme leicgti of

dark i egions ale sharp anid so t here are hiighi spatical fretticilk n 11 aIinput Chiurp, where thle mlait icnumi bandidtith 11. is t ss cL

present ill t l iage. Whl thle Inmage is de fok used - tile IlIiglcr hliat of an individual iii put t ransduccer. It is show n lin 1 26 anid

spatial fiectuenc ies ii the Image are at tenuca ted . I here fore. by 141 t hi,i if the inverse t ra nsformic of thle Imiage is taken eiithle r
obserivi ng ( lie Fouii cr t ransformi of tile Image and redin mng tie in at spc t rruin analy i cr, or in a real tiime Lim ZI transform s) s-

high-frequency coimponents to be ati strong as posibio, thley, temin thle in in imn spot size obt ainable is a pp romiia tel y d,
canl determiine accciately the point %%here the best fokcus of c'l It follows that thle number of resolvable spots ini thle

11c iiiag ontheplitocndutorsenor s otaiedImage is NA' LIds = B T, i e., the time-bandwidth of lte dc-
t i iige ow h tovlie cnvolvr scontra ioaned, .I vice, anmd t ice resolu tion depends Only Onl tile totadl banticI :i i

we consider tilie situca tion ss'li tilie two Input signals wIiilc "
ai liea F I ~i rpswitIiii clcc id~icsva y ng itIi ice IIowevei, any spot inl t Iie iiciage is nosy being read for tile

ase line +ar aid chipsth - ,repcilyn %%arlinlttie chIirp i tme T, Ticerefoic, thle icproveiit Ill %ignial ft nioise
into tilie device, If a1 gra tiiig withI a period Lor iesponing o at o c p red toh a i co sof eding t imaewisianh
wavenciinber (k.), - (,J. )/c' is placed Ill flint of t ice seuiconl- rwpcescl omsodn advctiei
dcetor, the ouit puit obta inied will be of tile form 7L 1

G' = N c = N(319)

G~i) =A exp I(,oi + col)r] )1i.:) e\p W21!e canl, of course, also regard this improveleict lin sigiialto-
noise ratio as heiing titcie to a leduct ion ini t(hi band wid tic ie-

(3.1I8) cIluiledc for t ile far lo le r scalcic l ing ttlne cisedi 1 Ii i ticlis
syst ciii, we have e cipls)ycc siclal pm occss:cicg Conccept i to o b-

Thcus thle ouit pcit is tilIe spatical F'ocli i i t 1ii sfou ii of tice Iilli t t aiic a better sigical -t o'ico 5 iat co, basic all) by ta kincg *c rela-
intenisi ty ss cii in tlice dev ice Ilce des ioe is, th leref Iore, *Capa ble tluveliy Icilg tucile to sc aic tile Iimage, anid by ciscig a iclcl tm-
of t akinag a dii ct i eat-ti ue Focile i ic ii mio ilic of onle I cue of Clem %Lscaii iicg sy st dcc w i icl ieia ds off aicy poict ill tile ciii ate
ailicl g fol il \I ls ole hule tivie

It %kil c lik ciied t hal n ow fie cc i cicc ciiesoc to postI cciii. 'I Iilis Sc ,iiiii ing ColiC-c 1 c al acie gemierat i ed to tile cie oh alli
for If We koic ide r a spot s imi kcil alcie lep eselm kt 1d1isi:) I accbc t aiv Code. Whlenc a coded sigmia.c is lead cInto ii1Wc dcviocc e

;. I6u.I), lie occtipt i b 11,11e ticct N 1i cesas kp Uc !c'l i C. A~ I like occ tcit obtain ced tlilii oice Spot %%Ill lbe ticat code 11 (i Ie
a liauig11e inl t'osct oci cllill~es the occi pcct ii ekchelcc I his re- oclpdmul siml is iicsei e Into a icaoh Ied tiiler, ac coi chat ion
ScilIt is cc tidle I %Lt uuida Ile beCk.u cse SciIiI a uIor cc .l t t'e of Nc,c cc, peal comic 'policdcng to tilcc spot willitbe oN , aied Ano t her
ticcek is ctluiiolccct to pccsitcccc ,ci al c elo cuc il OI i ' ii .cJi14fci cc spot Ilcile 11cc' lr wail sl ciirspocid to .c delayed coil etai coll

placice f~euelCu'y is cIil5aleit ito p1osci cii .1.1c1acl . tilt' (c 0i- pabcci icos tilt occikct wcll be icipicisecvkt ill smg[Ic'l-icc iccse
lictioii icom ially clepenids ccil ticc Icigilcet Iiecllcy cccldicciiet ratio bc'c acise (it thke loicgei sc aic ticlic cs
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1111asil~~~~~~~~~~~~~gw sIII 1COit mtslsie48ad16Ml (i SIN 11.1 3 assnining 0 that Wth 10 1nt'i t~h t device%! is Mf ithpe

P2 n hi ese : di e hon ha alieseltrnsotinofdeintion, aI he olkla inolueltilo tr n fati MuleiT wel~olt
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eitl si t' fllle ei ele ou oyut gal itil thesoni e til au fln Cotie rconi in a ieo tmit tli ee tie ti b,il l c dst vi o
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lou l e pet .11. ii r' rstrscii lt ill 111 'dititensioriat t .n s facos becs c matt le( 0 pot ,.fer ire, le ile dctlier

foin wait an pidimagc Ily isfte lo stoat rleic tomi he e wiilt byeoise thse istas ors ofaitiahnthatle etter eta
11 1ssc l e f ileted ouset iby t ei i tsin dlolie pail,(k oil' sl~oitilel (i I or a ides i lo ll ittle a tflt hartte Ioa''r tile p le reie t io of

mto fill,, intsonI ite risinale forp n ii hil h lie possilet al thca deie in rehsciiominariotime ct eme ise to lieile filie
r's rust us Ilie s a o sIiti isoall n e it" Ii ages o i Ar hmait g 1,1 y ik lts itl IS, i tig is inc i dr'ltrtte sb ei cirrc rfrln cr so

Itnil shold ho e pobi.iile ito 5511'11t, e ito i l lstevices so list I iii ie In I i s ceae d mis deinfce IlSucte a gdep l y ille andi ~
diiiiy r' te ss ci t n \% il actciiiqic w a of lds it tvite tie ash is i as iti aie r s I A t ie o eater IiA sal1 tong 3 fci ldl Tnit iti she
Ia e4 .e ii Iso l' '' .d ott use las it outi, at liaes shl ol e is rhl tic 1ttto is .ic Ih luraclra of til i ie dhni s iic e,u o te rc
clitildi oitc iram ii k h'v t i daster "Cl (11 h~ t'o-wile So lm tr als uw noore ft a ase I ta ii. ( It r-IN frequenicy rag e rce i a stti
per tine ita.1 It hx'I Image By uile tof il sIlise r nice toe lie niale y10'eTi Ntoodt fmgtiebte

lie theot il that 11'Is N c iin hi ch t Shtouti aolsio p Nile f1oi a fsayv o elaw i at t irig thisd sliiei t (i rei oe lat ii of
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sol'ilr' s shou ' in" c.t1l illt It' etiwi smolt i time iitstr o l itiiat or a I I l i are si\\ are rltrstated ;iii g al 1 io 9 i on

aiim uci shrav e Icl nkt ii ol to pld C5'h''. e .1 : ii l es i iib i te~ir I'g I 9 a) a eu t c fj ein i os r
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so that in thermal cquilibrium, a depiction layer is formed INPUT SIGNAL w,
under each p* region. If a junction is illuminated with light,
tire generated holes cannot travel parallel to the surface be-
tween two pairs of junctions because of tie potential barrier
at tire n region. There should, therefore, be no sideways dif-

fusion and the MT" should remain constant until the spatial
periodicity in the image becomes comparable to the junction

spacing. Furthermore, the holes which are generated in the OUTPUT SIGNAL w

depletion layer move towards the p+ region, where their re-
combination time is extremely long, because any traps in that
region are already saturated with holes. Thus tie sensitivity of
such a device to light can be very high 134), 1621.

In a convolver, the p*n junctions are chosen to be of the
order of / wavelength long with -wavelength spacing between
them, so as to minimize reflections. The junctions call consist TO DAS LIN

of strips across the acoustic beam path, or small squale or cir-
cular regions. In tie first case, the strips must be well aligned
with the acoustic beam, which is sometimes difficult with an
airgap type of device. In the second case this requirement is
not so important. Nonlinear interactions occur within the de-
pletion layer, just as they would in a device with no junctions 4 INPUT SIGNAL w

present. Now, however, as the interaction is below the sur- FIg. 20. An external diode convolver.
face and occurs in ant area of the order of half the area of tie
total device 1341 the efficiency tends to be decreased by a
factor of approximately 6 d1, as appears to be the case in The nuxers themselves can either make use of the nonlinear
practical devices (621. Al advantage of this kind of device, as I- V characteristic of the diode, or a nonlinear reactive effect,
opposed to CCD's and most other photosensois is that tie as in tile normal convolver.
readout is a capacitive readout, rather than a current readout. Reeder's system makes use of tie nonlinear resistive effect,
It is, therefore, a nondestructive readout. The same image call so that it is necessaiy to have a ic return path for tile diodes.
be read out over and over again during tie storage time of in the shunt configuration shown, this return path is provided
charges within the unction. through resistors the impedance of tie ditdes can be opti-

A second alternative to this configuration is to use Schottky mized by varying the bias applied to them. f'e optilun (le-
barriers at the senicondoctor surface, rather than p-n junc- sign of these arrays becomes a tradeoff between choosing theit tions. The storage time in Schottky barriers is dependent on diode impedance for niaximum power sensitivity or for mini-
tie leakage current which is still very long, and tie devices mum reflection from the individual elements of tie array of
tend to have better response to RI, signals. So the initial re- tapped transducers. The tapped transducers themselves, be-
suits look promising [351, 1621, cause there are normally a large number of them, should be

made with split 1 wavelength fingers to ininite reflections
F. E.ternal Diode and Strip Coupled Convolhers from the fingers. The best sensitivity Reeder obtained corre-

The most efficient airgap Si-I.iNbO3 convolvers that have sponds to F- -22 dBti with saturation powers of the order of
been constructed have anr overall efficiency F = 1)3/ 1 )'12 of 0 dlhn. By adjusting the current, lie obtains a saturation
-42 dlhm. After optiiization for uniformity and large band- power of 10 dBru with F- -33 dlhm. Thus it will be seen that
width, the efficiency is typically 20 dll worse than this figure. a considerable improvement in convolver efficiency can be ob-

In these devices, tie tmaimum input power is limited by tie tamed by this technique, although as tie efficiency is made
properties of the input transducers, while tile minuuim input optilum, tie saturation power is correspondingly decreased
po.ver is limited by noise. Fo, a reference power of P, of Thus tht, dynamic range of the system is not necessarily greatly
20 dlim and an output circuit with a -90 d|im noise figure, incieased by tile stratagem of using external mixels, but tile
F = -42 dBim yields an Input noise figure of - 68 dlin. The sensitivity of the device call be consderably'improved. The
dynamic range foi such devitu is therefore of the order of devices call be made very uniform, and Reeder has used 32 tali

70-70 dB, which is adequate for iany purposes. Therefore, devices to obtain Lonvolution of linear FM chirps, and efficient
it would certainly be desuable to arrive at altenative configu- tune re\,ersal of sigaals in the same naner as a convolver 1631.
latiolls with tuore efficlency and better Sensitivity. A disadvantage of these devices is tie fact that they only use

One such approak Ii is to k ly out tile Ilixing piotess In ex- a finite Inhci of saplihng points along tie delay line, rather
te rtal nonlinear devites, ralie th iii a in ami muter mmli des e. i'his that) iiontmnous interaction as In the normal onvolvel This
,iproch has beci pioneered by Reeder et al. (31, (641. nakes it possible for the device to operate as a convolver with
I hey employ ,a sotifake-k\ ae dela) hue %%ti tap" along lite de- a nuiber of differctit Input frequencies, differing hy in teglal

lay line. I akl la i is ouiie ted to an extei il ii nxer, usually a nultiples of a frequency which depends on tire tap spacing L 1,.
diode, ai illus tiil hd n I't ig 20. I'h adslintage oh this s"yste in is Consider tile situation when tire two input ftequencies are (or
Ihat tile ionlinrual proper ies and itupedances of the diodes can and o , iespect'ively, so that tie outputs are obtained from
IC e hoen uldepellndently of the acousmic proper ties and piezo- the rmth talp from the center of tie device lin the form eCp
dCletirI coupmng coelfiemlnt of the delay line material. rlheme- Itoi(t - nL.-/u), exi )t(t + n+l., 1 /v), respectively. After mix-
fole, tie deicwe can be opthimied for imaimkinim efficiency. ing, tile output obtained from tie system will be of tile fol-
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',000 SCAN SIGNAL.

'VALUE OF THE CORRELATION
PRODUCT FOR TIME (T2 - T1)

OUTPUT SIGNAL
W$#5 Wj

NON LINEAR MEDIUM Fig. 22. Configuration used for acoustic focusing and scanning l1e7 I.
ILINbO3 , SEMICONDUCTOR, DIODE)

ber of separate silicon strips are placed along the device, each
IU Iacting as a separate convolver. The signal output from all indi-

INPUI INPUT 2 vidual strip with acoustic delay times T, and 72 , respectively,
- - - -from the input transducers is

h(,, T,, T2) f(t - Ti)g(t- T2) (3.22)

where the input signals arc f(t) and g(t), respectively. The
output from each convolver strip is fcd into an integrator. The
resultant time integration from each integrator is the integral

[ fof the product of the two input signals:

- TI) = (I- T1)g(t - T2 )dt. (3.23)
OUTPUT ,J

(b) By switching sequentially from one tap to the next, the times

correlation of millisecond signals 165 1. T, and T2 call be varied and the correlation product of the
two signals taken for several values of the variable r = T, -
T2 = 2 T, - 7' where 7' is the delay time through the device.

lowing form Such a device could be useful for correlating digital codes and
have a performance which would be competitive with existing

F~t) = A exp I((,o + co2 )tl exp -in IT(Wl - (02) digital correlators. The same approach should be possible by
SA+using the Reeder form of tapped delay line, with integrators

n on the outputs of each diode, with the outputs being taken at

C) - r p~ lhI' i'(Wl + '2a) (3.20) baseband frequencies 163 A.
+ Be c J Acoustic" Imaging Devices. Another application of a tapped

system of this kind is to an acoustic inaging device which has
where A and B are constant. It is apparent that the output at applications to sonar, nondestructive testing and medical imag-
the sum frequency W3 = WI + W2 is strong, i.e., the signals ing. In this device the convolver processing is used to focus
from all taps are ill phase if and scat an image, or to take the Fresnel transform of the

spatial variation of a signal arriving at all array of transducers.
(w, - w2)LTIU = 2An (3.21) Considei as an examnple, the configuration shown in Fig. 22,

where M is an integer. Thus because of the periodic spacing of in whidh low-ficquency signals of frequency (0, from each
the taps, it is possible for tile convoher to operate at several element of a linear airay of picoelec tric% transducers are mixed
different input frequencies, spaced by v/LI.. rhis result in- through the diodes wtth the scan signals flout corresponding
lilies that the maxanun bandwidth is limited by this frequency taps on the delay linw, and the outputs sutned [461, 1661,
excursion, with larger bandwidths there vould be atasltg of 1671. In this tase tine input signal is that passing along the de-

,he Input signals, Sui a result is also intphed b) the sampling lay lint, tie rest are a set of signals arriving from tile individual
tfleorenl %~li10h \lould indi ate that at least tv\o samples per transducis A plane wave signal arriving at an angle 0 to the

RF modulation cyk e are required. normal to the face of the nih tiansducer gives Ilse to an output
'.Att'rnal Ittgration A tloscly related folill of devic.e, lie- front the trttssduccr of the foittu exp -)WstiLl , sin O/Ur where

vised by Menager and l)esointlcre, litegrates ill tittle instead of v.. is the %%am e Neloctty in the acoustic inediunt and the trans

space and takes the real tIlic Orielatton of ullhccond input du.er spat lg is taken to be 1 7, for sullttpiity. If a signal of

signals 105I. With the .oitt iguratlOil shov, i Il Fig. 21, a nunl- frCquenty wl is inserted on it delay liie, tile piodu.t sigtal
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obtained fromt the sum line will be of tile form

FQ) /1 ep I jw1 + crI CXI)

It follows that by Changing thle feunyof tilc input Signal
to the delay line, lte differences in phase between the differ- TRANSMISSION IMAGE OF DRILLED ALUMINUM BLOCK

ent transducers call be canceled out and 1 strong output signal 3 /6

obtained if
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/SiQl METAL FILM

tj 24. A strip coupled convolver 161.1

Witli thc metal strips by mechanical pressure, tile acoustic RAD MODE

beamn width itself being 1.25 mm11. (b)

E~ach mietal stripl, Where it contacts tile semniconductor, acts it
as anl NOS diode, or equivalently, as it nonlinear capacitor. If STORE
a current I per unit length is induced onl a stip of width 1, PULSE
length iv by the acoustic wive and thw overlap region of the STORAGE OWE~
diode is of lensgths d, then thle current denisity at thle wemicon- (C)
ducy~ is incrcated by a factor of apjlromlinately' id Over thle 1)9 2S A sche mAtIc ti tile system used (0t thle --otaize correl-.i or 13 .2 1.
yalue that would lie otstainell if a semiconductor were placed (i) R~ead it%, (h) Read out. I% Ithsisttatios to the atong~e ilthidsnmils

ditectl) over the acoustic beam of width it'. lin the equivalent tadid
circuit 6f Fig, I I this mseans reducitig Ct, and increasing Rh
radically.'I Consequeistly, the displacement cutrent density at devices are strong, andi interaction with these harmonics canl
thle semicojiductor is increased by thle $:titl eatico andi tIt' l" lead to acoustic losses. The acoustic losses due to this cause
field at thle s'.inicondiietor is also increased by tis value It, typi, ailly Outweigh thle imptovetnents in acoustic gaits oh-
there fore, follows that thle nonlinleas effects ate inctiease'd bNN t ainedl at thle fu ndamsenistal harmonic, lIn prnciple , thle devices
a ratio (w/d)2, So the device is a far mlore efficienst nonluslea r would \%ot KWith a Vely large liuiubei of \trips per Wavelength,
convolver thans trwe normlisl convolver, I hie reasonsl are tle but Itn lsractice thle mnechanical requireeintts for doing tltss atre
Samle as in tile eltetnial diode S) steml a better litspedatice too severe.
nitel Isas biet obtamcnd, althsougtin tlsis caethe diodes are
beitng used is reactille monlinir devics ratlset thais reistive Gi .ltfird; i ('oraos

devices. The msost icceist dovelopsseist its acousloclecttic devices is
Bly operatinig its tis msode, Kiiso ai s Seve I (S 1.have Cotn- the storage cot relaItos I Ills device makes use, its its diffetent

stnicted devices Wills an efficieincv I.). - ll ill It 22 dll folilis, of title of se~ ci ,l possible stoi .ge iiscciallisisss sucs as
anid a dynamsic iwnge of 80. dil, althoughl Wills as slightly issore stltage its sits face tw .ts, bull, Itaps, its diodes, or 1') clisgug

* iss ited dynaic r~lie whsen is ~s device is opler ,sed Its ak Coln- ft ons a is elec:trots be.1sss
ISICtel)' isear lergiots, n Isere thle sit i l os owers" are of t ile t. 'oisssd tile costiia oshstownis usFig. 25. w Ii ic I s tile
order Oo dliss, isist ais in tile e~tersas diode VotiVOlver oise fit st used by nets ansd ('aftclta [321 suppose alls RI:

Thse device, ass deistunstsated, wass ntsl necess~rit \ety pi-te- sigismd of It cqneisc) t~ ie itiet ted tInto tile cosmolver l'lsts
A1 tiel because it still isvolved ot'tainstsg a good tsects.iisicAt Coll- sgii mrm, slI give risc to a surfasce acous tic watve which varies

tact. Adkitss, has imade sucs devices Wilts silicot atnd .ttulisiti as V\11 /(0I k:) alonig thse device NOwv suppose tlt sl nlieu
tsit ide laiid downs sidle by sidleot .si \pls itc sn b,,t tate ji , tic RI1 \\ave is N u utis ~tilIe seitconsduic tor, a short RVP
Tile results are pimotssipsg althloug~h Itse eIiscntc*as yet . pus'of ft qe tic '0 i; appl ickd bet wee is t he Output 11.11 C of
have beets low But it!ti basic p riticliples ha~ve mel' s cI tove is tile cons o'lvet sod ilIe seiii ioti icIor, Its i e ~ cit C ani RI' field
by Isis s esilts As me sha~ll see, t licee rr usesples ate osf1' Cat silt- \0115 IsLrike\ A\s C \ ,,Oi U~sit inc iimel Inise raictiots bet sicc i
portaisce it storatge dcvtc\ becmlwc tile\ le'sd tot tile %:o(li sshlo iIts is ma stgis~t d thle ,sconlt ic urface ss .ve will thlen Pis ie ise to
that , whets st ile diodes asi used to i ots dc t ise bssic nion- dic tltisi N01, IiIsvall as cos k I: If tile sehsiosd ttIa d
linei ty of thIese des ices, it i\ oft cii usclIul to tsialle isi I t cts beets Iitially) b iasc dit Ito depletitots b as dic field. thlen tsle
I acts \0st101 ateC usli nets tt er t hats lt 'I ki .wn at iof ts ide poioise Rh. peak msoulId tecnd to 'msos e casriseisto ds tle
lit tIs case, tad-1 111i 555Ptose te il itn cossoh er et tic c tic Vcat ti s I os ~lo u , atnd Itsmw camri\i would be ir tapped in
bie obtainedi, antd Itile opt imsi its 1-1 dc INC b e N ssa .1 lid olt ble- sut fat~e si l S1his. ss i t0 tile ll ii i I C1101 I ~ I iNuC it ed
twee isCotivolvel tlIIc en) aisd sAit St t ot ps 110\% iIto Ith e ite \sIll g1\ e i is to s at imwltots its tsap dve ssiIl of

It should bie Itot ed Itha tt til ~ue ,.i Iste .us be i sit '"ksted fo t ise foitsl It(. /0i' kos A
acoustic atspltt us' i 1 0) -1I731 Itsn ttcil it \11t111t I I ' pos. Ill p I.lce, Itile stolt IRV b I1stt i eklu ted on Ise tit Ic till)s.
SIble to ita.keC. 'Issltsitis \\Il% itsui I liiget gati 05C kit sht Ic isgl I cosisis 0t 1 a sitgle \.! sit vtlk Is o -Ii-tlI RI, Csk I N \ se on
The onsly slitfete seI tis tile co isolscit t iusl otsi dalt~l \\) cl Ileilatk fisltst sew I by I t ana sd K to, is to \km kt ll
lie that tlie caliiess beneetsn Its'ie ssosil't t , to m dist a .~t bssbtsdls 16 In ilts h(lae ite stoted sis:'rsAtsots
thle directio to 01 rsoplsattots okit ike 'coust ic ss as C Isli l ic * coti cs\onsd to tile miodusit ioin of I~ hcN sigswt sI t CPoi i

noise Of thIese .sit 'I t I ui hatvi~ tosc to be t) sol mcessi tt RIV p t k 1 Its both It .s, ItileI tppc d chl tge itsod sst~siks thle
Th~e bassic icasots lot tis, ass sttoss isy' Maeifeldt I II and this ',lwN (if thie dep~itost Ia)et ci o it altteIs th5' 11Isst 105 1ot
BllkeJ act 731. is tshat space hlsaist ttl1i.t 11tC10 1 tIs l itsIsese of tilee istotdsc o sit li ally later ssrnlsl iead tisto 11i
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The stored information may be read out by using a reading paper in this issue by Ingebrigtsen, so we shall not describe it
signal which has the same spatial periodicity 1321. If an RF in detail here (351. Suffice it to say that if a row of Schottky
pulse is applied at the input interdigital transducer of the barriers is laid down on the semiconductor in the configuration
form G) exp jA..t, an output will be obtained from the out- shown in Fig. 18(b), the Schottky barriers will normally be in
put electrode of the form thermal equilibrium, and therefore there will be depletion

~ ~ layers uinder them. Suppose now we pulse the silicon negative
ilt) w A exp (ijlt) F ( -)Gt - d: (3.30) with respect to the grounded film underneath the substrate, as

f illustrated in Fig. 25(c). In this case, a Schottky bairier would

be forward biased and the charge it would receive would bewhere the integration is taken over tile length of ie output Q r C, , where C, is the capacity Of the Schottky barrier to
electrode. It wilt be observed that the output signal is the cor- g a V t he capact of the ulott s rerelation of the reading signal G(s) and the original stored sig- ground and V the applied potential. If, now the pulse is re-
nal F(t). Alternatively, if a reading signal is inserted at the moved, the Schottky barrier becomes reverse biased and the
onal oft). Altenivie, if a rdingsignal isinrthed otpte only way the charge can leak away from the electrode is
other end of the device of the form G(t) exp jwt, the output through the leakage current of the Schottky diode. If, in thesignal obtained will be of the form reverse biased condition, the leakage current or saturation

-1) G(/ current of the Schottky diode is I. the discharge ltime before
H1(t) - A exp (o:) F ) + ),1:. (3.31) tile diode returns to equilibrium is approximately TD = QIs,

Cl v/s,,
In this case, the output is the convolution of the stored signal More generally, if a pulse has been applied to the device and
F(t) with the reading signal (,(t). I both cases, if the reading there is an acoustic surface wave traveling along the surface,
signal is a 6 function, the signal obtained at the output is the the total potential at tile diode will depend oil the sum of tile
original stored signal or the time reversed version of the input potentials due to the acoustic surface wave and the applied
signal respectively, pulse, as will tie .tored charge when the device is forward

Similarly if the second method is used to store a baseband biased. It is apparent, then, because tile Schottky barrier
pulse 1331, tile output could be read out at baseband in the diode has a very rapid turn on tune, i.e., the current rises very
same way, or the device could be used as an acoustic convolver rapidly with voltage and, essentially instantaneously, it should
and the output read out from the plate at a frequency 2w. be possible to charge such a diode in a few nanoseconds. On
The advantage of this technique is that if there is any cairier the other hand, the discharge time will depend basically on
diffusion or the trapping time is slow, only relatively low- the leakage time. It is, therefore desirable to use a diode with
frequency information need be stored rather than the carrier as low a leakage current as possible. This, in turn, Implies the
frequency itself. use of a diode with as high a barrier potential as possible. For

There are numerous other ways to use this device. For in- this reason, one of thw best choices is a platuiniti-silicide diode
stance, if the rcading signal is inserted ol tile plate electrode in an n-type semiconductor which has a barrier potential of
instead of at one of the interdigital transducers, it can be 0.86 eV. With such a diode, assuing that the external ca-
shown that the output signal obtained is either the correlation pacitles are comparable to the internal capacity of the diode
or the convolution of this signal with tile stored signal, de- when depleted, the discharge times are estimated to be In the
pending on which end of tile device the signal was obtained range of 10-100 ills depending oil the size of tile contact elec-
from. tiode used with the diode. When the contact aica is larger

Electron Beam Stotage- The earliest demonstration of such than that of the diode, the convolulion efficiency is increased
storage techniques did not involve tei use of a semiconductor, because tile device acts as a strip toupkld convolver, turther-
Instead, Pert et at (36) used a pulsed electron beail incident moie, because of the larger capacity of the contact to ground,
on the piezoelectric substrate, in thell case, quart,, The reflec- tile storage tnune is Increased. The results ate in teasonable
tion coefficient of the electrons was changed by the potentiall agreement with the expernuents. Schottky bairier diode
at the surface of the dielectric associated with the acoustic arrays of tls kind have been demonstrated by Ingebtigtsen to
surface waves. Therefore, when the election beal was pulsed have lead tit times i the order of a few nanoseconds, and dis-
sufficiently rapidlv, chalge was stoled on the suilface of the charge times of as much as 100 ills. ('orielation and convoll-
dielectric, which depended oil tile acoustic imoduIlation. The tion with good efficiency have been obta,,ned with such diode
stored charge could be erased fion tile device by pulking it arrays, and correlation of FM chirps and digital codes has
once more with an electron beam. At this time acoustic sur- been demionstrated.
face waves propagating in both ditections ueie excited by the Results of this type have also been obtained with p-n diode
change in potential at the dielectric sutace, and so either the ariays by Maerfeld c al. 1341 using the types of storage mode
original signal or a time ieversed signal could be obt.uned frot described. They have shown tiat although thc lead in
the stolage device, times are of the ordel of I p.s, tile storage times aie cortesoid-

Distributed Mode Deives: More recently, the trend has Ingly longer with p-n diodes The sot age tIlle now depends
been towards ehliii.Iting suirface' etffect, anid l orking with oil tile decay (tiine of stoled mi ntoity ciltlers, \\hic Is rela-
either Schottky battiets 1351-1371 or p-n Jtclions (341. titely long. Maelceld et al. have obsetvei storage IIIeS ot as
Just as it Ih optical devices and tile convolve rs thetielves, tie iuch as 15 s ill devices of tills kind. utiig colni ic that Vidicon
problem of leptod ucibility and iiii lorility is 1,ade iuch allay" for lie p-iit diode array.
simpler by eililoyting inte(ractions below the \,trface of the One i11npo, tant applicatlon of thes.,e devices ha,.itcady been
seilicondltol. Fuliherillore, ,itiuch bettel contiol over the l etioned 1371 [i Oi. ap phatioll, collelIation i\ aited outl
lead in liles atld storaire iines can be obtiined. Ihe woi k on betwee i a iefelence echo andit an echo 0lio1i Iti ohlcl o in-
Schotiky bati sitoage is covered in an atcoln paiiy ltg Iciest, thus iiiakill, (lie iCiiil el ntus oti tile ackil.y i t f1 ile
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radar system or propagation path much less severe. The sante OUTPUT

considerations apply to acoustic pulse reflection systems used LUINTO

for nondestructive testing Intl medica imgi. Ini this case
thc great advantage could be that whlen anl acoustic transducer
Is placed inl contact Wilit an object, a refeicoce signal from theW1

contact could tic obtained, which could be correlated Withi
Signal from an celo deep withinl thle object, Now it Would be TRANSDUCER I

characteristics of thle transducer itself.TCSUL
The storage correlator is anl obvious device for reconstructing WTRANSDUCERt 3

transformed optical image signals. It has been shown byl READ IN AND REtAD OUT PULSES
lngeigtien 1351, 1371 that if tile Schtottky bariier electrode li. 26. 1hte configuraion tised fort %torage of ltisteiIti-(;itiyaevivame
is made of a1 resistive matei il. polyileon, thle fot waid ciii- InI ('iS 139 1.
rents canl be kepit low, Therefore, wht..n a second input signal tli~~TLE~TOE

is incident onl thle device, it canl beica d ill and added ito thle
oiginall sizinal st oied Inl thle device wvit hoot to~iiig thle in forma- M~TAL FILM

tion already piesent. Thus thle device zits as al integiatot. -- * ____

This makes it po-;v ble to 'store 'ignal t rainsfoi ills within t he deo-
vice and thus eat ry out ma iiy of tile plloceNses alicad y desci ie d
for Optical imlaging," i.e., one Canl ho~e to obtain a typec of (a i)(c) (it)
holographic storage METAL i-

Furtlier possibilities arie for two-dineitsional systems It is/
still very earl)' to L-now Whoile tis wollk will lead but it would I i. i7 1ie fouir cotfigitrat ton for all tnt erktltita t iranlsitne Oil a nil-
appear that bit storage\ of 1 0' bit ,'c m sliou Id bie possible in i1cooleels Ttisi rI ti1) 1 tic in1criirin al ceet odes oil toll (if ithe
two-ilkmc nstonat \e ions of tilt, ki~ 1~i 37 1. I 'ui ic inmote it 1 no and a me ta fitlm at Itie inttti c (11)i Samte as (a) htri \\itllit a

shoulId be posi tle ito can y out si oiage inl a hligra pic fot in, li'ltiiIiaIIie11C ~e h iiciil teetrd&a etlfatce and 0 zin Ietit 11111 iii oi (it tile 111O. (d) Satie ms C) till( Witihout
rathle r than irect ly. In addition, of coo: Se it "hoild l be po-.i mretl ftl tition if Itie ?nO 14 8 1. 1419 1,
bile in t wo-di men siona tdievices, just a'i In thle onle-dimensional
form, to koinle cSt illed~ 11to o in1.t tot it h Ia tet illt orto it ton 1 di ci. Ilie e\ pen mlelital t esults of Mat aefed and Touirnois
readt Into tile dtevice. inidicated decay times of thle oi dei of I100-40 ts, Withi rela-

st'rnirje tII (XS Ilefoic lea~tl toglte Nubtect of storage', it is; tivel.s long reail-in times oif the oidit of 40 Its 1391 . Lamc
importanit to i ing t lie reaill's a It. itt on to a e losi' 1 re lit ed work ) It ash tel '11. m tlat ei I 00 ills storage ti toes Withi
form of storage ilevte i ggostert by Ntetchelr tiil lite I N corresponilingly longer icaIl i time 101
WhichI has tilie ca pabilitl of very I nge stltage cat pacity at ex~-
tie mel)' hiigh it lates Itil. Is a juk Nwae dcvvit, \v It chl ell,- 1I fThe Zit 0 on Si rind Zit (0 oil 6a A S i Cot' -e
trlo)s (,ilS opeiatekd at kr~ogeni. temperat iii C SIOut ,tgc of t~ ti ~ e have describlei Ak~otistelek.tuec dci ies in Wic h thle linter-
signia Is is in bll),1 t ialps . alto\ los I nipe at liiis t ile pt b 1 'itI for aI.tloll 1, obltaut ed bet\isec ii a se itti..otli ok tor, listia I' Si It..on,
field asied tiutinelitig, fromt bounit states is. and a picie zlec tric itilist tate, usual I) lithIt iti oba te, Wili ti le

MI,t,11) ext (- Rc ,1 ,E [) two otatet ials sepiatateit fiout each other by Illeatis of an1 an'-
gall. For t his rea.sont, a1 Notiltist icateil itteeltattical techlioogy is

W liere cl, is the trapl e ne ig Ic il Thu'; t(lie lito tube i of t i ,t Ps eq it ed ii dce ii optita.l fmi titin of both iltttrates.
filled dtependts oit thle cedli ic ftceId sti' it i Ti e ate othl a ppi ole e wIili amIs beitig tried to cli inatte

Operationt is ill C\a..(I tl te same1 niatinerC aS ahme ,tdy Lie- thjese kitids of sttfttkultics. One is to steposit a1 Semicondtuctor
scribed. Ani 10' tItput signal I '(0) c\li Io I excites a1 hlii mas'., Oit a pteoele. nc milvttate [91, 1101 , 1201 . A seconti
aiiit a1 tiflorni RI field is ititiodnki 1 .1 b 1t.1ii Of Cli..ttk~ktes kri ttuctliodl is, to deosiot AIN and.. Sitill saplitie \tite Ill lste atnd.
either side of tle (XIS i)-stal. just as iii Fig. 250t), 11 tile skil.l Ott e kokipltigi sttips betis cci them I Cr'3 I Ini til "ction we Wiill
wete replaced 1i) .t simple ci tiode Reaidoiitfolw tile sles.i bc )et attotliti alternat tie, tile deliosittoit Of /it0, a
previous tevltiitijtte ites. tillici, Ill tl's . tse hoW cme, be.. ,ite ptelklelek. mtatet ttI, oit a setitki.. diiuctor soli as Nihicoit or
of tile loss acnust ii loses\ t 4 K, .. i tinvoid1). .At i t iritt gatli ii ii at setiite We b icse t ha~t t his a ptoai IN is -abttle ttle,
at ficitucitmie\ of 10 Gl;, anid stltage obtaltici fsrr sci .. at not otds) be.. ,use it ait loadl to usctul consolvers atnd aunphi
montlIts As tv iiii a iohi ueis asI\ e lcs tk e, t[lie tnt pit kat ionl Is flts, but ini adilt m, as has been shoWni by I 1eli r Iti le usec
that thle it S1o13i'C t.lj.it) .00oitl be of tlie oli tit 0 ~,' %mttI oh sili..onl IC.. hnolog) makes i lio\sItils' to s onstruictsiiths
wti h i'.extely high it I tates amphiftiers, :ttid othl d ievies tot mall)' usedl ini tittegi ates cur-

Stotage of a..okistuc Wasle signtals in (XISl has tlso been oh%- Culit ott th(luiie sw ulst ate as tile acoustic sitiface-wave
I aintis at room a iiipeitmlo , listtig tile ntot triaI S It,.. kIc) - Rcas ill'vice 141 1 I
mitiuansi fot tillitig bulk tips 134)I, [111 - I551 lIt this It Was sliossil a ev, \C.ai\ ago by Hitkeltuelt that sputtered ZoIO
ease,* as ai usuial Waitli CkN S tlik kat tie i ont ittiit)' \\as kott Isan i ik u let niat I..' i " i .it totrdwi0Io1 ki pe oa. liistl
Waol lI)ill u i titt o as hoiiiin I - ig 2(1 tle itsk ll i t iSal te to ob t .i plod k . ot i lit ii it Ako I NI. ut . sot face \%tvcs [4181
Gtlac% I5 \. i ( I k S %eti i tlil) cit. us i\ ti igtiul loadi into Sscical ..onifirili:itio11 tot obtaimtig .. siuplitire possible And
a iti"d uteiI tl iAl IcAdou t of 11Idi l i. 2 oit . rThe lit e ate showi tit inI'll 27 I'll," :. itsoh e tile use of ailtiahigi tal

eles tode, tit t(hi, ...is, was Ii l.i'ei Ii) two edtrout, bie- ttisuirctetottthe top sitifakceot tile Z11O or at tlie titter-
Isucenl Whslt aa cleutti.. likIdl trliatltl to thle suttauc Was ini fakx, with a1 Arovuilue ti..led soittiles tpia% esl tic opposite
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tZX)ZfO ON tIIilCUT (112) *PROP SILICON

I (tv AT CONSTANT w)I
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Fig. 28. The variation of .. vIt, for ZnO on% seiinsulating Si, with four

different configurations [4Q 1.

surface anld sometimles missing. Thle tiheory of thle coupling MONOLITHIC CONVOLVER WIHZOS
was worked out by KiIIo and Wageis 1491l who showed that I.9.AshrtiofanOnS cvtvr10-2.
thecre is I1n optitlulll tilckness for thle 7.110. Curves of their re- Fg2.Aceitc(~~nioiovr.0-51

suits, which assume that tllc Si is senuin1su litile, are giveil Iln
Fig. 28. Witih a ground electrode presenlt, there is I peal, tit thle illately = 52 dl~m if all paraniletrs are optillired, a figure about
effective Aviv, where tile thIckniess of tile 7.11 is of the order 10 dB worse than the best airgap coilvolvers.
of 0.05 X, There is a further mluch1 iarger peak, inl AtIV, o itli a The maljor disadvantages of tis type of coilvoiver are asso-
value of 0.015 comipalrable to thlat of I iNbO5% (0 022) %%here ciated witih tile presence o! surface state traps at tile S102 -Si
the thlickniS of tile Zn11 is approx~imlately 0.4 X. inlterface, is well as trapls at tile Wi.2 -ZnO ilterface ild witin

If it is required to iltioduce an acoustic surfa1ce Wave Oil 3 tile 7.110 itself. Ill particular, the trapls Noitill tile Z110 are
conlductive Silicon Semliconlductor, it is usua.111 conlmileilt to difficult to ellilte i even~ Iii Single crystal mal~terial, let alone
work with all illterdigitat trailsducer onl tile top) "'i[face aild a Ii sputtered materials.
ground cled rode unlder tile Zn11. It \%ill bie obisered til.t The1 tiappingi effects illifest thlemselves by tending to mnake

epitaxial) gtO\Il piezoeice twic liatelia iusd 11 e deposited at tile charak teristics diift %%'ith timle. If a dit potenltwi IN aipplied

a highl tenlperatute and iloutld bothl conltamlinate anld bie coil- to tile output electrode, trapls will chlarge tip oi dischatge and

tatilitited by tile s~l illl Terefore, a piezoceetric natenl thle chlaraceteristics of the convlviet lkill tend to drift biAd to
wichl call be sputtter deposited is ll lll)l emllpoyed. Thiis equihibiiu lil timles as long as several da) s. The results die-
usually imlplies tile chloice of either Cots ki1 110 The lattei is Peind \Ciry mluch oil depositionl conditlins anld hlave varied

easier ito pioduce icproducitil) In a SC tnill sn1iatitle, foi il, In froml laborator) ito laboraltory'. F~urthler, if it is attemlpted to

addition it hias a higher couplinlg coeffiilnt use tile devices for optical Im~agin~g, the plroblemls are still mlore
ilickci nell has coilsti nl ted 7.110 Oil Si devices with tile conl- extremle because tile preeice of light cail chaiige thle tiaps

figuraltionl of F'ig Z'(d) gro\%mig .1 mey thick Ia) ci of SO02 oil 1511 1.521. itomever, by *ippl) iig short pulses to the dicioice
top of thle silitoil, t'hll laillig dowiltthe iciluiled tialnsdUceiS to bring it ba~ k to eittilibi wil before a11 opti~ al Neill, lizott
before depositioln of the 1110 148) thmo~evei , Iil acouiitoieet et al, imcc aible to obtali teasoilabi) seproduulblc results for
tic devices tile acoustic surface wave must InlteraIct \l~th tile acoustic Scaningil of Opticail iillatges 1521.
ihfcoil, therefore it is liece\Sa.ry ito \%ork u~ith a relatinely thill Oil tile otlher hland, til' storage llclail"iill itself Cail be used
layet of S102  Fu:tllelmnole, if a1 Z110 Ia) ci is laIld do\\ n along to f~ive a siieinnel eaid in ito a devike of til kind, al-
thle lenigth Iof the a ctotic pathi, it is deSit able to have a viaI thIoughi tiler thl~Ige tIiCS1 ime ia t ive ly slol% Slt l 11i CiI s, lIn
tively tilLi)er t'ecaie tile .colistic: losse tin tile Zino are bothl (le alilot tiA O-dljlleilsi'oial conlfigurations1, have beenl ob-
rela t i~ci blighl In t(Is caise 11105 t of thle a coust ic eni'1gy 1", i i ta mied by ('oldie II andt le de-scribled Itill' is xue 1.511.

* ~~tile uildcri) tile~ Silicoin, faither till in tile / i0 liyei Oine of tile m~ajor adloailtatles of a Zn11 onl Si device is tile
A conv'olver ima.y bie constuctcd ill til comifilulatilil, ial,- iciatinel) silll thikknless oit tile 7.110, ty pi- .IIy ot tile ordci tit

tively Simly, by placing, an1 electiode Oil tile topl si ffce of 1.5 pil, tolipmied to tile thik kiess, of LiNb' III aII airg'1ip
tile ZilO, as shlowin Iii g ?') 1501-1521 The deoit e woti in i oll olo c, \ huIli Is of til coilder of 1 i11i11. Tis Iiplihcs that ki
mu lite Saillie tilillili 'IN tile 110 11.1 Ial kotie C epti that a storage devue, \%,here it is nckesatIy ito appily .I \oitage ito tile

* 110~~~nw I he effectm %is 5.1ic of Aiu is rel lt is It ,o an t1ile l 1ot i- plate (to prOd nec a1 ekscil field ait tile sii ii ae of tile sC il on-

11l111 11e stilit)' tell di to bie of t(lie ord ci of 50t Q ill,.i athl:l gh d n tor, t(lie a pplited %ol S .ges iiiiit be 01 dcix of ilagil idc

lillost tit tlie opclttilg dc' kC tha~t hle~l t'cll soiI-stiiht" LJNV liiglici liltl a i.izap LiNWO devike thin til t i ZO onl Si des xc
worked \l~l IIsoi ex i .i loier i csist is it) 11alil, t ~i.I1w opt iw ill Ih1is, (liti 1,1i0 oil Si des Ik' kall leaid to st oi .gc deiis ix c li i i
lcsistilt liot bcile li kiitika.l masie n~de Intill tikolu- lced teilitisei)los Imipplied \oltaige\ xollls.1led ito Other Wil-

figm,.itoii 11.isC eisen alln itlk iilo of I/ 1" lo, .58 (111111, soolsc d \he r e it is ic.qiuid toI oliltiol tile laiteiix
tile icxutll x II tiuliltjm~iic %losei) oo , 111~i,01 deliescl I) I') C~teinad potclit 1,11.applied to tile Plate\
Kilii Y~il ib ilj si Ii t I\ i baseid oil IL x;miti'k lixo iA.i- ktam i otil \Alik -. iic Nxd, :.tt onx oi' thle cimi nat ion of slr-
icid) de..N iibed I >1 1 lie iesnilts min lte. Ill %i milph teil ta'o dc'bt anid t~ippuitg ctic~tN VIS lh .ppt\ to .iirgal' des exs.
solve i , Itile il .\1111in I c IIL ) to be; C \ pc ted I\ '111110\ I Aixo a ppl) t o tile /41 i t)ill " St des ix c I Ill.'s ixeI,.i 111e beell
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constructed with a row of Schottky barriers laid down under- (91, 1141, [171. They provide the advantage of nonrcciprocal
neath the ZnO layer. By growing a layer of sputtered Si0 2  amplification and can, in principle, give an increase in tile
above the Schottky barriers, Bolden and Kino, in unpublished dynamic range of a long delay line. However, they are not yet
work, were able to show that trapping effects could be con- sufficiently developed to make these advantages useful in rela-
pletely eliminated and no hysteresis was observed in the char- lively low loss delay line filters rather than using external
acteristics. Furthermore, by applying a pulse to the metal amplifiers. One application to acoustic convolvels with in-
electrode, the characteristics of a convolver could be changed, ternal gain looks very promising 1201.

k i.e., there was Schottky barrier storage with decay tims, of as Acoustic convolvers have the great advantage in that it is
much as 100 is. However, in this case, the maximur voltage possible to obtain the convolution between a signal and a
required before saturation of the decay time set in, was of the reference consisting of another signal. This means that the de-
order of 20 V. This should be compared to lngeligtsen's re- vice configuration is relatively simple and does not require
suits with LiNbO3 Schottky barrier airgap convolver where multiple taps. At the present time, devices with a large dy-
the onset of storage occurs with all applied dc voltage of tile namic range, whose properties are uniform over their length,
order of 300 V, a ratio which would be expected from the di- have been demonstrated in tie laboratory and are beginng to
mensions involved 135). be tested in radar systems. Such devices have been used as

At the present tine, complete storage correlation devices programmable matched filters in spread spectrum systems and
have not been made on ZnO on Si because of the relative in- should receive wide application in this field, as well as to radar
efficiency of thsce devices L.ompared to tile airgap conolvers, systems (311, [741
and hence their hmited dynamic range. H!owever, it has been The convolver principle has been generalized to a wide range
possible to show that the convolution efficiency can be im- of new applications. It has been shown that tire same basic
proved by waveguiding, i.e,, tapering the width of the Zn0 configuration which Involves tile interaction between the semi-
layer from I to 0.1 min. This should lead to al imptovelent conductor and a piezoelectric substrate can be employed for
of 20 dBl in efficiency. In fact, the improvement was 10 dB scanning of optical devices 1421-1471. Because convolvers are
because of the additional losses due to the tapering. When able to take transforms relatively simply, it is possible to ob-
this effect is taken into account, the iiternal Improvement in tail Fourier transforms or other spatial transforms of optical
convolver efficiency was indeed 20 dB 1501. Images and reconstruct them in a matched filter or a second

With the demonstration thait buried diode devices eliminate convolver [46] ,. 1471. This technique should, in the end, lead
tile trapping effects due to the presence of ZnO, one would to two-dimensional scanning devices capable of yielding arbi-
expect that ZnO on Si convolvers will become practical de- trary two-dimensional spatial transfoirms of optical images.
vices which can be employed for many of tile operations which There may also be Important application to infrared Imaging,
have already been demonstrated with airgap convolvers. because of the wide range of semiconductor materials that can

Another very closely related approach, which has been be employed in this application, and because the type of
demonstrated by Grudkowski et a!. is to une ZnO on GaAs sensing involves uimng the change in capacity of a Junction or
[44). In this case, they only needed the ZnO In the transducer depletion layer lather than a current readout. This type of
region to obtain strong input couphling. In tile convolver re- senisinig is normally nondestructive, i.e., the image caii be lead
gion, a Schottky batrier was laid down oil tile GaAs and they over and ovet agin
employed the piezoelectric coupling of tile GaAs itself. Such A tecent development is tile storage correlator [321-1401.
convolvers have yielded efficiencies very comparable to the This device is capable of storing a signal read into it at rela-
ZnO on Si convolvers, but with extremely uniform outplt tively high bit tates, and then taking the correlation of this
characteristics, i.e., uniformity along the length of the device stored signal with a later signal read into it. Such devices have
better than any other device known to the author 1441. By already demonstrated storage times of up to IS seconds at
using a Schottky batmer depoited oil the GaAs these authors relatimely low bit ratc, [341. Other devices have demonstrated
were also able to obtain storage for several seconds of pulses stoage of nanoccond pulses, with stoiage times of tile order
read into the device, and read this Information out from the of 100 ins 135). There is good piormivc that two-dnuensional
convolver. The decay time was exiremely light sensitive, and forms of these devices call be made with storage densities of
so the device could be used for optical sensing. Tis particular tie order of 10' bits/cmr2 at high input bit rates [371.
approach is probably well worth pursuing as GaAs in relatively Fuiltillemore, because it is possible to integrate In these de-
large sizes becomes more available. vices, i.e., add several stoied signals to each other, a type of

holograpluc storage is feasible. This implies that, because of
IV, CONCI LIStONS the transfoini properties of conmolveis, it should be possible to

It h13s been shon~ in this paper that suiface-wae acouslo- store tire signals In transforlned folinl, lather tlin directly,
electlic devices have reached a stage of development where thus making plopellies of an Individual element of tile device
the, arc being tiied out Illsytems somewhat Iess critical thall in a diect storage device.

Tile best contiluk tronal technique prcseitly eiployed is to Recently, the coimloher piu-,iple ha,, been used in tipped de-
separate the seniconductoi Ctotll tile pleloelcctiL substi ate la lines and e\tcilna mirixets and integratos 1 31-1,51,
with posts or a',1 so as to imalitailm tile uni1fotmity o1 tire ,ur- [(sSI, [ o)I. Such tonvolves hrai\e exccllent srsilti\ity. Ai
gap [1141, [151 Other techiillmq iex, such as tile de po.mlon of a apphrcat ion of theW teChllkiiues is to tile eect ron 1 iocusi og
senlicoidricto on tlie pie l tlr ,urb,stiatc [(11, M:0 or and umrgn g of bu lk aout ic wa\es. Thl, IolcimpIe hasi ii-
piezoe leci , mkaeiral ol a ,enollO.ondtl I or[ 14 -1,21, ame be- pottair iplmehiation iii rioird'.lt o e lestug, inc h,,al ir lg
coming practlal .1Wrid should lead to lable decies, an d \ol i , aild could be gocldlihc d fol use in phi.,led array

At the pieserit tle, .arcoustochlirce anmphifrc s ,me \\ell iadar, hi gh ficqklioc at. olstlc lilging, aird fok u\mrg aird s . ian-
iundel ,tood 'Wid their liorrrimce c ali be piedeltced in detail n111rg of optl,.al mr ges (o 7 1
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The constructionill techniques that have been developed are electric crivlvers," in Proc. 1973 IEEE Ultrasonics Sysnp .pp.
tl''l hut 1 i2- 44.

possible to construct other types of semiconductor devices onl Sorties Ultraonics. vol. SU'i8. pt. 116, July 1971.

the semiconducting substrate (481. By using either GaAs for IIl ; .Ki n .N.Rer." omlnoeter o
I. acoustic devices or Si wills '/nO overlay, it shoold be pos'vi- ED). 18 pp. 909-920 Oct. 1971.

ble to construct a wide range of acoustic amplifiers, oscillators, G. S. Kino and L. A Coidren, "Noise figure calculation for the
and delay line filters on thre sanme substrate as (fhe other semni- Rait h waeapife,973.hs etvl 2 p.5-2
conductor devices typically needed in a complete systemn. 1181 A. .. Slobodnik. Jr., E. 1). Conway, and R. T. tDelmonico. Aficro.

It is apparent that acousloelectric interactions in acoustic vAcsisUndokvl.1.SuaeWae'loresAr
surfce wve evics hae awiderane ofapplcatons.ran Cambridge Research Lab.. Oct. 1. 1973: Rep. AFCRL-TR-

are developed, new ones will no doubt be found with applica- waeonbslpa' fpiucrtr ryasJ.A !Ph±
vol. 38, no. 1t, pp. 4274-4284. Oct. 1967.

tion to radar, sonar, acoustic and optical image processing, 1201 L. P. Solie, "A new mode of operation for the surface-wave con.
and o sgna prcessng n cmmuicaton ystms.volver," this issue, pp. 760-763.and o sgna prcessng n cmmuicaton ystms.- ."Acoustic surface wave coinvolver with bidirectional amplifi-

cion," App!. Phs's. L~ett vol. 2$. pp. 7-9, July i. 1974.
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Study of Acoustic Wave Resonance in Piezoelectric
PVF2 Film

IE N. BUI,. HERBERT J. SHAW, I't:LOW, IEEE, AND LOUIS T. ZITELLI, MiMiBFR, 11A1.:

Abstract-Measurements have been made of the acoustic loss factor have developed the pie/oelectric resonator theory appropriate
and piezoelectric coupling coefficient of poled polyvinylidene fluoride for the ranges of pie~oelectric coupling factor k ' and acoustic
(PVF 2) plastic polymer films which are of interest for high-frequency Q of PVF 2 , and have used a comparison of theoretical and ex-
ultrasonic al Iications. A theory for piezoelectric resonance in unsup-
ported rdms was developed for interpretation of the measurements. perimental response curves i obtaining quantitative measure-
Unloaded acoustic Q of approximately 14 has been observed at fre- ments of these qualities.
quencies of 41 and 21.5 MHz for films of 25 and 50ju thickness,respectively. 11. THILORY

The theory of thin film nucrowave acoustic transdticers for

i. INTRODUCTION volume wave excitation has been covered extensively in the
literatvre [3] , 14]. However, in those treatments, the acousticiT HAS BEEN shown by a number of authors (I I, 121 that loss in the transducer is assumed small enough to be neglected,

.polyvinylidene fluoride (PVF 2)1 polymer plastic films can and the transducer element is considered in conjunction with
be rendered relatively strongly piezoelectric by a simple poling an acoustic substrate into which acoustic energy generated by
process, opening the way to new possibilities for the design o, the transducer is radiated. He~e. we formulate a one-dimen-
inexpensive ultrasonic transducers. TIhe piezoelectric coupling sional model ot a transduter including internal acoustic loss.
constant and the acoustic loss factor of PVF2 were determined We work with acoustically unloaded transducers, without a
by measurements of the components of the elecirical imped- substrate. Using this model, quantitative predictions can be
ance about acoustic resonance. Film samples were approxi- made for Q and A2 which can be checked experimentally
mately 25 p and 50 p thick and had evaporated conducting through simple Impedance measurements.electrodes on the fim faces. The thickness dilatational vibra- thogsipemedneiauret.

We consider a piezoelectric resonator configuration consist-
ton mode was employed, which is of interest tor high- ing of a plate o film of piezoelectric nmaterial with conducting
frequency transducers. electrodes on both faces. It can be made to vibrate in one or

We have found that the properties of PVFz lead to piezo-
electric resonance curves having different characteristics than acosticodes y lati m i of rmi oacross the two electrodes. The lateral dimensions of the reso-
those of the more familiar ceramic materials such as PZT As a nator are assumed to be large compared to both its thickness
result, standard methods for measuring acoustic loss factor Q and the acoustic wavelength. The sample orientation is chosen
for the latter materials, involving the simple measuremnt of such that the resonator is excited in the thickness vibrational
series and parallel resonances, are not applicable to PVF 2. We mode only e restr ii in the ec e s arati-

mode only. We d,sk1I1,' It a.1 the electrode layers are acousti-

cally thin, so as not to iaa the transducer

Manuscript received August 16, 1976, revised December 20, 1976. Using the piezoelectri, equations, equations of motion, elec-
This work was sup.ported by the Office of Navai Research under Con- trical circuit equations, and boundary conditions, we derive
tract N00014.75-C-0632. the plane wave piezoelectric impedance matrix for the resona.

The authors are wilth the W W. Hansen Laboratories of Ph) sics,
Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94305. tor Interna! acoustic los Is accounted tor by introducing, in

lSornetimies referred to in the titeratuie as (PVI)l I) the expression for elastic stress, a tern proportion to IS/Q,

Copyright ( 1977 by The Institute of Ilectrical and rlectronics Enginecrs. Inc.
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Fig. 1. Charge integration technique used to detect piezoelectricity in
poled PVF 2 films. 60-

-THEORY

where S is the strain and Q is the acoustic Q of the piezoelec. s9 EXPERIMENT
tric material defined as the ratio of acoustic energy stored to 14
the acoustic energy lost per radian. We then calculate the elec. 583 , 4 4 437 38 39 40 41 42 43 44

trical input impedance of the resonator, expressing the result FREQUENCY (MHz)
in terms of an equivalent electrical series circuit. Further de. Fig. 2. Acoustically generat.,d absolute electrical impedance of un-
tails on the derivation are shown in the Appendix. loaded PVF 2 resonator (=25 gm).

The electrical impedance curves for the resonator are strong
functions of Q in the vicinity of resonance, and curve fitting of -(o0
experimental impedance values with theoretical curves allows 5pm PVF 2 ( 1cm 0 4cm

determination of Q and the piezoelectric coupling constant k' -85- 0012 oo00

for the piezoelectric material, which is defined as the ratio Of 0  6Op

electrical energy at the output to the total input mechanical -80 fo 40 9MHz

L
energy.

z-75

Ill. EXPERIMENT r ,
PVF 2 films exhibit relatively strong piezoelectricity when a -70

stretched, polarized under a relatively high dc field E. at a - THEORY
moderate temperature Tp, and then cooled to room tempera. -65
ture with the dc field on. Tile piezoelectricity obtained de- EXPERIMENT
pends on Ep, T,, and the poling time. The origin of the piezo. -60L . .. , -
electricity is not yet fully understood, although it is thought 3 3 39 40 F42 43 44thatthepolng roces icresestru andor olaizaionFREQUENCY (MHz)
that the poling process increases true and/or polarization Fig 3 Phase of electrical impedance of unloaded PVF 2 resonator
charges in the film through three kinds of process, namely, (=2S pn).

injection of homocharge from the electrode, dipole orientation
in the film, and true charge separation in the film. the poling process. In all cases, the quantitative evaluation of

For the present experiments, we prepared samples by first k2 is carried out by means of electrical impedance measure-
evaporating chrome-gold electrodes of -1000 A thickness on ments, as described below.
both surfaces of PVF 2 films. The masses of the Cr.Au elec. Fig. 2-5 are examples of matched theoretical and experi.
trodes are 4% and 8% of the masses of the polymer films with mental curves of absolute value and phase of the electrical
thickne3ses of 501u and 25 p, respectively. The effects of these input impedance as functions of frequency for poled films of
mass loadings are to decrease the resonant frequencies slightly; 25 p1 and 50 p thickness.
however, in the quantities of primary interest to us, k' and Q, It is important that the parameters of tile electrical circuit,
these effects are small compared to the accuracy of measure- namely, the lead inductance and tile conduction loss of the
ment. The films were used as received from the manufacturer electrodes, be measured carefully and properly accounted for
[51, and were not subjected to additional stretching. They before any comparison of theory and experiment is made.
were then poled using a dc field E. > 500 kV/cm for 2 to 3 h Contact impedance may be larger than the transducer loss im-
in an oil bath at elevated temperature T> 80 0C. pedance for resonators of moderate coupling constant. Values

After poling, we use the integrating circuit shown in Fig. I to of Q and k2 obtained from these curves are shown in Table 1.
test for the direct piezoelectric effect in the PVF 2 film. A Since both Q and k2 are unknown quantities to start with,
stress applied to the film gives rise to an open circuit voltage the direct curve fitting of experimental impedance values with
across the electrodes on the film. Charge developed on the theoretical curves requires that one deals stnultan.cusly with
electrodes is integrated by the crcuit shown and displayed as a two variables This lengthy process of quantitativel) deterium-
dc output voltage. While the device of Fig. I could be used to Ing Q and kt is greatly faciltated if we use an approximation
measure piezoelectric constants quantitatively, we have not whih allows us to obtain one unknown independently of the
carried out the necessary calibration procedures for using it in other Our one-dimnciiswnal model of a lossy resonato shows
this way. However, we find it useful as a qualitative check on that near resonance the ratio of the acoustic reactance X, to
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TABI1E' 11

I i',rcnt Error
Hio i..otric Qk ~ Original two-frpq~iicy Hodified two-(requency

Q

_ _ _rt 'I" _ _ _

sured quantities, However, PV!i hlas a lower QA' piodiret One explanlation is conlcerrned with possible structural differ.
(Qkt2 < 0.2), and for this case we hlave found that the above enlces in the films, We used oriented films directly as received
mnethods result itl substantial errors in determIning k2 and Q, from Kurcha Co., while Ohi1gashi started with unoriellted

When first working with PVF2 . with its Q unknown, we at. sheets and uniaxially stretched them, and the stretching conldi-
tempted to use the two-frequency methods for inlitial estimates tions may have been different.
and encountered inconsistencies. After applying the curve It-.
tIng process described above, it became apparent that the Qk' ' AiI FNDIX
range for PVF2 lies outside of the applicable ranges of' the two- ANALYSIS OFI AN UNLOAW 1) ANt) Lossy
frequency inethods. Thre quantitative errors which result from PitiF E(r~ic RFSONA roi
applying the two-fiequency me1thod ito materials of low CA. I iehr eiaino ie CISeuvln ici o

prodct ae shwn i Tabe IIlossy pieioelectrtc lic resonalt. We assume that the lateral
Since conipleting our work, we find that Olitgaslit 181 has timensions of the resonator ate large compared to its thickness

concurrently and inlde penden tly made accurate imeasaireiteilt s so that a one-dinensional analysis call be made. and that tlhe
of Q atid k2 for PVF. . Hie has used the patailet etiivalcill electrode layers are acousticall'y thin, so as not to load the res-
circuit of thle resonator 1( . bit( In contrlast with thle two- oltrW hwttFg h n-i-iinlrsntrwt
frequency nietllod, hie carried out the ileastirnlent ove a it ociate Weica nFt.8di aonsti v risablres ona whih r
large frequency range. lie then varied tie paranleters R, I. C dit o ssociate etial ia-;tr rals %:1Putl alci oure
and Co otf lite eqi va lent ictii 1 to oblIami the best theoretical de))riv tation tl cess fra ite ~ 'detivio oircuthe eqase
it t 0 the admirttanice cum ivto the e xperimnlcltal dat a polrnt t lent cir cutt a givenl below.
The Q anld k) were thlen obtained front thle paramleters of the
equivalnt circuit. Pic':oelectric E~quationUs

Comlparing the paralle) equivalenlt circuit with out series eli- I'=( Se
ciiit (described itt tile Appenldix\), tliey, are found to give the 's U
same theoretical fit to thre e.\pelirinettal PVF., cuiws. How- 1) = e - + es()
ever, we believed tlie series model ito be mlore coml'enit to
Ilse because it offers thie ipo~sIbilrtY of deterrutiing Q2 indepen. Houmdarv Co.nditions
dently of k' , which is of value if thlese two quantities happenl ~ ,~(
to be utnknlown, as is usually tire case m il niewly discovered

Our mteasuired values I'r tile coup~liing coefficient A, aie less L. = V(0)
thlan tile largest value reported 181 foi iPVF 2 , which is 20 per*
ceitt. We believe tilts drt'feierlce results fiorill using lower p)olg I., = i.
voltage and low poliing ilmperature, Ills is conlsistent withl
tle fact tla t our A , for 50 pill 111t1 lIi il iighl ) gi Cat Own t haIht ~ ~ kid~)
obtained by Oligaslir. where oui polinlg voltage \\ as slighlt N
higher. d: 4) (7)

We have consistently obtairned largerlue 101 o(2 thll those
obrarined by Oliigaslli ( 14 as corllpared to 9) Ilies\e values of Ios(8)
(2 are constant fo'm differerlt samples anld diffeicrht rthicknlesses
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,8 o0 Assuming small acoustic losses

F, .-AT(o) -F.AT. I we find

v PARTICLE VELOCITY 0=P 1
1w (17)

F - FORCE 2CW
A-* ELECTRODE AREA [ 2

V, I FILM THICKNESS12

Fig. 8. Electrical and acoustic terminal variables of thin transducer. C

where Pa is the wavenumber in the lossless case. The acoustic
The total current through the transducer is Q of the lossy resonator can be conveniently expressed in terms

13 cureDn (9) terms of the attenuation constant or and the propagation con-
stant P as

Since current is conserved, D must be uniform with z(9D)z =
0). The voltage across the transducer is Q = = - (19)

t

V3 f dz. (10) We solve the wave equation in terms of the particle velocities
f v, and v2 using tire boundary conditions of continuity of ve-

locity (5) and (6) and obtain
We derive the plane wave equation for the lossy resonator by ob

modifying one of the two standard linear piezoelectric equa. v, sin y(t - :) - v2 sin ytz

tions that relate stress T, displacement current D, strain S, and U sin yr (20)

electric field E. To account for internal acoustic losses, a new We substitute (20) back into (8), (1 2), and the two boundary
term is added to the stress equation (1), which then becomes~conditions of continuity of force (3), (4). One call character.

T = cES + jwqS - eE (II) tie the acoustic resonator as a threc.port network by express.
ing the two acoustic port variables Fi , l, and the electrical

where jA.n represents acoustic damping [9]. From (2) we ex. voltage V3 in terms of vi ,v 2 , and 1,
* press E in terms of D and S. We substitute that result into The electroacoustic properties of the piezoelectric transducer

(i1), which then becomes can then be described by the following 3 X 3 matrix:

eD F1 B coth yft B csch 7t - jt'I
T (c + ioT)S - (12) H

where ( j =/ B csch yr B coth yr7t

+
°  1 ( (13) )'3

V where 8 =A4( I + 11 1(20), ht e/e° is thle piee e lectlic
where c is the stiffened elastic constant and e is the pie~o- constant, CO = f.4 It Is the clamped capacitance of the p.et-
electric coefficient. Next using the two acoustic equations, (7) electric transducer, and Zo = (c't13)/o is the acoustic im11ped-
and (8), and (12), the following wave equation for the medium ance. The impedance matrix of (21 ) ieduces to the mole fa-
is obtained. mihtar lossless case if" we set a equal to iero. t'he above

3inIpedance matrix enables is to detemine the electiical equiv-

-- + CD +/ V = 0 (14) alent circuit of any lossy tiansducet by solving for 1'I13 with
+ jwr the appropriate acoustic tei in mations F, anid F, It the tians

wtducet is loaded on both sides, then F, and F, take oIl fiite
-. where p is the density and v is the particle velocity, The above values that ale proportional to the acoustic illpedances (i

equation has a complex wave propagation constant 7 = a + / their respective loads 13 In our case %%here %%ale woikiig
as expected for plane wave propagation in a lossy medium. with unloaded traiisduceis, we set F, = F. = 0 and solve to
Solutions to the wave equation are of the form the electrical impedance Z/ = 1 3Ill., We expwess coth ) t and

S=csch 7t i terms of cosh ot, cos Ot, siili (t and cos 3, with a
o .4cos z +B si )Z 15) related to 13 and Q through (19)). We expand cosh tit aind sil

where sinh at to the first order of at The results show that the dec
trical behavior of a free pteioelecttic resonatol call be chala

+(0 +Iwr? (- i) tetried by a circuit consisting of thle total electiode c.pacl
lanrce C0 III series with all acouslIc l \ss leslstalwe R, dI al

b. -89-
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acoustic reactance Xa. The expressions for Ra and Xa are impedance meter. The total electrode capacitance Co was
determined from measurements at frequencies far from reso.

Ra =, Lo H,(0) (22) nance. Next, the coupling constant k3 and the quality factor

Q were used as adjustable parameters to get the best theoreti-
wo \2 cal curve fit to the experimental data points. This process of

Xa Ho(O) (23) choosing two variables at the same time is tedious. Examina.
tion of the behavior of the resonator near resonance offers us a

2 (24) new method for determining Q independently ofk. In (26),
OCo 0124)O(4Q') is negligible with respect to sin 0. We take the ratio of

H, (0) ir(0 + sin 0) X, to R, and expand it around resonance:

16Q2  I + Cos sin 2  -- =  - -sin 0 :,, -2Qa (27)

(4Q_ _ 2_ _4Q _2 Ra ' 0+sinO -

(25) where 0 = ir(l + 6). Thus Q can be conveniently detennined
sil 0 - \ from the slope of the ratio of X, to Ra near resonance.

He(0) 4Q2/ (26) REFERENCES

8Q I + ( Q 2 Cos a s!+ III It, Kawai Japan J. Appl. Phys,, 8, 975 (1969).
2 2 121 N Mturayarna,4 K, .1 1 7)K Nakamura, H,. Obara and ht. Segawa, Ultrason-

where k? = (e'33)/(e De33), 0 = n(w/w~o) is the normalized fre. 131 T. M. Reeder and D. K. Winslow, IfEI. Trans. MITT.I 7, 11, 927
Sand, = 15(itrs n(1969).

quecyandtoo= (r/J~c/p~1 2 s te hlfwav reonat fe. 141 D, A. Berlincourt, D. R. Currtan. and 11, Jaffe, Phy-sical Acoustics,

the acoustic Q of the piezoelectric material. R, attains its (1964).
(Sy Kreha Corporation of Amaeria3, 420 Lexington Ave., New York,

maximum value near the center frequency fo, while X, be- NY 10017,
comes negative for a frequency greater than fo and positive for 161 K, S. Van Dyke,Phys, Rev., 25, 895 (1925).
a frequency less than fo. 171 G. E. MartinJ, Avoust. Soc. Am., 26, 3,413 t1954).

181 1. OhigashiJ, Appl, Phys., 47,3,949 (1976).All of our impedance measurements were done at room ten. 191 B. A, Auld, Acoustic Fields and laves In Solids, Volume I, Chap-
perature using a Hewlett.Packard model 4815.A RF vector ter 3, Wiley .1ierscience, New York, 1973,
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EXPERIMENTAL BROADBAND A block diagram of the ex~perimental seitup is shown in
ULTRASONIC TRANSDUCERS USING PVF, Fig. lbI for transmission-mode measurement,,. The system uses
PIEZOELECTRIC FILM a standard Panametrics Model 5052 PR unit, which delivers

Ittc6-xing :rnt: P~e~rod~ric tranui Thir-ilt dri. v a very short electrical pulse to energise the transmitting
transducer. The spectrum of thc excitation pulse was observcd

Broadband ultrasonic transducers using PVF, piezoelectric on the spectrum analyser and found to be essentially flat
plastics films. combining efficient transduction with extremely
wside~ and uniform passbands. have been fabricated using \cry between d.c. and 20 MHz. An electronic gate selects the
simple procedures without all) critical tolerances. Frequency desired echo from the output of the receiving transducer,
spectra of inputsed transducers using films of 25 and S01im
thickneis. centred at 10 and 5 MHz, respeciiel), aire shossit. separating it from the direct electromagnetic feedthrough

pulse and other pulses in the multiply reflected acoustic
Introduiction: Broadband ultrasonic transducers are important pulse train, The selected echo is amplified and, along with thc
for a variety of purposes, including signal processing \ihere gate pulse, displayed on a 2-channeli oscilloscopc. and the
large bandwidth is needed for high data rates. time-domain spectrum of the echo is displayed on a spectrum analyser.
spectronmetry wherc large bandwidth is ned.d to handle The spectra of the first echo for various transducers are
short pulses, and ultrasonic imaging %\here operation over a shown in Fig. 2. The spectrum of at commercial 14 NIHir
range of frequencies is necessary for oblaining optimium transducer WFig. 2u0 is shown for purposes of comparison.

response fromt a variety of' objects. We find that very The response of the 25 pmn PVF2 transducer-s (Fig, 2b) is essen-
broadband transducers call be easily con-tructed using poled tially flat from 7cro frcqucnc) to 20 NM [it. The response of
PVF2 ims, using procedure,; \shich are much simpler (tie 50jitm l'VF2 transducers ( Fig. 2c) is flat within l0dB
than those involved in the construction of standard types from I ito 10MHz. 'These are 'round-trip' spectra. i~e. thle
usinig p z.t. ceramic elements, and haiming bandpass charac- spe~ctra of thle putlses after e\perierticnig Isso traisdutclionis.
leristics which are broader and more uniform thani com- The round-trip insertion loss has tile samec order ol magnitude
merciaf p.z.t. transducers, as thle commercial pit, unit of Fig. 2a.

The lateral dimensions of the 1W 1-. films are lai ge coim-
Ikscription of e vperinenal tratimiwcr,% The ness tranisducei s pared ss ilh their thickncs, -so that thle film'. \ibi ate lin the
\\ere formed by epoxy bonding a small piece of poled PVI", thickness em.ensionai mtode. Hossevei , thle obsersed thickness;
film to at brass rod, A sketch of at typical unit is shoss n resonance frequecncies correspond appi omiiately to quarter-
in Fig. lit, The brass rod serses as anl acoustic backing, ss ich ssase film thickne.s, rathect than hafssthickness as for
acoustically loads thle back side of the PVF, filmn, as \\ell as, unloaded 1W F2 resonatoi s. ,becau~e tihe impedanlc of tihe
providing metchatnical support for tihe filmn The brass rods for backing material is grealci than -hatl of the transducer. 1 hie

rthle present transducers are 254 mil lin diameter, of arbitrary ratio of thle acoustic impedance of tihe bras\ backing to that
length and ser e ats at consenient handle for holding and of PVI' F~is approsinmately 11,. and a ratio grea Ici than% about
positioning the transducer. Available ti ansducer thickitesses 1 .4 is sullicient ito shift thle resonanice frcqucncy down to thle
of both 25 and SO pan \\eic used to radiale rectangular acoustic vicinity of the qtuarter-ss ave frequceit .' I'he tiarter-\\ase
beamis of tihe approximnatc dimensions 64N' 19?2 mmi. Thle frequencies cannot be obtained accuiately fi oni tile spectra
choice of the ictangular shapeK inl this case \\ms of Fig. 2 because thie thickness of thle adhesise bond is not
arbitrary and at change to any\ other shape would iepiesent accuralelb knossn. Hosseser, it is comparable ito that of the
ol at It is al mnodificationl. PVF 2 film, and, in anyv Ceen. 11-i efreel ss ould be ito shift tile

A~ca~uiroiresonance fi'equeitc) f url hci do" nssard. to less than half the
tmarei triamsiduco chajratriii. I \lpet imien tal lodels (if frequencies of' uinloaded films.N and this is k.onsisient \\1s it he

il.aoetransducers hase been operated lin ssater, lin both results of Fig. 2.
refletction and transmnisiion modes, to determine bandwidth
and Insertion loss. Ii, this operation, the device of' Fig. la is
simply submterged directly lin thle water tank. \s ithout any
cosering oser the PVF2:. surface. llas,;band characteristic.-
'sere determined bN impuksing tile lranmitttng transdicer.
and observing tihe 'ouiput of Ihe receis ig transducer on a1spe rui analyser. lIn the I ransmnission miode, Seprt
transducers \\ere us~ed for transmitting and icivin s' \ith
sufficiently close spacing t 25.4 ini) to a~ oid 61ec's of
diffraction and \\aler attenuation. lIn the refletion ntokc
a single transducer performed as botht ttiinmitter aiod
receker. ssatlt the ,icouslic beam icliected fromt a glass surface~s
located 12,7 mmn from thle ti amnducei.

Fig. 2 Meitswed transdu~cer etharacelstis
6. f 0 nv' is ci ~ .i- i ' i iwdtc

k) I e k Aitali si of tile tranient response of a tian'.duccm mla\ be
S. F r'.u - r f based onl thle mssumptionl that, if an itlect i l', i iipulse IN

0 . C applied, four ultrasonic pulses ave genci ated. s .11\ aft
uflI ' , ~face." l'or cach of these m55 paiis of stessa ttle oftile,

*tsesInto ii ~ndIc I' tl te 1,\ ill
ci thet tile ss ater loading ot tihe backing medium 0i tg. is.

*.''S~~~~~~htS. Ili i~ \'( t~teesuft ing tsso pules \\it hit thle tii iticci iase i ck -
- ."> ss ,u %ads aind t'oi 5' rds and aic ic flected asnd ti nim ted at [ie

traitsducei fasces Ile degree of vefl\tioim devoitd" on tifle
~ ~ chanaddct id linpedtaices% of the li ai'ducei . tifle loadin g anld

*)t"SO ~ ~ ~ ~ o I 5A~' tite backin its edium. \\ i th out ii ,INsduccm cosii ~ Of
' "~ i assP\s I s\aaici tihe pulse gencettd at tiftc P\s I . ss a met

niciface ald t imas ling Inito thle tilnduccm IN al 'li' at
Fig 1 Swelym tot sipectln wm m, sns of echoes i) wt~l tell l ine., lmget In mllagnmt ste thfmlu thle COt iesponitig pokes

lu' Owj It "tlgeisci .. ed at tl birss P\s I i Iniciface (tV\cIti of *di 111ncI01
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impedance of brass relative to PVF2). Thus the output stress This is consistent with other measurements .  made on
consists essentially of two stress waves, one launched from the PVF 2, which show that the acoustic impedance of PVF, is
front face directly into the water and the other launched from close to that of water, as shown in Fig. 3. This is important
the front face into the backing and reflected from the back in providing the clean pulse shown in Fig. 2d, if, contributing
face into the water. The latter wave suffers little reflection at to the very broad bandwidth of the transducer and in corn-
the PVF 2-water interface, because the acoustic impedances pensating for the lower piezoelectric coupling coefficient of
of PVF2 and water are relatively close. The two stress waves PVF2 compared with that of p.z.t,. thus maintaining high
are separated by the round-trip time in the transducer. This transducer efficiency.
pair of stress waves is detected by a second transducer of the
same thickness as the transmitting transducer as a bipolar Acknowledgen: This work was supported by the US Oficc
pulse (Fig. 2d). The fact that the detected pulse is approxi- of Naval Research under Contract N00014-75-C-0632.
mately bipolar indicates that acoustic energy generated
within the PVF, transducer is efficiently coupled to water.
Had it been otherwise, the detected pulse would have many L. BUt 29th June 1976
cycles, owing to multiple reflections inside the transducer. H. J. SHAW
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Correlation with the storage convolver*
P. G. Borden and G. S. Kino
Stanford University, Stanford, Cal(fornia. 94305
(Received 28 June 1976)

A p.n junction type storage convolver has been used to correlate FM chirps with time-bandwidth
products of approximately 90, and to correlate echoes from an acoustic A-scan system which have been
badly distorted by the source transducer.

PACS numbers: 43,60.+d, 43.85.+f, 72.50 +b

Recently, it has been suggested by Stern' that the suffered the same distortion and a reasonable correla-
storage correlator based on the acoustic surface wave tion peak could be obtained
convolver could be used to remove the inherent distor-tion ina rdar ystm. hen raar mitsa cdedOur experiment employed the V-groove isolated p-n
ions in a : tadar system. When a radar emits a coded junction mesa diodc array airgap convolver described

waveform and the reflected echo is correlated with the by Joly.i When this device is used as a storage corre-
original reference code, good correlation is only ob-a small
ta. ed if the emitted waveform is not distorted by the separation between diodes (4 cm) without sacrificing
system or the medium through which it passes. Thus, isepation between adjacent diodes.
with the development of more sophisticated systems
with large time-bandwidth products, the requirement on Several modes of storage correlator operation have
the radar system itself becomes very stvere, as do the been previously described. In the present case, a
requirements on the lack of signal dictortlon along the charge pattern is written into the diode array through
path of the radar beam. Similar problems occur in the nonlinear interaction of an rf signal applied to the
acoustic pulse echo systems used in medical imaging,, diode array top plate (T) and the electric fields asso-
sonar, and nondestructive testing, where distortions ciated with a short acoustic pulse injected on the inter-
due to the acoastic transducers and the medium itself digital transducer (L) which travels along the delay
can be severe, line, as illustrated schematically in Fig. 2. After the

storage interval, by applying an rf signal to the top
In this paper we describe an experiment using a stor- plate (T), the convolution of this signal with the stored

age correlator to remove the worst errors of this type. signal is obtained at the or, ginal input port, and the
We employed an acoustic transducer to enit an FM correlation of the two signals at the other acoustic
chirp which was reflected from a plastic plate in a port. In the present case. one transducer is used for a
water tank. The reflected echo was used as a reference short input storage pulse, and the other for readout.
stored in the storage correlator A later echo was then In general, the output will be the correlation of the
correlated with the reference echo. Thus, both echoes second top plate input signal and the stored signal
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GOOD TRANSDUCER POOR TRANSDUCER

(0) CORRELATION PEAK (C) FIRST REFLECTION

400nsec/div- -
2MHZ 4.5MHZ

(b) IMPULSE RESPONSE (d) CORRELATION PEAK

15-Ilz 13W chirps. Hiorizontal scale: 100 nsec/div.

Typical Input levels are 25 dBm at the acoustic port,
and 60 V p -p at 98 MHz between the top plate and
ground. The half -height storage time is 8 ilsec. I ,sec/div -4

In a demionst ration of high-frequency broadband eIPLERSOE
linear FM chirp compression, the acoustic Input was a tlIPLERSOS
50-nsec 98-M~z pulse and the top plate signals were
two 6-pisec -long 15-MHz (90-105 MHz) chirps spaced

200 i'sec apart. The chirp bandwidth was limited by the
bandwidth of the top plate matching network; the length
limit was the acoustic length of the diode array.

Figure 1 shows the correlation p~eak obtained. The
full width at half-iiaxlmium is less than 80 nsec, corre-
sponding to a coiipression ratio of better than 75, This
favorably compares to the timie-bandwidth product of FG .Pls el xprliltrslsN-t ohgtladpo
(6 pisec) x(15 MHz) = 90. transd. usecoeprnn ''ut . thbt od:ilp(

A practical application of this pulse compression
technique is the elimination of resolution deterioration
due to poor transducer response in a pulse eho system. segment of the first reflected pulse from the lastic
To demonstrate this, a 3.25-MI-z-center-frequency block was gated. mixed with 98 MIN. and stored it* the
2. 5 -MHz -bandwidth PZ T transducer was placed 16 cm correlator (see Fig, 2). The gate to thit top plate was
from a plastic block in a water lankl, as filustrated in then reopened to allow correlation of a second echo
Fig. 2. The transducer was pulsed with a constant- pulse with the stored first reflected pulse. This second
amplitude linear FM chirp. A 6-Asec-long 2. 5-Mfz echo was the triple transit signal returning from the

plastic block, reflected from the transducer face, and
reflected a second time from the plastic block. The

WATER TANK second echo was obtained apr. mtl 20~e fe
r EFLECTING the first one used as the stored reference.

FROM FRONT Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the orrelation, peak and,

ACOUSTI T EHE for comparison, the impulse response of the transducer.
TRANSDUCER The width of the correlation peak corresponds to a coi -

pression ratio of 9, compared with the TB limiit of 15.

The same experiment was tried a second time with a
3 25 MHz CENTER poor-quality transducer that ex\hibited severe r'inging
FREQUENCY in its impulse response. Figures 3 (c) -3(v) show the

CORRELATED first ireflected pulse, correlation peak, and transducer
6 -OUTPUT Iimpulse resp~onse, respectively The, coirrelation peak

GENERATOR 98.AHZ . width was essentially the same as that obtained with the
__IoriginialI high -quality Ira nsduce r Tli. in dicat es I hat the

L T R resolution of the pulse celo system employing the tr
AMPLIFIER STRG EIEage correlalci' is niu~'i Improved over that wich could

Sk RG DVC normially be obtained wvith a pool' -Iuality traiisducer that

TMOFFRTEHSTORAr-E PULSE AT sevcrely distoirts the oiriginial input signal.

The authors wish ito thank J. F~raseir for his hlpt InI
11 .2. selieiatle ol tilt aeiolt ic pukl e veIo 81stiiem, SettIin:g III the 'Icousl puil)i s e cello svst ciii
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SUPERCONDUCTIVE TUNNELING INTO NIOBIUM-TIN THIN FILMS'
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Oxide-layer tunnel junctions exhibiting both quasi-particle and Josephson
tunneling were produced by overlaying lead on niobium-tin thin films.
The superconducting transition temperature and average energy gap of the
Nb-Sn both increased as the tin concentration was increased toward Nb3Sn
and reached maximum values of 17.2 K and 3.2 meV, respectively, or
2A = 4.3 kT,.

THE TECHNOLOGICAL IMPORTANCE of the Al 5- these films have much cleaner surfaces than any samples

type superconductors, and their high transition tem. available previously.
peratures and interesting lattice softening at low tem. The films under study are produced for us by
peratures, has long made them intriguing candidates for Hammond, Zubeck, and Hallak, using the dual electron
superconductive tunneling studies. However. previous beam codeposition technique developed by Hammond. 7

efforts to make both point contacts i and oxide-layer The films are deposited on sapphire substrates held at
junctions2 - 5 have often resulted in less-than ideal 700-8000 C, a temperature sufficient for the formation
tunneling characteristics. Only in the point contact of well-reacted dense Nb3Sn. A set of substrates along
measurements of Levinstein and Kunzler, 1 the prox- a line in the plane of the Nb and Sn sources gives a
imity effect measurement of Bacon and Haemmerle 2  series of samples with a spread of composition from one
and the oxide tunneling of Shen a was the energy gap deposition. The substrates were masked to produce a
2A equal to or greater than the BCS value of 3.52 kT,. film - 0.5 mm wide. As the deposition rate is - 100 A/
In many other cases (references 4-6 and references sec, it is important to maintain uniformity of deposition
therein) very small energy gaps were observed, typically within the last second of the run. For example, 0.5 sec

1.5 kT,. We report here greatly improved oxide-layer of excess Sn deposition would seriously affect the
tunnel junctions on thin films of mobium-tin (Nb-Sn). tunneling characteristic, which is sensitive to material
Both well-defined energy gaps and clear Josephson only within a coherence length (- 50 A) of the surface.
tunneling are obtained. We give a brief description of The deposit was terminated by moving a shutter very
our results, including a study of the dependence of the rapidly in front of the substrates. After the system was
energy gap of Nb-Sn on composition in the vicinity of cool (- 30 min at 2 x 10-6 torr), it was vented with
stoichiometry. The gap is - 4.3 kT,, suggesting that nitrogen. The film thickness ranged from 0.06 to 1.25 Mn.

Electron micrographs show a smooth surface at 10,000
* Work at Stanfc-d supported by the National Science x with the exception of the thicker films in the tin rich
Foundation through the Center for Materials Research region.
at Stanford University, by the Joint Services Electronics The tunnel junctions are produced by exposure of
Program, and by the Air Force Office of Scientific the freshly deposited Nb-Sn to air and deposition of
Research. Air Force Systems Command, USAF, under a lead counterelectrode. In general, the best current-
Grant No. AFOSR 73-2435. voltage (I-- V) characteristics are obtained for ox'dation

t Permanent address. tines of thirty minutes or less. Two examples are shown
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J T (a) below the gap and an increasing amount of curvature
TEMPERATURE 4.2K (dk/d V increasing with V) above Amb-f + Ap. After

20 several days' oxidation in air the I-V characteristic is
continuously curving, and it is difficult even to determine

10 the energy gap. Junctions made by briefly heating the
S4.5m films in air, or by exposure to air of high humidity, also

VOLTAGE (mV) exhibit this curvature, which seems to be characteristic
of thicker oxides. This behavior may result from the

g= JUNCTION 0 29-3 W formation of metallic particles (Sn or Nb) within the
TEMPERATURE 1.5 K mixed oxide! This difficulty has precluded a detailed

200- study of the observed structure in the electron density
H>O of states in the Nb 3Sn due to phonons, but this will be

.OHO 0 possible with a smaller junction geometry.

X 100 The use of the codeposition technique in the
XIOO XIO 4.2 phase-spread configuraticn lends itself ideally to a study

of Ast--S, as a function of film composition. Some
a !pb typical results are shown in Fig. 2. The characteristics

i ,.35 MV have been normalized to have the same differential
0 2 4

VOLTAGE (mV) NORMALIZED CURRENT-VOLTAGE CHARACTERISTICS
FROM DEPOSITION #135

Fig. 1. Typical I-V characteristics of juncticns on 21% Sn

electron beam produced films. The "t" indicates the l.Srn
rise in current at Aub-s, + Apt, at 4.5 and 4.2 mV in 23%sn 2So
(a) and (b), respectively. Imn 5n

41 mV

in Fig. 1. In Fig. l(a) the full I--V characteristic at -mn
4.20 K for a low resistance junction is shown. The strong m9 . S

rise in the current at the sum of the energy gaps, 3

ANbS, + Ap b (taken to be the point of maximum
derivative in I-V), is evident. For this junction the
ratio of the currents flowing just above and below the 4.2mV

rise at A4b , + Ap is more than ten, at least five 5ni
times better than previously reported. The expanded
curve reveals clearly the Josephson tunnel current and
the cusp at ANb3 S n - Apo. The maximum Josephson
current is self-limited because the junctions are long
compared with the Josephson penetration depth.

Figure 1(b) shows the I-V characteristic at low V LAG 3 4 5 

temperature of another junction from the same deposiACROSS JUNCTION (m)

Fig. 2. Variation of characteristics with composition.tion but with slightly different composition. Prominent Six junctions from twenty-four on a phase spread illus-
features here are Josephson tunneling with Fiske steps trating the variation of Ahbs, + Ap, (indicated by
and, when the supercurrent is reduced by application of arrow) with composition.
a magnetic field, a rise in the current at a voltage corres-
ponding to Ap,. For the better junctions such as these, conductance at large bias voltages, and displaced verti-
the rise at Ap. is strong and may indicate a small but cally for clarity. The quality of the I- V curves shown
finite density of electron states within the gap of the in this figuie is not as good as those shown in Fig. 1,
Nb-Sn. Many junctions exhibit a smaller inflection at reflecting their larger tunneling resistances. The major
Apb which is accompanied by subharinonic structure at difference is the marked excess tunneling current below
Apm/n, where n = 2, 3, 4 . . . . In these cases the inter- the gap, as mentioned above. Josephson tunneling is
pretation is less certain, still evident, however, in most cases. The expanded

The I-V characteristics of these low resistance region for the 23% Sn curve shows an example of the
junctions were not explored at large voltages because structure usually associated with the inflexion at Ap,
the excessive bias currents required cause heating at the and its subharmonics.
contacts. Longer oxidation times lead to higher junction The Nb-Sn energy gap values obtained from Fig. 2
resistances but also, unfortunately, to more conduction (after subtracting the known gap for lead) and from five
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The first peculiarity of Fig. 3 is that there are
differences in the niobium-rich region although the

Sip variation of AM,.S with composition is similar for all
depositions. Taken at face value the data suggests a

•A -systematic difference between the thick and thin films,
• " • but the significance of this fact is not clear. Moreover,

20- there are possible differences in the state of strain,
0 1crystalographic orientation 1 and composition right at

4 the surface of the films.
Depositions No. 82 and No. 99 show a precipitous

drop in the observed AN", as the tin concentration is
increased above 29 at. %. Individual junctions in the

O N R 2 transition region show rises in the tunneling current
F,'I$1TION THICKNE$S p' 1.25 030 0 16 A *0 04 corresponding to Am,_st both 3.0 and 0.7 meV, ThisO I I I IJ - I I

19 2, 23 25 27 29 31 30 occasional behavior, where the surface is bad but the
COMPOSITION (ATOMIC K R CENT TIN) bulk T, remains high, certainly seems to be associated

with the onset of a two phase region aboveFig. 3. Variation of Nb-Sn energy gaps with composition. 292a. 13' a Btwhte h o prpeet
29 at. %Snri 1 But whether the low gap represents
disorder or a phase separation toward the surface is not

other depositions are plotted in Fig. 3. Although certain clear on the basis of present data.peuiaritiesea are etient basi genrf pehavior data.ar
evident, the general behavior is clear. In conclusion we find that oxide.layer tunnel

A~b_S.S increases smoothly with increasing tin composi- junctions made on electron beam evaporated Nb-Sn are
tion from 19 at.% Sni through stoichiometry to about29%at.SSn r thsoh stohim o vaut superior to those obtained previously by any means. The

levels off at a maximum value of surface properties of these Nb-Sn films are quite
least up to33 and generally stays above 3.0 meV, at reproducible, vary in a regular manner, and appear to

at,% Sn. The composition of the films reflect the bulk superconductivity of the films. This has
was established at one point on each substrate by micro. made possible a study of the gap as a function of corn-
probe analysis augumented by Rutherford Backscattering position, and holds the promise of further detailed

studies, and the relative compositions are believed to be studies of the electronic properties of this important

good to ± I at. %. The absolute values are only ± 2 at. %.9
The transition temperature measured inductively10  superconductor.
behaves in a similar manner, increasing to a maximum of
17.3 and 17.10K for the thick and thin films, respect- Acknowledgements - The authors are indebted to
ively. The ratio 2Am,s,/kTc is 4.3 near stoichiometry, RH. Hammond, R.B. Zubeck, and A. Hallak for their
where both Ab_S and T, have their maximum values, outstanding thin films of Nb3Sn which made this work
indicating strong electron-phonon coupling, possible.
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HORIZONTAL SHEAR SURFACE WAVES ON concerned with Rayleigh waves, horizontally polarised sur-
CORRUGATED SURFACES face waves are not unknown. Such waves exist on piezoelectric

and magnetostrictive substrates, and also on layered isotropich./de lermn" Awcviwc %wJauace ietie..4 ,tom nioaprl' oka- substrates (Love waves). The waves considered here areion unique in that they have a propagation velocity that is much

Experiments hae been performed on horizontalshear iurface- slower than the bulk-shear-wave velocity and they also%a,,e propagation along a corrugated surface. The result% exhibit an upper cutoff frequency. These properties suggestare in agreement with approximate theories used in analopo,, etial appictos ineten a ese copti logdea
etectromagnetic problems. potential applications in the areas of compact long delay

lines and grating filters. It should be noted that these new
Introction: A well known problem in electromagnetism surface waves require the presence of the corrtgations and
concerns the propagation of a TM-type surface wave along an do not exist on a smooth surface, as Rayleigh surface waves
infinite corrugated surface.' - 8 The inset to Fig. I illustrates do.
this structure for a substrate with finite thickness. In the Y
electromagnetic case, the shaded region represents an r t

isotropic dielectric with electrical-short-circuit boundary
conditions on the corrugated and bottom surfaces. The [,
structure is uniform along the .A direction.

This problem provides a good example of the generation ,(,bulk snear-
of solutions to new acoustics problems by utilising the analogy h/, 0.5 %ovwve Curve
between Maxwell's equations and the acoustic-field equa- /
tions. In the electromagnetic problem considered here, the k
.% component of the magnetic field satisfies the 2-dimensional
wave equation subject to boundary conditions requiring that
the normal derivative of 1!, be zero on all surfaces. The
acoustic variable analogous to 11, is the % component of
particle displacement velocity, which satisfies the ordinary
wave equation in 2-dimensional isotropic problems of the kind
considered here. At traction-free boundaries parallel to the

-axis, the normal derivative of r, is required to be zero.
This shows that the electromagnetic problem has an exact
acoustic analogue in which the inset to Fig. I represents a
free isotropic elastic plate with a uniform grating of slots cut 8 / 0.76
into the upper surface. The known electromagnetic-surface-
wkave solution is therefore directly applicable to this new_
problem. i/

The acoustic analogue solution generated in this way Ad
represents a new, type of horizontal shear surface wave. Fig. 1 Theoretical dispersion curves for horizontal shear-wave
Although most surface-acoustic-wkave research has been propagation on corrugated sud/ace

650 ELECTRONICS LETTERS 25th November1 976 Vol 12 No 24



Method of solution: Detailed treatments of the analysis are Over the range of parameters used experimentally wke
given in the electromagnetic references cited. Following have found little difference between it - I andj - 2, and the
Floquet's theorem, one expands thc field for y' < 0 in terms second value was used. Fig. I shows typical curves for a finite
of 'spatial harmionics' exp($io +2nrt/d):. Inside the teeth substrate thickncss D. with the surface-wave solution belo%%
0( > 0) thc fields are expanded in terms of SH plate modes, the broken diagonal and thickness modes for one value of 1)
Using an api.-)ximatc melhod, we assume that only the above the diagonal.
dominant SH mode cxists in the teeth and match the stress
component 7., on the plane y = 0 by Fourier analysis.3
For the continuity condition on r', at the same plane, either
matching of the field at the midpoints of thie slots' or
mnatching the complex power flow' is used. This leads to the Results and disrussion., The dispersion curves were measured
dispersion relations by observing in transmission thle resonance frequencies of a

~ 5h1 ~ * section of corrugated surface with traction-free ends (Figs.
khta A'h- -tant ~ -K'$2 and 3). Fabrication of the grating resonators was accom-

d ~ e~A ~D i~h ' plished by sawing 0. 152 ini slots in alumniniumn plate. Thle
1. mdpont atcingmeasuirements were performed using a frequency synthe-

- J ' ~siser and p.z.t.-SA thickness, shear input and output
12. power-flow matching transduceri allixed with Dow Resin 2764V9. The trans-

P.-flo + 2mild, k iltV,,.2 - &I, - A2ducers were 0.864min thick and had a 25.4min horizontal
aperture.

kd- ?r N Surface-wave resonances occur at frequencies where thle

'o'.f gr ating is a nl integral number of half wavelengths long. in ain

2 - \1I3 596!s3 /10 - nh

00 Od' 18.24, N 10 tO here 1 is an integer. Measurements ere made by observing
ORlOd *4,56, N 40~ the transtission resonances and counting back to zero to

t: 30 13(r) Ydetermine the mode index~ 1. Results for various values of thie
- parameters are plote and compared with theoretical

-ire not sensitive to the lateral width of the grating. For thle
ki 1 narrow grating, rubber dampers were platcd along thle

.- it'w/2*7 0 grating edges to suippress dilfiaction effects. The experi-
/ mental points above the broken diagonal correspond to that

I0 
thickness modes ho n in Fig. 1. These spurious responses

/d - 0635mm surf ace-wave cuitoff frequency. Comparison of the Aild n12
h/d -O0. 8/d .0,76 points in Figs. 2 and 3 shows that thle deeper slots give at

greattly increased amount of wave slowing. A higher-order
surface wave also appears in this case.

tiecause tile polarisation of the surfauce wave is shecar
horizontal, there is no scattering from thie surface mode into
thle thickness modes at tile traction-free end faces of the

_________resonator, contrary to thle case of' Rayleigh surface-vave
_______________reflections. However, thle kind of transducer used does excite

I#/2 ~, both types of modes. Although spurious-miode excitation canl
Pd be somewhat redticed by careful placement of the transducer

Fig, 2 Conipanson of theoty cud expeient for 0 152 x 0 318 and by damping the lo\\er surface of the plate, mnode inter-
mim slots 1ierence remains a problem in frequency regions whlere the
In the N Sit uc.c *)ni) A It of ihe otism crsf iw ftrtlCKIicCS AI 11%I two mode types overlap. 'I his is clearly showvn in Fig, 3.

where the accuracy of thle measurements deteriorates at thle
- theoryhigher frequencies. but this canl be~ avoided by using a smaller

value of 1) to increase the thickness-mode frequencies.
2 / 40 id*The principal problems to be resolved in further study

h/d 2 / .6and exploitation of these waves are the development of'
suitable transducers and of techniques for fabricating narrow%
deep slots with smaller dimensions suitable for higher-
frequency operation. Interdigital transducers8 and orientation-
dependent etching' are possible solutions to be examined.

N SLOTS- ON d.4.56 N -80
h/d 2 8d 0.6 AcAndcldgnu'm I his \%ork wa-,s supported by thle US Office

of Naval Research undet Contract N00014-75-C-0632.

1i A. Ali I) 13thi Octobc'r- 1976
J. J. GAUMI\*i
Ni TAN

- ~ Udiad L. Ginzion Laoboraitory
r/2V S1ml11 l(110 ',tt

13,L StalIfold, (aIt, 94305, ("S.
Fig, 3 Comiparison of theory and experiment for 0 152 x 1 27 - NI At I 0 NJI101141C 5up1i'Mutv ic I iti/lct Ile et Mt~kguiie11t tic. 2(0
Il11n) slots 110ealli'. I tw
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Rtefits beanm current and so generate a large pedestal in this time.
I ILWIIt .: he heo% 0~orugaed lan lufatt%' IR TrlIN If necessary, additional pedestal can be obtained by lengthening

1954I'. AP2 p. 71-81utr loesgtd ii~ 51lss the flyback time:. Typical tubes, with a flyback tinme of 10 jus,
2 Itx. . A.: 'Thet propagation of an electronmagnetic va~c along ois provide an equivalent mean pedestal current of 30 nA. Oninfinite corrugated surface%. Can, J. phis.. 1934. 32. pp. 727 714 -imtrtre.flysandb atrWATKISS. WSAS A.: 'Topics in electro nagnetic thcor ' (Wk.1958). an 18 mm-imtrtre, ul cne y atr

pp. 14- 19 the corresponding instantaneous pedestal current is about4 COLLi\. It A.: 'Field theory offguided sswset' iNcGras%-tfitt, 19601, 6 A
pp. 465-469 6 A

S asstssr. is. %.: 'Electronmagnetic %loss ssic %k,;tens' (tic)e. 1964). The readout efficiency. being a function of the potentialpp, 57-6i sigo h agt a ls eipoe ysbtttn
6 Cot ti', W t , and mucktit. r j.'Antenna ihcor - Part 21Njc~rass kigo h agt a ls eipoe ysbtttn

Hill. 1969). pn. 229-2.12 tor TGS. the pyrotelectric previously used. a material having
7 ALILD. It. A.: 'Acoustic fields and 'satks in solids- Vol. I tiltle. 197.%) lo%%er relative permittivity, The deuterated isomiorph of TGStt ssii. it %w. 'Surface elasiic-ssasc propagatiion and aniplitication "fvuea tha eaiepritiiya 3Cth

IEEE rrani., l'67. EI)-14. pp. 18I1 189 i aord si a eaiepritvt t3 C(h
9 itOUNMDit. i. c.. and PFA%. X. t.: 'Fabrication of topographical o..;rating temperature in the canmera) equal to 24, c -fis.

ridge guiMk on silicon for V11F operation' Proceedings of IEFF prdwith 16 for TGS.-"
ullrloncs %mrmium 192. ostn. atti. p 18-18 hMeasurements, shown in Fig. 1, of the minimum resolvable

temperature normalised by il as before,i show the improve-
menits that have been achieved by these nmeans.

In the panning mode of operation, at 100 liles per picture
height (approxJimately 3 line-pairs/nms the mii~~. is no%%
0.3 C. compared with 2 C previotisly, The inmprovemett
due to better readout is particularly marked at higher spatial

PYROLECRIC IDIONS ITH IMPR VED frequoicies, with the normal gas pedestal, the m.r.t. at 250REDOUTRI huISWIHIPOVD lles is close to 2.3 C, whereas with -C flyback it is I C.RA O TFig. 2 shows lte euvln.isnnsesrslal~esjc
11i14e'i its' uit Postilettt( set f~c,.~ 'eleio ineo itie sire cturve for choppedi opfrat ion. The impros ed readlos
The pcrf'ornice of' .Iteesitmn carncra liking ae p5 rodciL e0
Vidicon has been enipros cd bN ihe like of l'10ack ga% pestesial
rencrasiion and a ls rltieprniits t argi nmateia~l

Ilyroelectric Vidicons provide tleeision-coispatible thermal ~
iniages relatively cheaply and wvithotut the neced for cooling, 3
The periformance of tubes described earlier' was limited b) 0
incomplete discharge of the pyroclectric target by the electron L
beam. The readout etficiency- is gosernecd by the magnittude
of the positise swing of the target potential hweni scans, 1o
I the .1pedestal' les ci)., 111 a gas-tilled t ibe til potenil
escuriiots is obtained by collection of posilis loiws onl file I
target surface, the ion% being generated by collisions of file -

electron beami \%fillt the gas in lte spface bemscn inesh asnd 0' 3

target. The dilliesilty encountered \% as that iicasing thie beam )
tarelit d(!fect an.'d gase poor ihldng,

Thle dosehopment dlescribed here allows lte pedceslal lesel 0 1
01 0203 05 231'to be set iissepeisdeistl of lte readoul beain. Thisk is done b\ iepism

generating most of the pedestal dluring tlse tine-llyback period 5 03 0 )s 3o
The isormal positise-goitig blansking pulses oin lte cathode 10 2ine0 50eam 0te X 01j0C
present electrons fronm reachiing Ilse target during Ilyback
Gas ions can still do so, hosseser, and conctu reill Iositise Fig. 2 Milialni resolv'able temiperature for chopped mode (ft)
puilses appliedl to lite cointrot grid are used to iiscieaske I he 5 itetibeka'iriieiCsspdieei 5it

10 ulto\s % at chopper freqsienc) of 25 Hi' to be uised, each alternate
hield of s islo Infornmatisin being is s ed to nmaintains a cots-

5. Slant signal polarity.
iI hie 11\yback S) stem Ii tfile subhjec I of at pateint application1

0L 2-4 Io h'lm ' ite ssor k has been carriedi out withI the
suphsoi t of the Procuirement Eikecutise. UK Nluniti) of

-1 0 normafl gas Defence, sponsored h\ DCVI).
pedestal 'I\II55 ,d*,:'msi/a

L03 ~~~~~~flybacks go$asilod ~\,Etln

o2[ eesa Referensces

0~ ss si lo\' it , \\itI it s , it iedi , It and sue t us s i i tr errst
01i 0 0 05 10 i@icls en tIcilosriiniie i' msrock'i res: \ esticoni at 8 it, 14 pm's

line pairs/I nin fltles I,,n I it 1971, 9, PP~ 5%4 3 11
-- ~- -'__ - - 4~~ A. _, lotw, . it \i . iid \% \i io\, it '.iitostr poliesiasl ststiskstissl it

10 2 30 0_ _ U N k"Z't ji rcirit sitisvei, lhilieoed Phi., 1972, 12, lip 17 18
tA lines I diarlielel [*,o 0 iisNsii' s i . itsssski .c J , anld ki ts'i X( t W-\tk i Al 1isscs1ati5t l

- ~~Fig. 1 .Miniumu iesolvable tempeisttwe for poniig iiode /ti) Piro isrc 1miict ei' i .. tpi~i !, la\t in l slsn)sCrptss
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The Design of Efficient Broad-Band Piezoelectric
Transdu!cers

CHARLES S. DESILETS, MEMBER, IEEE, JOHN D. FRASER, AND GORDON S. KINO, FELLOW, IEEE

Abstract-A design method for acoustic thin disk transducers with impulse response. A second transducer using PZT-5A ceramic
high efficiency, broad bandwidth, and good impulse response is pre- as the active element was acoustically matched into water,
sented. This method is based on the use of quarter-wave matchin r
layers between the piezoelectric material and the acoustic load. As Is using two matching sections of a light borosilicate glass and
made evident using the transmission line model of Krimholtz, Leedom, epoxy, airbacked, series inductively tuned, and electrically
and Matthaei, the finite thickness of the piezoelectric material must be matched into 50 $. The transducer has the predicted 65-
taken into account In the matching layer design. Criteria for optimum percent, 3-dB bandwidth, 3.2-dB round trip insertion loss,
broad-band transducer designs with a given piezoelectric material are and the predicted impulse response. A third transducer,
developed which show the importance of a high electromechanical
coupling coefficient. A method for obtaining Gaussian shaped pass. using PZT-4 ceramic, and acoustically matched on the back
bands, necessary for optimum impulse response, is also shown. Several with a high.loss high-impedance tungsten-loaded epoxy, was
transducers have been built to illustrate this design approach with also built; this yielded approximately the desired Gaussian
eMcellent agreement between theory and experiment. One such trans- bandshape and the expected excellent three half-cycle im-
ducer has 3.2 dB round trip insertion loss and one octave bandwidth. pulse response.

The electrical input impedance of an acoustic transducer,
1. INTRODUCTION and consequently the insertion loss and other parameters of

A design method for acoustic thin disk transducers with interest, can be determined from the well-known one-dimen.

A large bandwidths, good sensitivity, and good impulse sional Mason model [1] -[3]. In addition, the effects of
response is described in this paper. This method is based upon complex acoustic load and backing impedances on the over-
the concept that, for broad.band matching with high ef- all response at the transducer can be easily taken into account

with this model. In several papers, notably those of Kossoff
ficiency between a piezoelectric material with relatively high this ol n several per, noably thoseioflKossoff
acoustic impedance and a relatively low impedance acoustic [4], Goll and Auld [51, Goll [6], Reader and Winsow [71,
load, one or more qua'ter-wavelength matching sections must and Sittig [8] , the effect of various acoustic matching tech.
be used. The fact that the piezoelectric material itself must be niques at the two acoustic ports of the transducer on the
regarded as a finite length transmission line is taken into ac- transducer characteristics have been analyzed. These ap.
count in the design of the matching layers. This significantly proaches have included thc use of high.loss backing materials
alters the choice of impedance for the matching sections. and quarter-wave matching sections. However, the design of

In addition, considerable attention is devoted to the problem transducers with high sensitivity, broad bandwidth with low
ripple, and short-duration impulse responses has remainedof obtaining a good impulse response. For this purpose, the

requirement of a large bandwidth alone is not adequate. A largely a trial and error process. The authors believe that thisreuirmlet reone s la e wier ransm not equeny is because the Mason model does not lend itself easily tothe impulse response is the Fourier transform of the frequency physical interpretation of the effects of various acoustic and
response, the ideal bandpass characteristic for a short impulse eetia acigshms hshmesteotmzto
response with minimum ringing is a Gaussian shape, and as electrical matn chartemes. This hampers the optimization

show bySitiga liearphae caraceritic[ Iof the transducer characteristics, such as the bandwidth,shown by Sittig, a linear phase characteristic [l].
Several transducers have been built using this design ap- bandshape, and impulse response. Our design procedure,proach and show characteristics in excellent agreement with instead, is based on the transmission line model of Krim.the theory. One such transducer used lead metaniobate as the holtz, Leedom, and Matthaei, [9], [10] shown in Fig. 1.teeoy. hng sectrauce userlesd minductive tune This has the advantage that it retains the intuitively satisfyingactive material, acoustically matched into water with a single transmission line natule of the transducer, but replaces theepoxy matching section, air backed, series inductively tuned,effect

and matched electrically into 50 n. This transducer shows the witheasge coupling the neolhetr cer.
desired flat response over the 40percent, 3-dB passband, 6.5- with a single coupling point at the center of the transducer.
dB round trip insertion loss at band center, and the predicted The differences between distributed and single point coupling

are included through a coupling transformer with a turns ratio
that varies with frequency, and a series reactance.

Manuscript received May 20, 1977; revised October 19, 1977 This th tae nuitio n and aties reacta e
work was supported in part by the Office of Naval Research under Physical intuition and computation are facilitated with this
Contract N00014-75-C-0632 and in part by the Natio:'al Science model, since acoustic matching techniques typically use trans.
Foundation under Grant ENG 75.18681 mission line formalism, while the electrical matching tech-

The authors are with the Edward L Ginzton Laboratory, W. W
Hansen Laboratories of Physics, Stanford University, Stanford, CA niques required in the frequency range of interest typically
94305. use lumped components. A series of computer programs has

0018-9537/78/0500-0115$00.75 ©1978 IEEE - .
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ACK an additional reactance in series with the transformer whichACUTI d FRONT
ACOUSTIC Zcv o ,  Zcv , 'V ACOUSTIC can be modeled as a variable capacitance of value:PORT rZC PORT

C'= -Colk2 sinc (w[wo). (2)

C' As 10'I IC0 1, it only has a minor influence on the opera-
Co tion of the transducer.

General criteria for the maximum bandwidth obtainable

ELECTRICAL from a transducer witn minimum insertion loss can be cal-
PORT culated for the case where the acoustic ports of the trans.

ducer are terminated with pure resistive loads. The KLM
Fig. 1. Transnisslon4ine model of piezoelectric transducer (after equivalent circuit would then become a center tapped trans.

Krimholtz, Leedom, Matthaei). mission line terminated by a load ZL at one end and a load
ZR at the other. When ZL, ZR < ZC, this transmission line

been written to impiement the design of transducers using this has a resonance near wo. The approximate acoustic Q, Q4,
model. In these programs, the loss between the electrical and of the resonator can be calculated by transforming the im-

acoustic ports over the band can be computed, the electrical pedances ZL, ZR, to the center tap, where they have effec-
input impedance can be determined, and a sizle electrical tive values ZI/ZL and Z' /ZR, respectively; this is a total re-

matching network can be designed. The accuracy of such sistance of value R = Z'/(ZL + ZR). The resultant shorted

techniques is sufficient so that the effects of finite thickness quarter-wave transmission lines have a reactive impedance

bonds between the matching layers, of stray inductances and when placed in parallel of value X = ZC/2 tan (iro/2wo). The

capacitances, and of excess electrical resistance show up acoustic Q can be estimated from the points where X
strongly, and makes it possible to determine the nature of such so that
errors in the construction. In addition, by using Fourier trans- f2 Z¢ (3)
form methods, the impulse response of the transducer can be - (I ZR+ZL i
predicted with good accuracy. The electrical radiation resistance of the transducer at its

I. DESIGN THEORY center frequency is

A. General Considerations Rao k ( ZC (4)
We first aiscuss some of the general criteria necessary to 7Voco \ZR +(4)

obtain broad-band low4oss matching for an electrical signal Therefore, the electrical Q, Q, of the series inductance tuned
to the acoustic ports. For this purpose, we shall make use circuit at its center frequency, when supplied by a constant
of the Krimholtz, Leedom, and Matthaei (KLM) model il. voltage source, is
lustrated in Fig. 1. In this model, the piezoelectric trans-
ducer is represented by an acoustic transmission line tapped 1 I (ZR + ZL)
at its center, and driven by a perfect transformer of ratio Q 0o CoRao 4k Z(5)

0: 1, where The requirement that Q, = Qa for optimum bandwidth yields

= kr.(r/wocoZ)I 2 sic ~(1) the relation
( oZR + ZL = kr T 1f2 (6)

with sinc x = sin (Irx)/nrx. Z(
The parameters are defined as follows: Further examination of the equivalent circuit shows that the

d thickness of the piezoelectric material; impedance presented at the transformer terminal, correct to
A area of the transducer; first order in E2 = (w - wo)/wo, is
es clamped dieletric constant; ZZ [( Z- ]

pD mass density; ZIN =[ 7r]2 2  (7)
c stiffened elastic constant; R+ZL
v, niffened acoustic velocity; The reactive pia', of this impedance is like that of a negative
Z, stiffened acoustic impedance (= p va); inductance.
e electromechanical coupling constant; The reactance seen at the generator, including a series tuning
k2- effective piezoelectric coupling coefficient inductance L chosen so that w0 L = l/woCo, is

(= e'1c'%S);
Z ZaA;and X=- 2-- [2 - 4k-( ZC
wo half-wavelength resonant frequency of the transducer WC0 o (ZR + (8)

(= nrv/d)" This expression i correct to first order in 2. The first term in

The transformer has a capacity in series with it of value Co = (8) is due to L and Co in series, the second term is due to tht
esAld, the clamped capacitance of the transducer. Thcre is capacitance C' in the equivalent circuit, and the third term is
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zo c o C' , R 0 is employed, of

l -r/4k . (13)

With k a 0.25, the bandwidth would be narrowed to 32
percent instead of approximately 100 percent. If a constant

,fvoltage source were used, Q, would then be i/2ki, giving aFig. 2. Equivalent electrical lmpe d ccat or tranducer terminated bandwidth of 16 percent. It Is, therefore, highly desirable to
work with as large a coupinp, coefficient as possible to in.

due to the acoustic loading. It can be wen that, if the crease RwoCo, and thus lower the electrical Q of the trans.

k, << 4, the first.order variation of the reactance X with ducer.
frequency is minimized when (ZR + ZL) is chosen to satisfy A considerable improvement in efficiency can be obtained
(6). Therefore, this choice of terminating impedance satis. by leaving the left.hand side air backed, ie., short circuiting
fled the requirement for approximate cancellation of the the left.hand transmision line. In this case, if the right.hand
reactance, as well as a criterion for optimum matching from a transmison line is terminated by an impedance ZR Z¢, the
constant voltage source, effective resistance in the circuit of Fir, I is doubled, and the

If the impedance of the generator is chosen to equal R,o, one way optimized efficiency at the center frequency wo
the efficiency of power transfer to the transducer is becomes 46 percent for k - 0.25; the bandwidth of the

4R Ro series.tuned system then appralches 64 percent, with source
v R R ° (9) impedance R,o, or 32 percent for a constant voltage source.
(R, + mo), + X, It is also worthwhile to consider the important case, much

Since R, a Rao at the center frequency, and since the firt used in practice, of a transmitter terminated on its left-hand
order variations at the reactance with frequency are essentially side by a load ZL close to the impedance of the transducer
eliminated, the efficiency T? will have only fourth order varia. material. As an example, a PZT.SA transducer (ZL a Z•
tions with frequency due to the variation of X with frequency. 34) can be used to excite a wave in water (Z = 1.5) In
First order varations of R with frequency only give rise to this case, most of the power is emitted into the matched
second order variations of n, backing. If the voltage across the conter point of the trans-

As an illustration of what occurs in several cases, consider mission lite is V, the power emitted at the center frequency
the situation when both acoustic ports are terminated by into the eft'hiwd side is VZL i21 . h power emtted into
impedances ZL - ZR = Z¢ I S ,. [16), In this case, the the right.hand side is V 1ZR 12Z ,,
equivalent circuit becomes that shown inl Fig. 2. Half of the Following the previous arguments, it will be seen that since
power is emitted from each acoustic port, anld the effective 0120
resistance of the acoustic load seen at the electrical port R4oZ+
is [21, [17[81 oR + ZL

the iaximum efficiency of all unituned transducer is
R,. Ro(wold) sll (wl2no) (10)

where +( Z) I I + n(ar Z,)I4k (14)

R~o - (2k1./)(l/.ooCo). (1 ) The maxinun efficiency for a PZT.SA transducer with a

When the device is untuned, it can be shown that. if C' is matched backing exciting a wave in water is I ., pelent. If
neglected, the mininmum power loss occurs with a generator both sides are matched to the transducer material impedance
impedance ofZo - (R'o + I/ lw Co)i 1, At the center fre. ZR - ZL - Z¢, the maximum efficiency is that already cal.
quency, this would correspond to an efficiency of power tran. culated, If ZL = 0 and IR is sniall, 11 can be Iade I()( per-
for from the generator to the load [31, 171, 181 cent.

I 'vB. kmr Aout )stk 1. iUne
(12) The matching problem for a piettvlectoc ceramic used to ex-

cite ani acoustic wave in water is now consideled. The im-
wheke, in this formula, the 3-dB loss due to having power pedance of the transducei matenal is typically 20 to 35,
emitted from both acoustic ports is taken into account. It and that of the water is 1.5, Thus in the KLM todel the
is therefore desirable to use as high a coupling coefficient impedance looking into the tight.hand acoustic load lite is
k1 . as possible, in order to obtain high eficliency with an un- like that of a trtamisnl ton line with essentially a short cit.
tuned transducer. In this case, the best efficiency that might cuit termination. The impedance is very high at the center
be expected with a PZT ceramic with k'. 0 .25, would be fequency, but diops quickly to low values Consequeutly.
16 percent. Such a transducer would have a minimun round the bandwidth of the transducer is very small, unless the
trip insertioin loss of 16.0 dB. impidance at the cente: is kept low b\ using a backing let.

'The addition of tuning would ideally lowe the minimum t mination.
loss to 6 d0. A simple series inductance would give an electri. Quarter-wave itupedance tiasfoimners between the load and
cal Q at the center frequency, when a source impedance the pieloelectrtc cerantc will bloaden out the fequenc\
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tit II( lit I ioN

i~e.J4*Z4 -54800S

bandiir dth than unidamiped tranisducers.In the past, such 3tiwrouklofri I.

trtornf0IItrS 113V been designed to Match thet l03d imiped-
Alice to the characteristic itipedance of thet transducer material for thle trailsdiicer d~5gi5 leported ti, this paper. In -Sell case,
at the center frequency. A better procedure, which is adopted Z, is the impedance 4. of the transducer material.
licit, Is to design thle transformers to give a desirable imped. As anl examplt, considet the design of a transducer ito be
ance at tile center tintinal of thle KLM model. Thus thle built using lead metan11iobiate with a water acoustic load. One

~~ I front half of the transducer is itself treated as a quirtermmv bonided wratching Section is to he enmployed, and I mnaximally
matching layer, in addition to thlt quarter wave matching flat passband is decsired for thle front load line, Using Table I
layers bonded to it. As opptosed to the ustia! design pro. trhetolyer transformer, and taking 21. I LSA and
cedure, ZI , thle impedance of the first matching section is ZC u 20,OA, lte iput impedanice of the Acoustic loud line
chosen to be the transducer miaterial. so Z% - ( The value VZIN) is founld ito he 47,4A, over twice the material iruped.
of 1N, thle inlput impelidance to this section. is then deter, anice. Vor comparison, ltre valuie obtained for this case by the
mied. Thus a better broad-band match is obtained, be. criteion (if (6i) is 44.4A. So a twolsectiont transformer is a
cause use is made of thne extzi matching layei which Already good Choice inl this c'ase.
exists in thle device, M~e impedlance of tihe ma tching le kv 7 found to tle

Thre design oi' tiuarter-w~ave trartsnission line matching sec. 3 56A, M uch dilfers markedly from tile value of 5,48A. lte
tionls has been formulated boli n Ih lIl I Riblet 1121 ,tint valuie calchilatell if thle ceramc were assrried to lie anl infinite
Young I 131 arid others. Their designs call for tile Itariis. acoustic tnI IlIsmni~sorlile. Dhe Systemi tends to give a brtoader
Sion linle reflect ionl coefficient Imagnitudite Il1'l. or , alernatively. acoustic liandwld tii, because lte two ma tching layers hrave
tire poker loss rati1o P,.,~Ii '~I to e\Ihrit either a1 been taken into account and a lioader electincal bandwvidth
muaximally flat or L'lrelysbei, respoinse ov'er thle dirled fre. w%.it better en'icielirc, biecause it presenits a higher electrical3
quency passblamd. Larger 1XISshamlds are achieved 1%) tile impedanice at baird Center
addition of more transformer sections, The1 power loss ratk(o (P,. R throuigh tire nialrig layers I\

A Similar Approach carltibe used in tire design of ltre Acoustic plotted as ar funlctionl of fI'equic) for both cases ini Fig. 3.
load line, although lte Acoustic irnpedanice mtisma~tchies ate Asclb seen, tile Ideail mimarlly flat tepnei obtained
tyimcally much larger than lte microwav onies, higher order for cliteese when lte maitching layer Impedance IS 336A,

tems te ntchbigger and shouild lie included inl thle calcula. A similar calculation for a P/.1X5A tr ansdutcer matched 1iito
tion of thre reflection coefficient. Never theless, the design waici (Z(, 34A) yields at value o'f Z forl rv~o inal-iuICIII sec-
formutlae dei~eloixd for two arid three laver transmrission iron of ~' 2A, \\-it three section"s. ZtN a BA,. 8.1)A,
linle sections call lie applied ito t1re Acoustic case, and reason*, Zj = 234A, 111e Value of iN for thle threO section maltched
abily good results are obitained in% exact numerical soltions. IS \1tei 111 isligtlylarer thanl tire optiIumIII value ofZ11N

As art illustration, lte impedance formulae for thre birnonmial 4S2 sn 0.ski a three Section Itaisforiller is a good
transformer Are given. This give close agrement to the choice in this case.
ria\iuilly flat case for a small number of matching sections. "llerefore, it is concluded that lte opitimtumr lead ruetanio.

bate trar ,,ducet matchied to water requires only one ex.ira
in /1 in~ttclung layer itlh anl tiiipedance of 33o. wlde ie liLT.SA

Z. 1 IN transdulcr requies two miatclung layers of irtipedarices 8 0)2
.Mid 23 4, iespectivek

where z,.inuaii loMd lilearc.1i1il1i iped. Wider piassbiands cart lie obtarirled for a givenl numllber of
.rncc of thle Itransnussionl hite m~ stein , r sti quarr etr.\% me IIrAnchirig sections \\'it (i>slev response if liassliaiiu ripple
niacwhIrri sect rOn imeac ~~birtoita~l coc fficien t cart be toltr.rted A!, \\ill be shomi iiurlte next Section, thle
AXi/l ! (X 16' aind IR ci eI~e 1"iaedirce at Ine si11 face acoustic backing line, iii general. liits the ustule bandvi idili
ot' tire Itransducer of lte liriisducer. soi that tis titter response is riot as uisetut

The r esul is sto ii kin 1'able I .me uwcd as (h mic t n mrg baisis as 111i011 le Moreover, lte Chieti\ Ate\ fillt ictesponse yields
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1Tis limits the useful bandwidth of an air-backed single
quarter-wave matched PZT.SA transducer to about 45 percent,
but numerical calculations indicate broader bandwidths in two
Thye eatcedo thensdhorted

6 lae efathed tansdhcersd back load line on the input acous.
tic impedance is shown in Fig. 4(a), for the lead metaniobate

*-MAXIMALLY rtA transducer previously discussed. As can be seen, thre band.
FRN LA LN width of thet passband is considerably reduced and the band

1-4 NALLEL*IT*4shape Is considerably altered, As seen in Section A, the com- j
z LO LINE binaion of the front load line with a low impedance shunted

back load line is an Optimum for high efficiency, broad-band
Q ~ .0 -designs. This is because the imaginary Part Of ZIN Varies

-' linearly with frequency over thle passband, so it tends to
o.~ ~ axcaz'cel out sonme of the errors introduced b~y the electroacous-

X. tic transt'ormer and a simple tunied electrical tuning network.
4) ~Such anl effect does not occur with parallel inductance tuning.,
60 because the re~stlve part of thle input impedance is changed by

(~) the presence of the inductor.
Mhe next simplest back load line design would be thle 3ddi.

tion of a resistive load of impedance Z1, to tit ceram11ic
40$ quarter-wave se.tion, This is accomplished in practice by

- - bonding a high loss material to the back of the piezoelectric
,ceamlic ito stimulate all Infinite transmission line, so that no

5 2 power is reflected back into tile transducer from thle back.
~ ~ Te effect of resistive loads or. varying Impedance Onl ZIN Of

-40?-. R~ec~Wthle lead metaniobate transducer previously described is shown
AI-A~E inI rig. 4(b). InI general, as would be expected, the midband

lvoO ~inpedance isconsiderably reduced as thle backing ifmlpedance

is increased. Wien the backing impedance approaches ZC
Zk, becomes entirely resistive and equal to Zc. It should bo
noted that most of the available power in this case is radiated

~ **~* .. into tile hack load line, since its imipedzince would be only
''~about 40 percent of that th(le front load line. With a large

nunmber of quarter-wave plates onl thle front loid tile ZN
40' would approach ZC, and the round trip inseti .ss would

approach 6 dil at best. InI this Case, ZIN drops inl value SO4
(bi) broad-band electrical matching becomes mnoie difficult, Thus

Ili 4, Wa Lffci of horted Kick load line on acouiic inapedance (if this type of transducer would be optimited by using Several
aaaainaly fiar font load line Lead ietanlobiare transducer (1.27 qriarter-wave plates with a mlore complicated mlatching net.
can diameter). Ni' Effect taf riiey loaded back load line oil work tian just a simple inductance. Alternatively, thle mnatch.
acouitic Iiapedaaac of inaimally flat front load line. Load inetnaitti

Kite transducer (I1.17 cm diaieer). ing network could be omitted at the cxpeirse of a decrease
in efficienlcy,

Vie use of a lossy backing of relatively low impedance is
steep skirts onl the frequency response, which is undesirable beneficial inl thle design of a quartet-wave matched transducer,
in pulse-Imode applications, however, Vie bandshape of 1;N of a backed tianisducer

changes as Z1, is increased, and becomies Gaussian Shaped.,
C. Back Atmcu Load Line The impulse reqnonse of the trainsducer is therefoie Improved,

as will be described. ic problem fot tie designer, then,
InI thle transmissionr line miodel, thle acoustic Impedance seen eo~escmrmsngbnsaevessisrio osl~

at the center node is thle parallel combination of thle inpuit this particular transducer confliguation. A very low backing
impdanes l te foti acustc lad ineandthebac acus- Impedance of about 31 appears to be adequate for thle Single

tic load lineC. Ideally, the back load line Should be designed itO quarter-wave waatched lead metaniobiate tan~ducci Jescrilled
absorb as little power as possible, and to maintani or enhance Ioe
the passband characteristics. As canl be seen from (3) and (0 If tile backing iniedance were to be made laige with respect
thle optimlium acoustic Q2 is expected to be to 4., uN w\ould approach a ShOi I CuIcuir t 1thle centi fre-

qu~ency'> and itiC:ease ito sme peak vzluc at apprtoxima tely

Io) ",io =.M and w~o 1.5. Tile uiansducei c:ould then be
2(2k ~opeiated oil a quai let .\k ave or trlee-,1uM let -waIve tesOnanlce
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Since in this case the electroacoustic transformer has a betterr
response at low frequencies, a transducer built on this prin. O
dipl. could be successfully operated as a quarter-wave trans- 4

ducer with only slight effects from the higher resonance, This
desigihas been used by Hulet. IS)5 for avery broad 0.5 1. 2,0

A ~bandwidth transducer which uses low Imp~edance (Zc -40NR'AIEOPCICC
3.8A) PVF1 as the piezoelectric element, mounted onl a high 40 fKEWING
Impedance (Z a3 1A) brass backing. In this case. the electrical -0--4% SKEWING

coupling Is weak (kl 0.0 12), but the acoustic matching to?
water Is very good. Therefore, a large bandwidth untuned30-
transducer can be constructed. This design would be difficult - 200o
to use for transducers employing fer roelectric ceramics, since 100
no backing niateril exists with a sufficiently high impedance, 8 ~

In ore t minimize the insertion loss, the electrical Input

impedance of a transduccr should be entirely real over the /
liassbautd, and the radiation resistance (Rd) should equal the - SERIES INDUMrVrE.Y TUNED

aelectidal source resistance (Zo), For a lossless air backedWIH1.k
transducer, the radiation resistance of the acoustic load Fig S, Effects of' incrasing the thickness of sinle quarter plate 4 per-

cent And wilo% inductive tuning tin eiectrioai input impedance, Lead
is R, If the transducer has a resistive load on the back lo-Ad nrttAIsi~bAtt transducer (1.27 cu diainetet).
line, the component of interest must be separated out front
R,. In addition, thle frequency dependence of R, should be model is a capacitor Co0, representing the zero-strain (clamped)
tailored to tit some bandshape criterion, such as a Gaussian caaineoftepeoltrcmeil.Awehesefr

foin, fr otimm bioadsen respin As wr iav seen-h minimum Insertion loss, this capacitance must be tunied out.
desln o a ow-oss brad~and atcingnetorKis on- This is most easily accomplished with a series inductance

siderably eased if the electrical Q of the transducers is int. tuned for zero reactance at tie center frequency, a procedure

acoustic coupling cc'btaditts (A4). mtore sophisticated tuning network would be desirable for
The electroacoustic tranisforter inI die transmission line broader bandwidth operation.

mode Isfreueny dpenent unikethetrasfoneriiithe lit all cases, the design of ant electrical matching network is
Maso moel.Theintpdane vrie as inc(4w). his highly dependent on the acoustic tenmination of the trans-

function decreases with to ntear w - ,, so thle radiation resis. ducer. For the particular arrangenment where the front match-
tance tends to be higher at tht low-frequency side of reso. Ing plates are chosenl to be mlaximlally flat, thle total imagsemary
riance. In the range 0.5 < w/w < 1,5, tile variationt o~ part of the electrical input Inmpedance is negative but varies
with frequency is ulrtost linear. This effect is detrimental like a ntegative inductanc: over the pamsband. Therefore. a
to the response of the transducer arid should be compen. series inductance rather titan a parallel intductantce just cancels
sated, either by ant electrlczas tuiing inetwork or by weightintg thitaiarprtote tedtcovrhenirpsbad

the lghfreqenc sid ofthepasaari by uitble coutic as is discussed in Sectiont A followintg (8) aid as call be scen in
matching. The latter appioach, suggested first by Goll [61 'is Fig. 5, The intput imtpedartce thus becomes eittirely real over
easily accomiplished by intcreasing the thickntess of the quarter. the passbartd, as desired. Art electrical trarisforner cart then be
wave plate by a smtall antount, usually betweent 4 arid 10 per- enttployed to scale R, ti o. down to tire source imtpedantce Zo.

cenltt The amournt of this "skewing" has been determirted This is the designt technique emtployed for the experimuental
emtpirically by trial arnd error comtputer situlatiorn of the Input trartsducers described in this paper.
impedantce and insertion loss of tile trartsducer in question.
The effect of the quarter-wave plates operating at a Slightly E. Nhnsien~t Respvmsc'
lower frequency thant the ceramic corripensates thte frequentcy A rigorous nmethod of determitning thle trantsientt response of
dependence of the Itrarisformttr turns ratio, as canl be scen it a transducer is to take a laplace itansforni of the frequency
Fig, S The result is an apI't xirsttly symmenterical band. response as has beert dorte by Onoe 141 , Fur ther Insight into
shape, about a center ftequcc 90 v) 96 percent of te thle pullse response cart be obtarined by using paired echo
half-wave resonant frequentcy of tu'- ceraitic theory fi the mtanrner described by Sittg 121 . Here we show

Tile series reactance lumtped elerment has a fieq'ertc) hto% the KINI equrtaleit circuit cart be ermployed directly to
depentdertce which varies as (sto n Vlwot This tertiis give some physical insight into thle nature of the response.
always smtall cormpared to thle reactance of thi: capacitor Co~ ItI this case, tile series reac tance (' Seertt to be of ittore filtl.
arid cart essentially be neglected fin rite designt or kx rave bind- portance Itris better represented by placigf it Oil thle acoustic
width transducers side (if rite tiarisforrit as Shown li ill. 6. Thle effective

The firtal intlinlsic Cenctocal elemnent InI tire Itrallsilrssarkil lille reactance of this impeldance flow~ becomes
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BACK Ag FRONT
ACOUSTIC Z v .* ACOUSTIC

PORT 2 PORT

(b) _ _A

Co (c)

ELECTRICAL

(d) - - A
FIS. 6. Modified transmisdon4line model with series reactance tepre-

sented by open circuited quarter-wav transmission line.

Z' a c 2 wot(( ) (17)

Such a reactance may be represented by a transmission line of (\
length d/2 with a negative characteristic impedance -Zc/2, as
shown in Fig. 6.

When the transformer is excited by a delta function of cur.
rent, the current at its output can be determined by taking a (9)
Fourier transform of the function sinc (w/2wo). This yields
a rectangular pulse of current which lasts for a time T=

o d , ie., half an RF cycle at the resonant frequency Impul on of transducer so g. (a) Step input volt
W.. (b) Curnt at output of transformer. (c) Voltae at input of

of the transducer. Physically, the transformer Is representing nmptive impedance transmission line. (d) Voltap at center of line.
the fact that the transducer is excited uniformly along its (e) Voltage at output. (f) Voltage at output with finite impedance.

length. (S) Voltage at output with ait backing.

Now consider what occurs when the transducer is excited by output obtained will have the form shown in Fig. 7(g). Ex.
a step of voltage as illustrated in Fig. 7(a). An exact treat. ci tain y a a to so n e d ith going

mentis erydiffcul. Hwevr, i isappren tha th trns. citation by a delta function pulse can be dealt with, going

ment is very difficult. However, it is apparent that the trans, through the same type of analysis; this will give rise to similar
former will present a real impedance. Therefore, the input results with slightly extendet ringing.
voltage will be differentiated and a delta function of current A transient analysis of this kind is limited in its usefulness,
will be obtained at the output of the transformer, as shown in although it can provide some physical feel for the problems
Fig. 7(b). Suppose now each end of the transmission line is
terminated by the characteristic impedance Zc . The imped.ance at the center point of the transducer, therefore, will be a Laplace or Fourier transform to analyze the transient

response of a transducer whose frequency response has al.
ZcI2 in series with a negative impedance -Zcl2, due to the ready been determined theoretically {121. On this basis, in
negative impedance trammission line. Thus the delta function order to obtain as clean a response as possible, a Gaussian out-

of current will excite, in turn, a delta function of current in put pulse is desired. But with a delta function input, i.e., a
the transmission line. A delta function of voltage will appear narrow pulse, this implies that the Fourier transform of this
across this transmission line as hown in Fig. 7(c). After one. response in the frequency plane must be a Gassian response.

half RF cycle, a reflected pulse will also be emitted from the Thus, ideally, the frequency response of the transducer must

quarter-%% ave long negative impedance transmssion line as bhsen the arGaussiy spe A sue reque re-

plseebe chosen to have a Gausian shape. A square frequency oes
seen In Fig. 7(c). This will be of opposite sign to the original sponse is not ideal because, although the bandwidth may bepulse because the line is open circuited. These pulses will, in larger, it will tend to give a time response of the following

turn, excite a second set of pulses across the center terminal of kind:
the acoustic transmission line, as shown in Fig. 7(d), of S t
opposite sign. The output obtained will be delayed but F(r) = A cos wo t sinc - (18)
identical in form to that shown in Fig. 7(d) and is illustrated
in Fig. 7(e). where wo is the center frequency of the transducer as before,

The output is represented by a series of delta functions. and n2 is its bandwidth. As might be expected, the addition of
However, as the impedpnce presented to the input load is a relatively low impedance backing makes a difference to the
finite, these delta functions will be rounded off so that a wave, transient response, and, in fact. tends to lead to a more
form more like that shown in Fig. 7(f) will be obtained. Gaussian shape in the frequency response. Suitable trans.

A similar argument can be realized when the situation for a ducers with reasonable transient response have been designed
transducer w'il, air backing is taken into account. This will by bearing this consideration in mind and varying the backing
give rise to an extra reflection at the air backing, so that the impedance to obtain the best impulse response.
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Z|,V2 ,d2 d ,I V1,d Vz V 2

2ot zw Zo

Fig. 9. Schematic diagram of forward and backward acoustic wave
amplitudes at an interface.

v', V+ v 2 Z,
•+ C. I

(21)(,+ )_ Z 2 .
where 0I, v-, and v, are the forward wave, backward wave,and total amplitude, respectively. The phase shifts between

Fig. 8. Reduction of a load impedance Z1, through two quarter.wave 01 and v2 and the phase shift between the forward wave and
plates of impedances Z1. Z2 , to an equivalent load Impedance and tc p ro
phase shift, both functions of frequency. tie total amplitude arejust tie phases of the complex ratio of| ' impedance. ,i:

ll. .COMPTATIO T NUSince the wave impedance and the two characteristic ira-
111l. COMPUTATION TECHNIQUES pedances are available for each interface in turn, phase shift is

A set of computer programs has been written to calculate easily calculated from (20). The phase between the equivalenth tmcurrent into the front load dcne and te forward oi wave at
the electrical Impedance and insertion loss of a transducer as a c " 'ent note frn lodeline dg wave at
function of frequency, and the impulse response as a function b d r
of time, by simulating the transmission line model of a trans. IV. EXP:RIMENAL RE:SUlTS
ducer with arbitrary acoustic loads and ,'jtching layers at A . .2.7... diameter, air-backed, single quarter-waveboth the front and back acoustic ports, and with various matched transducer was built using lead inetaniobate as theelectrical matching components. An iterative technique was av . T pa eft ris ld' sedto efertheacosticIoas ' , ... . ... active material. The parameters for the cereilnic, supplied by"used to ree h cutclad through the successive trans. ... . ,,,.. .usd efe acoui l. t g th s e ts Keramos Corp., and designated K-81 were measured using the
mission line sections of the model to the center mode, as technique of Bui et al 161 and determined to
shown in Fig. 8, using the standard transmission line inmped. k. 0 mnica Q. Q = 2 " /" - 2.06 M" ,' ~~~ ~ ~ ~ k 0n.tanf 10; "m . .. '-,T l echnical Q, QA = 24; wol27r= 2.06 Mz,ance transformation formula for each section. At the same r 66 eo Z = 200 A matching plate was fabricated~~time, the phase shifts through each transmission line section e33 = - 0 •, " gpc ephda et sitth each discontinuitycacuatransi seion o by lapping a piece of Dow Epoxy Resin 332, hardened with
and at each discontinuity calculated and kept for use in com. netaphenylene.diamine to a thickness equal to a quarter.
puting the transfer function of the transducer. Once the.; arig th trnsfe fuctin ofthetranducr. Oce ile wavelength at 1.01 wOo. The epoxy had a characteristic iiii.
transmission line sections had been reduced to equivalent elec. waee at 3.01 sligh ep had a a im-
trical impedance as functions of frequency, straightforward pedance of 3.38, slightly less than tie optimal maximally
lumped circuit calculations were used to obtain the electrical flat value of 3.56.
impedance of the trarsducer, and the loss and phase shift
from a known source, through an electrical matching network, vents, heated for several hours to remove any absorbed sol.from ta kown ispedacerepresenting throughontload match , vents, and assembled in a dust-free laminar flow hood. Theto the load impedance representing the front load and match. plates were bonded with epoxy under a nonuniform pressureing layers. The calculation of the phase shift thiough the plas e sed by epoxy 1nde r o remove
matching layers is made to determine the full transfer function device, as suggested by Papadakis [17], i order to renove
as a function of frequency, which is then Fourier transformed trapped air bubbles and to insure a pegligibly thin bond. The
to give the impulse response. resulting assembly was mounted into a plastic housing. The

A simple formula has been derived for the phase shift electrical impedance was measured, and later a 13.9 pHthrough a matching layer. Consider an interface between The input electrical impedance of the untuned transducermedia of impedancesZo t Zo2, as shown in Fig. 9. If tle waveimpedance, looking to the right at the boundary, is Z , it cantheoreti.
impne ooka t o tcal calculation, which includes the finite loss of the ceramic,
be shown that

can be seen. The experimental electrical impedance was
obtained using a Hewlett Packard Vector Impedance Meter. It

w+ o (20) can be seen that the impedance is very flat over the passband
Zand slightly tilted because of the frequency dependence of the

electroacoustic transformer. No quarter-wave plate "'skewing"where 01, v2 are forward wave velocity amplitudes. We also was used in this experiment. The imaginary part of the imped.
note that ance snows a slight divergence fromt the theory at low frequen-
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cies. This effect has not been satisfactorily explained yet, but
,o- could be due to two-dimensional effects not taken into

to 2.o6 MHz account in the one-dimenslonal model.
-An inductor of value 15.9 pH would be required to tune the

2 transducer reactance at the center frequency. An availableo NORMALIZEO fREQUENCY inductor of 13.9/uH was used. The two-way insertion loss of
w this transducer was measured by transmitting an acoustic

too - wave front the transducer, excited by a SO- internal imped.
ance tone-burst generator. The amplitude of tile output of
this generator into a SO.l load was measured at each fre.

• aoquency, so as to determine tie available power, The trans.
uitted energy was reflected off of a perfectly reflecting

air-water Interface and received by the transducer loaded by
•3oo the same 50- generator. A high-Inipedance probe was used

(a) to measure both the transmitted and received electrical
voltages, Tle two-way Insertion loss was calculated by com.

A paring the available transmitted power and the received
22.06 MHt power as a function of frequency, and was compared to tile

theory, as shown in Fig. I 0(b). The round trip insertion loss
20 •of the transducer was 6.5 dB at midband, compared to the

theoretical value of I dB. The 3-iB bandwidth is 40 percent,
16- as predicted, and the bandshape is flat over the passband, as

&designed. The additional S,5-dl loss of tie transducer over
I? what was predicted Is thought to be due to Internal losses in

A - EORY the inductor and to phase cancellation, since tlhe epoxy
a A EXPERIMENT quarter-wave plate was slightly wedge-shaped.

A coniparison of the experimental and theoretical impulse
response of file untuied transducer is shown in Fig. I 0(c).
Tie theoretical impulse response was calculated by taking a

o fast Fourier transform of the transducer transform function,
NORMALIZEO FREoENCY as previously described. The experimental results were o.

(i) taimed by shock exciting the transducer with a Panametrics
Pulser (Model 5050PR), using 3 50-f damping resistor in the
circuit and digititing the reflected echo otf an air-water inter.
face with a Biomation 8100 transient recorder sampled at a
rate of 100 mill. As can be seen, tile agreement between
theory and experiment is excellent.

A second transducer was designed using two quarter-wave
plates on a 12.7 mum lZT-SA disk of tesonant frequency 3.4
Mllz. Chrome-nickel electrodes 200 nu thick were sputtered
onto tile transducer. These electrodes were negligibly thin
acoustically at this frequency, This material was found to
have parameters k- = 0.25, e - 830 F0 . and Z4- - 34.

fl~toRrfcAc measured using standard techniques 1181, 1 ir. Two avail.

able materials were chosen, a light borosihcate glass of tin.
pedance I 1.0, and an epoxy of impedance 2.,). Calculations
indicated that a flat and broad bandshape would be obtained
if these plates were made a quarter-wave thick at 0.95 of tile
center frequency of the transducer; but in tile plates actually
produced, the equivalent numbers were 0.94 for the glass,
and 1.00 for the epoxy. This 5-percent error in the thick.
ness of epoxy plate was only 10 onm, illustiating the difficulty

of fabrication of these devices.
The quarter-wave plates were bonded successively to tile

PZT.SA disk with a low-vicosity epoxy, and the assembly was
tc) nloun ted in a plastic housing 'on tatiling a series ilnductoi to

I i0 Conp itue the impedaofce to a real vale at the cenet frequency
quarter matched lead metaniobate tranutucer (a) Elecirical
(11) 1'o-way lisel ioll hiss (Wi Iinpuic rei1onl and arn au toll insfoi nier to make iis v,ilu ioi S 2
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to. 3.4MHZ o *3.4 4

.o 3.4 Wi

2 NORMALIZED FREQUENCY2
NORMALIZED, FREQUENCY

-THEORY -0o a -THEORY
EXPERIMENT 'EXPERIMENT

SOLO

0

*0 3.4 MH1 fo. 3. MHI

12- 40

' THEORY

A & -EXPERIMEN~T
46 £ THEORY

I- 4 A £ £~~~~~ EXPERIMENT 301L...LLL .. L.LWLLLL
0

NORMALIZED FREQUENCY

0 (b)
0 2

NORMAL.IZED FREQUENCY

(b)

THEORIICA

THEOORETICAL

EXPERIMENTAL

(C)

.i-6 Fig. 12. Comparison of experimental results with theory for PZT-4
EXPERIENTALtransducer matched with high4oss, high-Impedance backing. (a) Elec-

EXERMETA trical impedance. (b) Two-way Insertion loss. (c) Impulse response.

Fig. 11. Comparison of experimental results with theory for double maueet r oprdt hoyi i.1()ad()
quarter~wave matched PZT-SA transducer. (a) Electrical Impedance. Tmeasuredntset lossre was 3.2or in ati3. IMz, and the.
(b) Two-way insertion loss. (c) Impulse relsponse.Thmesrdietonlswa3.dBt325M zadte

3-dB bandwidth was from 2.0 to04.2 MHz, greater than one
The electrical impedance of the transducer was measured as octave. The impulse response was not as compact as one

a function of frequency before tuning, and is compared in would like, but, as the calculation shows, this was to be ex.
Fig. I1I(&) with the calculated values. After electrical match. pected fromt the rather square bandshape of this transducer

*in&, the round trip Insertion loss as a function of frequency design. Only about half of the measured insertion loss of 3.2
and impulse response were measured. The results of these dB can be accounted for by losses in the electrical compo-
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PIEZOELECTRIC SHEAR SURFACE WAVE GRATING RESONATORS

B. A. Auld and Bing-Hui Yeh
Edward L. Ginzton Laboratory

W. W. Hansen Laboratories of Physics
Stanford University
Stanford, California

Summary confirmed by measuring gratings on substrates of dif-
ferent depths.

This paper describes a new type of surface acous-
tic wave grating resonator in which the particle dis- Although previous experiments confirmed the ap-
placement of the surface wave is parallel to the sur- plicability of the electromagnetic solutions to the
face. By contrast, the now well-known SAW (Rayleigh elastic wave problem, the transducers used excited
wave) grating resonator has its particle displacement both the surface wave of the grating and thickness
in the saggital plane, waves of the substrate. The mode spectrum was there-

fore cluttered vith many spurious responses and en-
In the SAW resonator the function of the grating tirely unsuitable for resonator applications. The pre-

structure, which consists of either grooves or metal sent paper describes an investigation of SH surface
strips, is to provide two highly reflecting Rayleigh wave resonances on piezoelectric substrates. Efficient
wave mirrors, between which a standing wave is excited selective excitation of the grating is then achieved by
by means of an interdigital transducer. The basic suitably choosing the substrate orientation and deposi-
function of the grating in the horizontal shear (SH) ting a transducer electrode on top of each tooth. As
type of surface wave resonator considered here is quite will be seen, individual resonant modes of a finite
different. An SH surface wave cannot exist on a homo- length of grating may be excited by suitably chosing
geneous (unlayered) substrate in the absence of some the distribution of voltages applied to the electrode
periodic variation, such as a grating, along the sur- array.
face. That is to say, the surface wave in this case is
a vibrational mode of the grating itself. On the other It should be pointed out that the SH surface wave
hand, the grating is now not required to realize a high- considered here is igt~mately related to the surface-
ly reflecting mirror, because the SH motion reflects skimming shear wave. , The latter wave or, more pro-
without spurious mode coupling at a traction-free perly, radiation pattern consists of a horizontally
boundary placed in any symmetry plane of the strdcture. polarized shear elastic vibration skimming along the
For this reason this new type of resonator promises a surface and slowly diffracting into the substrate.
substantial advantage in miniaturization compared with Diffraction losses are determined by the vertical di-
the conventional SAW resonator. rectivity of the interdigital transducer (IDT) used

for excitation. Consistent with the analogy of the IDr

Sit surface wave resonators on PZT-8, Y-cut X-pro- as an end-fire antenna array, the radiation pattern is
pagating LiNbO and ST quartz have been fabricated and sharpened and diffraction losses are reduced by in-tested. Excitition was by means of an interdigital creasing the length of the ID)T. Addition of a grating

structure deposited on top of the grating teeth, and structure to the surface permits the existence of a
the dimenstons were chosen to give a resonance in the genuinely bound SH wave, which travels at a velocity
region of I to 2 MHz. The groove depth was in the slower than that of a bulk SH wave. If the IDT is
range of 0.01", and it was found that the diamond saw suitably designed to synchronize with this bound wave,
fabrication technique used did not provide adequate as in the case of a Rayleigh wave transducer, there
precision. Consequently the quality factors realized will be essentially no diffraction loss into the sub-
were low (< 3OOO), and use of relatively shallower strate.
etched grooves at higher frequencies is clearly called
for. SH Waves on an Infinite Grating

Since a sufficient condition for the existence of One way of picturing an SH grating vibration is
this type of surface wave is a periodicity of the con- to imagine it as evolving from the standard tuning
ditions along the surface, another technique for trap- fork resonator shown in the upper left of Fig. 1. An
ping the wave at the surface is deposition of an array analogous type of tuning fork, in which the arms move
of metal strips. in face shear, is shown on the right. Stacking of a

number of these resonators in an array leads to the
Key words Resonator, Grating, Horizontal Shear, tuning fork grating shown at the bottom of the figure,

Interdigital Transducer, PZT, Lithium Niobate, quartz, in which the dashed lines are traction-free surfaces.
The basic SH grating (Fig. 2) evolves from this as the

Introduction dimension is extended to infinity along the particle

displacement direction and the individual supports 
are

In an earlier paper the existence of a horizon- replaced by a continuous substrate. With a fixedtally polarized shear (SH) surface wave on a corrugated tooth spacing d , the frequency increases with de-

substrate was demonstrated by virtue of the exact ana- creasing length of the teeth, just as in the case of
logy between this elastic wave problem and the corres- the original tuning fork. The grating configuration
ponding electromagnetic problem. An extensive litera- provides a means for realizing a tuning fork type of
ture exists for the latter case and the solutions given resonance at frequencies where a single fork becomes
were found to be in good agreement with experimental re- too small to fabricate and mount.
suits obtained for shear surface waves on a corrugated
aluminum substrate. Observations were made by fabrica- Because the spatial period of the vibration in
ting a finite length of corrugated surface (or grating) Fig. 2 is 2d the displacement field in the substrate
and measuring the transmission resonances with thick- can be written as the Fourier series shown in the fig-s th
ness shear transducers bonded to the ends of the finite ure, where an is the amplitude of the nt Fourier
length of grating. The surface nature of the wave was component and the Y exponential coefficient 7 is
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related to the wavelength of a bulk shear wave by the As in any standing wave resonance, the reibnance con-
equation on the line below. It follows from this that dition is that the length L be integral number n
7 is rslt when 2d is less than a bulk shear wave- of half wavelengths or, equivalently, that k a nir/ND
length. In this case all of the Fourier components de- For a 10-section resonator there are therefore ten
cay exponentially into the substrate - that is, the modes of resonance, with frequencies determined from
notion Is a surface vibration bound to the grating. the dispersion diagram by the construction shown on the

This argument does not, of course, prove the existence figure. A particular mode may be excited by applying
of such a vibration, but its existence has already been the corresponding distribution of voltages to the
demonstrated analyticall in the case of the analogous electrodes located on the tops of the teeth. Our ex-
electromagnetic problem. )5 perlments have been performed on the it-mode in which

alternate electrodes are excited 1800 out of phase, as
The vibration shown in Fig. 2, which has a phase in a conventional IDT.

shift of it from one grating tooth to the next (the
it-mode), is only one of many that can exist on this We have fabricated and tested three SH grating
periodic structure. In the previous discussion, the resonators with groove profile dimensions as given in
grating was regarded as essentially an infinite array the upper left of Fig. 4 and resonant frequencies for
of tuning forks. Alternatively, one may look at the the it-mode in the range of I to 2.5 MHz. The resonator
teeth as an array of cantilever supported face shear proper is defined by an electroded region on the top
plate vibrators that are lightly coupled, one to the surface of a grooved block, large enough to eliminate
next, through the substrate. The vibration spectrum edge effects and to permit probing of the vibration
consists of a continuous distribution of coupled modes, pattern outside the electrode region by means of small

analogous to the modes of a periodically mass-loaded rubber damping pads. The grooes were first cut with
vibrating string. In this case the phase shift from a diamond saw, the top surface and reflecting edges
section to section is related to a continuous wave num- were then polished, the electrodes deposited and the
ber k a 2iT/k , which takes the value n/d for the gold wire leads attached.
i-mode discussed above (Fig. 3).

In these initial experiments no attempt was made
As shown in References h and 5 the relationship to polish the inside of the grooves. As will be seen,

between w and k for this grating surface wave has this leads to problems withresonance broadening and
the same form as for waves on the periodically loaded coupling into spurious modes due to grating nonunifor-
string. The frequency of the it-mode (k w 7t/d in Fig. mity and surface roughness. It is clear that the best
3) corresponds to the lower edge of the stop band. way to gake these structures is by deep etchIng tech-
Above this frequency the surface wave is nonpropagating niques.
(or cut-off). As the depth of the grating grooves is
decreased, the frequency of the it-mode increases until The importance of groove depth uniformity is clear
the VSHPAR line is reached. This corresponds to the from the dispersion curves in Fig. 4&, where it is seen
surface-skimming shear wave discussed above. In the that the frequency of the i-mode is strongly dependent
so-called slow wave region below this line the solution on the groove depth h . Nonuniform groove depth
is always a surface wave. therefore causes different parts of the grating to re-

sonate at different frequencies. This effect was ob-
It should be emphasized that very little slowing served in some of our gratings, where the vibration

is required to produce a well-confined surface wave. was found by mechanical probing to be localized in a
A Rayleigh wave, for example, has a phase velocity that small region of the grating. Tighter tolerances on
is only some five percent below the bulk shear velocity the fabrication procedure were found to reduce this
but is confined to a depth less than a shear wavelength, effect. It appears from these results that the reso-
One needs, therefore, only a shallow grating to trap nance could be confined to a desired region of the
the SH wave on the surface, surface by deliberately tailoring the depth profile of

the grooves.
Finite Grating Resonators

Mechanical probing of the resonators with small
To produce a standing surface wave resonance the rubber pads confirmed the surface wave nature of the

grating structure must be terminated in a pair of vibration and also demonstrated a lateral confinement
mirror reflectors. In the standard SAW resonator these of the vibration to the electroded region. A lateral
mirrors are realized by long (several hundred periods) decay distance of the order of 1 cm was observed out-
grating arrays designed to operate in the cut-off re- side the electroded region. This is due to mass load-
gion. For the SH surface wave resonator this is not Ing by the electrodes, which effectively increases the
necessary. A mirror can be realized by terminating the depth of the grooves under the electrodes. Because of
grating in a suitably located traction-free boundary. this lateral confinement transverse modes are also ob-
In the case of the i-mode this is easily seen by exam- served, as in standard SAW resonators.
ining Fig. 2, where the particle displacement is along
x and varies with y and z . From the symmetry of PZT-8 Ceramic Resonator
the vibration one has that the displacement u is
maximum with respect to the z variation at tKe plane The insert of Fig. 5 shows a highly schematic re-
denoted by a dashed line in the figure. This means presentation of the resonator geometry. Poling is in
that the strain component S z and the stress com- the direction indicated by the heavy arrow. Since it
ponent T are zero on this plane. Since u is a is not possible to pole over a 3" length, the block
function only of y and z , the stress components was fabricated from six 1/21 pieces carefully ground
T and T are also zero - just the conditions re- and bonded together with epoxy. No repolishing was
qired for aztraction-free boundary, which acts as a performed after sawing the grooves, and the groove
perfect mirror. By further symmetry arguments one can depth was measured to be approximately five percent
show that the same boundary conditions acts as a per- greater at the left end of the grating than at the
fect mirror for a surface wave witn any wavenumber right. When the two halves of the grating were excited
k independently, different resonant frequencies were ob-

tained - as expected, the lower frequency correspond-
Figure 4 pives the profile of an N section re- ing to the larger groove depth.

sonator contained between two such mirror reflectors.



Figure 5 shows the measured input impedance char- curate evaluation of q. We eatimate a value in the or-
acteristict for the entire grating - the small peek at der of 3000.
1.120 NHt corresponding to the deep end of the grating.

A variation of groove depth in the order of five per- Conclusions
cent corresponds to a frequency variation in the order
of one percent. The estimated resonator Q is of order In summary, we have experimentally verified the
230, compared with a material Q of order 4o determined surface character of Sit vibrations on deep grating
by pulse echo measurements in a large block. structures and have measured some of the properties of

grating resonator& of this type operating on PZT-8, YX
We have also tested the same geometry as a Ray- lithium niobate and ST quartz in the frequency range of

leigh wave grating resonator, with the poling in the I to 2 MHz. Q-factors obtained are low, not more than
vertical direction in Fig. 5. As anticipated the Q is 3000. This is due in part to technical difficulties in
ouch lower (of order 50) because traction-free bound- accurately and uniformly fabricating the large grooves
aries do not act as good mirrors for Rayleigh wave required at these low frequencies and in part to mode
motion, scattering due to the effect of substrate anisotropy

on the behavior of the traction-free reflector sur-
Y-X Lithium Niobate Resonator faces.

A lithium niobate resonator was made in order to The fabrication problems encountered point up the
more clearly isolate the effects of surface roughness need to study shallower grating resonators operating
and resonator geometry on the Q-factor. As shown in at higher frequencies. As pointed out earlier, only
Fig. 6 a resonator of somewhat different dimensions was a small amOunt of slowing is needed to trap the Sit vi-
made on a single crystal block, using the same fabrics- bration on the surface, and the grooves need only be a
tion method. The top surface is Y-oriented and the small fraction of a wavelength in depth. Since the
grooves are along Z . By cutting the grooves before periodicity needed for wave trapping may also be in-
polishing the top surface and finishing afterwards, duced by periodic boundary conditions on the surface,
grooves with clean upper corners were obtained. They an attractive alternative is mass-loading or electri-

were, however, very fragile and had to be handled with cal short circuit strips deposited on the substrate
great care. surface.7

The impedance curve in the figure is for an unsup- The major potential advantage of the SIt grating
ported sample and exhibits a very dense spectrum of resonator over the standard SAW structure is in its
spurious bulk modes in the region of the main and small size. Because the grating itself does not serve
transverse surface wave resonances. Appearance of as a mirror, only a small number of periods is re-
strong spurious modes only in the region of surface quired. Also, the presence of a spectrum of resonator
wave resonance indicates that the spurious coupling is modes that can be selected by appropriate coding of
through mechanical imperfections of the grating and not the applied electrode voltages suggests the possibility
directly from the electrodes, of small multipole monolithic filters at very high fro-

quenc ies.

Figure 7 shows, on the same scale, the 
impedance

characteristics after glueing the ends of the lithium Acknowledgements
niobate block. The bulk modes are now strongly sup-
pressed, although ome spurious is still apparent near The authors wish to acknowledge the able technical
to two transverse resonances on the high frequency side assistance of W. Bond, L. Goddard, . Kotler and D.
of the main resonance. There is now a strong surface Walsh.
wave resonance with a maximum impedance of 300 kil , and
Figs. 8 and 9 show that the maximum spurious response This work was sponsored by the Joint Services
over the range from I to 7.5 Ht is It kO * Electronics Program under Contract N0001h-75-C-o632.

Figure 10 gives on a logarithmic scale the de- Beferences
tailed impedance response in the vicinity of the re-
sonance and antiresonance points. Because of the 1. B. A. Auld, J. J. Cagnepain and M. Tan, Electronics
large number of spurious modes near the series rose- Letters IP, pp. 650-651 (196).
nAnce point, it is not possible to calculate the Q by
the standard procedure, but it is estimated to be not 2. T. I. Browning and H. F. Lewis, these Procuedings.
more than 20. This very low value is clearly due to
the energy loss coupled into a large number of bulk 3. X. It. Yen, K. L. Wang and R. S. Kagiwada, these
nodes and subsequently dissipated in the supports. Proceedings.Further precision in grating fabrication is obviously
called for. 4, R. A. Hurd, Can. J. Phys. .. pp. 727-'131 (1954).

ST Quartz Resonator 5. R. A. Collin, "Field Theory of Guided Waves," pp.
465-469, McGraw-Hill (1960).

Figure II shows the geometry of a grating resona-
tor on a 3 9 . 3 0 "ST" quartz plate with the grooves along 6. C. A. Adams and J. A. Xusters, these Proceedings.
the X direction. Note that the thickness of the sub-
strate is cluch less than in the other examples. Al- 7. A. A. Oliner and A. Hlessel Trans. IRE AP-7, pp.though the resonator is unmounted the spurious mode 5201-5208 (1959)-
response is small compared with the lithium niobate
case, and the response is clean outside the 10 Kilz fre-
quency range shown.

As in the PZT resonator the low frequency peak is
attributed to nonuniformity of groove depth. Since
this second peak occurs very close to the main series
resonance point, it is not possible to arrive at an ac-
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Phase imaging in reflection with the acoustic microscope -4
A. Atalar, C. F. Quate, and H. K. Wickramasinghe

Eaward L Ginzton Laboratory. Stanford University. Stanford. California 94305
(Received 22 August 1977; accepted for publication 3 October 1977)

When a polished surface of a single crystal is examined with a converging acoustic beam the reflected
signal has a characteristic response that is dependent upon the elastic properties of the reflecting surface.
This property can be used in the acoustic microscope to monitor the thickness of layers deposited on these
surfaces and the small-scale variations of the elastic parameters in these materials.

PACS numbers: 43.20.Fn, 43.35.Yb. 43.35.Sx, 68.25 +j

In our studies of the acoustic reflections from smooth the sample it is sensitive to the phase of the returning
surfaces of single crystals we have learned that various wave. The output voltage is equal to the acoustic field
materials have a characteristic response determined by of the returning pulse as integrated over the area of the
the elastic properties of the surface itself. We use the transducer-an important feature of our system since
acoustic microscope to monitor this effect. We have we monitor and display the voltage amplitude, V. Ele-
determined that metallic, or dielectric layers, deposit- ment 2 is the acoustic lens which serves to focus the
ed on these surfaces alter this response in such a way plane wave from the transducer into a waist at the focal
that we can determine the thickness of these layers and point. Element 3 is the reflecting object that we want to
locate some of the subsurface defects, characterize by translating this object along the z axis.

I icroscopet we use a strongly converging beam Finally, we note that we use a 4-nsec pulse at the input
In the and include a circulator to separate the input from the

normally incident to the liquid-solid interface at the
output. We also use time gating to separate the pulse

surface of the object. It has been our usual practice to reflected from the object from other spurious
record micrographs with the sample surface at the focal reflections.
point of the beam. There the beam is more or less
collimated and the returning signal has a maximum We monitor the amplitude of the transducer voltage
value. The details and contours of the surface are and record it as V(z) in order to distinguish this dis-
portrayed with moderate contrast, as expected from placement along the axis of the beam from the lateral
conventional imaging theory. What is unexpected, at scanning that is used to record conventional acoustic
least to us, is the fact that the smooth surfaces with micrographs. The z coordinate is measured from the
different elastic parameters generate reflected signals focal point and positive values correspond to lens-
that have a distinct characteristic for each material, object spacings greater than the focal length.
This distinction shows up when the sample is translated These curves for V(z) combine both the transduceralongethecaxissofothe beamotowardbthe lens.rTherecwe
along the axis of the beam toward the lens. There we response and the reflection characteristic of the object.
find important differences i the profile of the reflected We can separate these and analyze the transducer re-
beam as compared to the mirrorhike reflections from a
beam s aeAt this interface the v'elocitv differoene sponse by first assuming that the object is a rigid sur-
rigid surface, face. The incident wave does not penetrate the inter-
is large, the critical angles are small. and much of the face of such an object and it is reflected as a mirror
incident energy is totally reflected. In ana /in, tilts image. For this reflector the rf voltage across the
problem we decompose the incident beam into an angular transducer will reach its maximup' value when the
spectrum of plane waves with incident angles extending reflector is placed at the focal plane (z -0). When the
from 0 (normal incidence) t, 50 (the half-width of the
beam) Those rays %uth III uciident angle that is larger
than the critical an- h . undergo total internal reflection.
They are reflected with an amplitude equal to that of the -"' -o ,

incident ra and with a phase shift that is determined INPUT C OOTPUT AND CRT

by the ratio of the incident angle to the critical angle. CIRCULATOR

The'se pitase shifts-known as the Goos-Hanchen shifts TASDUCER(

w, ,ticsl-alter the focal properties of the returning
beam in a way that is uique to each material. The
relative phase shifts for the totally reflected rays will . , . . -"

change in the presence of a thin film at the interface
and this too cal be easily observed at the output of the ENS®

transducer We believe that this mechanism can be W20o I

used to explain the reversals in in.age contrast that
have been observed by Wilson t in acoustic micrographs. REFLECTINS®(

The geometry for the reflection microscope is depict- ro.RADIUS OF LENS o100 $51
ed in Fig 1. There element 1 is the piezoelectric - FOCAL LENGTH OF LENSI ISrO

R" RADIUS OF LIENS AOPERTURE: s 0.7 F
0

transducer. It serves to convert the rf voltage across

the filni into a )lane wave of sound propagating normal FIG. 1. The geimetry of the acoustic transducer and h n- ,-
to the tinls. As a receiver for the wave reflected froni used for the reflection mode of the acoustic miC'O~tcopl.
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sample spacing is decreased (negative z) the reflected -

wave reaches the transducer in the form of a soheri-
eally diverging wave, There the transducer is excited 16N
with alternating regions of positive and negative phase ....

and the integrated response is reduced. Similarly, the . / i .
transducer response is reduced when the sample / \ 8 "
spacing is increased for then the reflected wave at the 4

transducer is a converging spherical wave. If we ne-
glect the transducer-lens spacing and assume that the -16 -12 -8 -41

system is lossless, we can work out a simple expres- ztm)
s ion fo r 1(z ). It is o f the fo rm s in~ (R /f ) z i X ,][ 7TR / A ol ? 0 32 (b )

f)2-z/-0]" . The terms are defined in Fig. t. For that
lens this function with a maximum at z = 0 has a null
at z = (f/R)NO = (I. 13r 0/O. 7ro)1Xo = 2. 6X0. The rigid /. \12 %

reflector model has been used by both Weglein and ' lb)

Koipfner5 to explain the contrast reversaiz that have
been observed in micrographs of integrated circuits. 4 1 1

This model is inadequate since different elastic mate-
rials produce the same response and this does not con- z('M 4

form to our observations. The rigid model, therefore,
needs to be replaced with a reflector that is elastic. Al 3 (c)

We can modify the relation for V(z) given above by ' '

calculating the correct value for the reflectivity of the
actual object. We begin as before by decomposing the
incident beam into an angular spectrum of plane waves. %
Each of these plane waves is incident upon the interface
with a different angle and we evaluate the amplitude r
and the phase, q,, of the reflectivity coefficient as a 4

function of 0, the angle of incidence. Plots of these
two parameters for some simple crystals4 immersed Ga "d

in water are shown in Fig. 2. We can see that the
amplitude of the reflectivity coefficient is slightly less
than unity when the incident angle is less than the criti-
cal angle and it is equal to unity for incident angles .e

greater than the critical angle. The structure in this
curve corresponds to the excitation of various nodes L '
in the solid. ? It need not concern us since most of the
eneri v is returned toward the lens. We are concerned, 16_ -12_-8Z __m) 4

howevt., with the phase of the reflected says. Those
rays witi small incident angles are refltp-ed with a FIG. 3. The 11(z) curves representing the transducer output

versus the lens-object spacing, z. The dotted points are the
zero phase 3hift, while those rays with large incident measured response at 750 MHz. The dashed curves are from
angles are reflected with a phase shift that approaches the compliter program which includes loss in the liquid. The
2n. The information is contained in the phase el the re- oild curves come from the para\lal ray eiuations with a
fleeted components, and with different materials and lossless fluid.

-- different layering both the critical angle itself and the

.3':'r" I ')" I 
| slope of the curve are altered...

- , *.~, , These curves for the reflectivity coefficient, ampli-r tude, and phase are used to characterize each surface
0 * .. and they are used in calculating the response of the

Z- - 2 4 * output transducer. A computer program has been
2-  h OF .. . written for this purpose and the computed curves for

7------- " S2,,, E o the four materials given in Fig. 2 are shown as the

,', dashed lines in Fig. 3. We have also used the paoraxial
... ray approximation as a second approach to calculate the

". ,, V(z) curve. There we assume that all of the waves in

;L ! the Fourier decomposition intersect the z axis with a
small angle. In a number of cases this gives a closed-
form expression which adds a great deal to our physical

FIG. 2. The reflectivity for thc labeled surfacco as a function form epei caddrs a o rea daor ial
of sin0 where 0 is the angle of incidence for plane \\aves. The insight. The calculated curves from the paraxial ray
reflection coefficient Is given by 'exp(fr). The amplitude and equations are shown as the solid lines in Fig. 3. The
phase are plotted sep-irately. acoustic loss of the liquid has been neglected in these

792 Appl Phys. Lett., Vol. 31, No. 12, 15 December 1977 Atalar, Quate, and Wickrdmasinghe 792
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curves. The measured results in Fig. 3 were recorded manily by the NBS,'ARPA Program on Semiconductor
using a crystal with a transducer -lens spacing of 1. 25 Electronics and in part by the Joint Services Elec-
mim and the diffraction spreading of the beam over this tronics Program (JSEP).
length degrades the illumination of the lens, We suspect

& 4 that this is the reason for the agreement between the
paraxial ray equations and some of tlhe experimental
curves.

We have found in this study that the acoustic micro- I R. A. Lemions and C. F. Quate, AppI. Phys. Lett. 25, 251
scope can be used in conjunction with the axial transla- (1974); C. F. Quate, Semiconductor' Silicon, 1977, Proc. Vol.

77-2, edited by 11.11. fluff and E. Sirtl (Electrochemical
tion of the sample to study the elastic properties of the Society, Princeton, 1977). p. 422,

srace on a dimensional scale that measures I i in 'M. A. flrenzeile has studied the reflection of acoustic beams
the lateral direction and 1 p in depth. We believe that fromt a water-steel Interface and compared this with that fromnt
the information as gathered in this manner should be a waiter-alumInum Interface, lie finds that the profiles of the

usefl i stdyig susuracedefctsidetifingdif reflected beanm are quite different. See M. A. flreazeale,
ueful Instiuynts submaeptesurface deetietfing compl- L. Adler, and G. A. Scott, J. Appi. Phys. 48, 53iO (1977).
alrlt o nsuns, tan m eupteurceico lx M. Mcc~uirk, C. K. Carnigila, J. Opt. Soc. Ami. 67, 103

llyad in monitoring the layer thickness in fabri- (1977); 67, 121 (1977); P. K. Tien, R1ev. Mod. Phkys. 49,
cated mnicrostructures. Although we have Included no Mii (1977).
Images here those curves do influence that work since 'Ji.G. Wilson, 1.1. Weolein, and I). D onnell, Seudt on-

smal vaiatons n te easti paameers re ore dictor Silicon 1977, Proc. V'ol. 77-2, edited by It. It. Huff

easily seen In the micrographs when the z-axis position an . ir Eetre eilaISoitPiceo,17)

coincides with the minimum of the curves of Fig. 3. $R. 1). Weglein and It. Kompfner (private commuitnicat Ions).
6B.A, A~uldi, Acoustic Fields and Wavozes in Solids (W\iley-

We want to express our app~reciation to both R. G. lntersenee. New York, 1973), Vol. I, Table A.4.
Wilson and P. K. Tien for discussing their work with tL. M. flrehhovskikh, Waves in Laoyered Meidia, edited by
us prior to publication. This work was supported pri- it.T. Bleyer (Academic. New York, 1960), p. :1.
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ANTI-STOKES EMISSION AS A VUV AND SOFT X-RAY SOURCE*

S. E. Harris, J. Lukasik, J. F. Young, and L. J. Zych
Edward L. Ginzton Laboratory

Stanford University
Stanford California 9305

A VUV and soft x-ray light source based on spontaneous anti-
Stokes scattering from atomic population stored in a meta-
stable level is described. Unique properties of this source
include: narrow linewidth, tunability) linear polarization,
picosecond time scale, and quite high spectral brightness.
We show how the maximum source brightness, within its narrow
linewidth, is that of a blackbody at the temperature T of
a metastable storage level. Experimental results showing
laser induced emission at 569 X and 637 X from a He glow
discharge are described. The use of the anti-Stokes process
for direct, internal energy transfer from a storage species
to a target species is discussed.

In this paper we discuss some of the properties of a new type of vacuum
ultraviolet and soft x-ray light source [1,21. The source is based on spon-
taneous anti-Stokes scattering from atomic population which is electrically

stored in an appropriate metastable level. The source has several unique
properties which include: narrow linewidth, tunability, picosecond time
scale operationy linear polarization, und relatively high peak spectral
brightness. We will see shortly that this peak spectral brightness corres-
ponds to that of a blackbody at the temperature T of the storage level.
A schematic of the anti-Stokes light source is shown in Fig.l.

Though anti-Stokes scattering is usually described in terms of a spon-
taneous scattering cross section, it is better for our purpose to describe
it in terms of a spontaneous emission rate A(W) induced by the laser pump
field np at frequency wp [31. This spontaneous emission rrte at the
vacuum ultraviolet frequency W may be written

*i
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31

The quantity A,1 is the Einstein A coefficient for spontaneous emission
from level 13) to level 1 1) . The lineshape g(M - cOVUV) is the con-
volution of the Doppler- or pressure-broadened linewidth of the 1l)- 12)
transition, and W-' is ci i - IVUV

- 13> - 13>

WpP

Ej&.1 Schematic and energy level diagram for spontaneo4us anti-
Stokes light source. An upper and lower sideband is obtained.

We see from (1) that as the laser pump field becomes largei, the anti-
Stokes emission rate approaches the Einstein coefficient A7 1 ; which at
fixed oscillator strength fq, increases as the square of the VUV fre-
quency. The cross section for spontaneous scattering is related to the
emission rate by ca5p(o) "ci(u)/(P/A) ,where P/A is the incident laser
power density.
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The key to understanding and opt.imizing thsi light source is the two-

photon absorption which is created at the ultraviolet frequency nVUV  in

the presence of the laser pump frequency enp . For the range of laser power

densities of interest here, both A(,mi) and the two-photon absorption cross

section a(m) increase linearly with laser power density, and are related

to each other in the same manner as are the emission and absorption coeffi-
cients for single-photon processes, i.e., q(c1) = (712c2/n2 ) A(m)

The brightness of the light source, B(0)) photons/(sec cm2 sterradian
cm-1 ), is determined by the interplay of the emissive and absorptive pro-
cesses, and for an infinitely long cylinder of outer radius ro is given
by [1,21:

B(0)) = [ ] ) 1 T exp [- a(w)(N 1 -N 2 )r] (2a)
4 c e xp (11v) 2 1/kT) - 1 2 )

__21_i ____ "21"'il
a (0) = 2 2r [---- + -R g(a - (oU) (2b)

6cE0 1 i1 ()1- U i+ ) UA

(mks units). T is the temperature of the metastable level, i.e., N2 /Nl =
exp - (nii2/kT) ; Vij are matrix elements; a0i are the frequencies of the
intermediate states; and Pp/A is the power density of the pump laser.

In the (two-photon) optically thin case, i.e., o(w)(Nl -N2 )r0 << 1
B((n) increases linearly with the laser power density and is the same as ob-
tained from the usual spontaneous scattering cross section point of view.
As the laser power density is increased and the medium becomes nominally
two-photon opaque, i.e., ao )(N1 -N2 )r0 = 1 , the brightness approaches a
constant value equal to that of a slackbody radiator at the temperature T
of the metastable level. Once the two-photon opaque or blackbody regime is
attained on line center, the primary effect of a further increase in laser
power density, cylinder radius r0 , or ground state density N1  is to in-
crease the emission linewidth. The total number of emitted photons continues
to increase slowly, and the brightness remains constant.

Before proceeding further, we note that anti-Stokes scattering in the VUV
has been observed by BRXUNLICH and LAMBROPOULOS [4], and has been discussed
by ZERNIK [5] and VINDOGRADOV and YUKOV [6].

Experimental Results

In our first experiments [2] on this type of light source a low discharge
was used to store population in the 2sTS level of He at 601 X _ 166,272 cm 1

(Fig. 2). The cw lie glow discharge was produced in a 4o cm long quartz tube
with a cylindrical hollow cathode and pin anode at opposite ends. Typically,
the discharge current was 120 mA and the pressure was about I torr. A 0.9 cm
long slit was cut through the side wall of the It mm ID capillary and served
as an input slit for the VUV spectrometer. An actively mode-locked Nd:YAG
oscillator-amplifier system produced a train of mode-locked pulses, each with
pulse length of - 100 psec. Approximately 10 pulses occurred within the

half-power points of the train envelope. The laser was propagatpd down the
discharge capillary tube and focused to an area of about 3 x 10-" cm2 and a
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confocal, parameter b 5 cm parallel to the input slit.

L He DISCHARGE
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VL 1 JV

1.O64,am 3pP P
LASEr

?p 1P0

537A 5844

569A 6374

Is'l i

Fi8.2 Energy level diagram for laser-induced emission in lie.
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The detection system consisted of a spiraltron, a fast preamplifier, a
pulse height discriminator) a coincidence gate, and a counter. The coinci-
dence gate was set to a width of 90 nsec overlapping the laser pulse train.
Typically 102 counts were registered per minute with a signal-to-noise
ratio of about 100. The relatively low count rate was a result of the
3 x 10-9 laser duty cycle and the 2.5 x 10-8 ratio of detected photons to
total photons generated. Since the source linewidth, even far into the
blackbody regime, was well below the resolution of the srectrometer, the
observed count rate was proportional to the integrated brightness, B
f B(w) cku

Using this system we observed laser induced emission at 569 R, 637 R, and
591 X, as well as He resonance line emission at 584 X, 537 X), 522 R, and
516 X. The emission at 591 R resulted from anti-Stokes scattering from the
He 2s~s level, and had an intensity of about 1/50 of the 569 radiation.
Figure 3 shows the relative integrated brightness of the 569 radiation as
a function of laser peak power density for three He pressures. The points
represent the average of 5 one-minute counting intervals. The solid curves
are theoretical calculations of B . As described in (2), the curves were
drawn using a value of the two-photon absorption coefficient of 0(('wvuv) =
1.8 x 10-20 (p /A) W/cm2 . The magnitude of each theoretical curve was de-
termined by a least squares fit to the experimental points. Our results
indicate that the ratio of metastable population to ground state population,
N2/N I = 2.6 x 10"5 , which corresponds to a temperature T = 2,7000K
These numbers were independent of pressure in this range to within -t 5%. At
the highest power density and pressure of Fig. 3, the two-photon source had
a laser induced optical depth of roNlo(( VUV) - 7 , well into the blackbody
regime.

Tie relative intensities of the laser induced emission and the lie reso-
nance lines are compared in Table I for a pressure of 1.6 torr and a laser
power density of 600 GW/cm2 . The instantaneous count rate was calculated

from the accumulated count using the laser repetition rate and either the
coincidence gate aperture time (for the resonance lines) or the effective
1 nsec total laser on-time. In order to estimate the brightness we calcu-
lated the linewidth of the 537 R and 584 X resonance lines for our geometry
and pressure. Based on a Voight profile, these are 3.2 cm"1 and 5.6 cm"1

respectively. The linewidth of the laser induced emission for these oper-
ating conditions was calculated as 1.3 cm"1 at 569 X and 1 cm"1 at 637 R.
The second row of Table I also includes a geometrical factor of 2 to account
for the larger effective radiating area of the resonance line source. Thus,
we estimate that the peak induced emission at 569 X is I1O times brighter
than the strongest Ile resonance line. As a result of its greater detuning
from the intermediate 2plPO level, the brightness of the 637 R emission is
about 7 times smaller than that of the 569 R emission.

One of the key properties of a laser-induced two-photon radiator is that
its geometry is dominantly controlled by the ptlping laser bean instead of
by the geometry of the discharge. This allows a two-photon radiator to have
a temperature characteristic of tle interior of a plasma or discharge. In a
glow discharge similar to ours, in the interior, electron collisions cause
the population of the 2pIp level to be within a factor of three of the 2slS
population. However, it is the exterior 2p1 P level atoms which to a large
extent determine the temperature of the single-photon 5811 R radiator. As a
result of the fact that these atoms are continuously radiating, as well as
due to the lower electron density and temperature near the walls, their
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temperature may be significantly lower; thereby probably accounting for the

factor of 14O in relative brightness which we have observed. The attenu-

ation and self-reversal of single-photon radiators which results from cold

atoms, is also avoided in the two-photon radiator.

1.0

on0.9-w
Z 1.9 Torr0.8-
o1. 3 Torr0.7-

u~nO'- J x/ ., 0 .9 TOrt

a00.6-w
0.5-

0.4
z
WJ 0.3-

w0.2-W 0.1
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POWER DENSITY, GW/cm 2

KI&I Relative integrated brightness at 569 X as a function of I.06 uu laser
peak power density. The theoretical curve at each pressure was determined by
numerically integrating (2); the magnitude was determined by a least squares
fit to the experimental points at that pressure.

Flashlamp Applications

One of the uses of this type of light source may be as a flashlamp for short
wavelength lasers. To avoid the inefficiencies of short wavelength optics,
it may be best to mix the target or lasing species directly with the lamp
species. For example, neutral potassium at a density of perhaps 10111
atoms/cm) might be mixed with Ile at a density of about 1019 atoms/cm* . The
mixture would then he heated either electrically or by a CO2 laser beam.
At an appropriate time, an incident tunable laser pulse would cause the
generation of spontaneous anti-Stokes radiation. This radiation would be
absorbed by the neutral potassium, and cause the production of excited-state
K+ . A simplified energy level diagram for this type of interaction is shown
in Fig. It. As shown here, the anti-Stokes source would be tuned to an energy
of 1'12,752 cm" so as to cause an inner shell transition from the 3p9lis level
to the 3pShsd level. A second laser beam of energy greater than 28,759 c I 1

would carry this excited electron into the continuum causing the formation of
the excited 3pSls KI ion. By tuning the anti-Stokes source to a discrete
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Table 1 Comparison of resonance line radiation and laser induced emission

at 1.6 torr and 600 GW/cm2 .

Laser Induced

Resonance Lines
Emission

Instantaneous Count Rate

6 0.8 32.0 5 57
106 Counts/Sec

Estimated Peak Brightness

1015 Photons 0.0m 4 0.33 46 6.,
2 -1

sec cm sr cm

The time averaged value is obtained by multiplying by the laser duty
cycle of 3 x 10"9.

II
A K +

3P54s /14Z1 2 0 14 7 1 -3p04s

182703 3p 5 4s5s

180552 - - 3p54s3d

172732 - 3p 5 4s4d I
601A

151009, , -- 3p54s2

II
II

3p6 N10 N ZZ // 35,009

3pP4s

Simplified energy level diagram for anti-Stokes pumping of K. The
(left) solid arrow shows direct pumping to the continuum of an inner shell
electron. The dashed arrows show two-photon pumping via an intermediate
state.
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intermediate state such as shown here, instead of tuning it directl, into
the continuum as shown by the solid arrow on the left side of Fig. il it
should be possible to increase the cross section for absorption of the anti-
Stokes radiation by about two orders of magnitude. This, in turn, allows
operation at a K density much lower than would otherwise be possible, and
mitigates, at least somewhat, the problem of the formation of ground state
K+ formed by collision with free electrons.,

We should note that the energy required to cause lasing on the 601
line-?f K4 is quite small. The calculated gain coefficient is (2.1 x 10-13)
N cm , where N is the density of tile potassium ions. A gain of elO in a
path length of 1 m requires an ion density of 5 x I1 atoms/cm5 . Assuming
a confocal volume of about 1 cm3, this requires an energy of about 1 pa.
This energy must be deposited in a time short compared to the 0.6 nsec spon-
taneous decay time of the K4 ion.

Before going further we should note that there are two problems associ-
ated with the K-He combination of Fig. h. The first of these is the forma-
tion of ground state K ions by autoionization from tile 3pSlhshd level; the
second and possibly more severe problem is the formation of ground state K
ions by hot electrons in the discharge. During the afterglow, tile density
of these ions may rapidly reduce by formation of 1ck10 molecules.

There is an important advantage to the internal or mixed configuration
which, in a sense, allows the blackbody limitation to be overcome: to tile
extent that the product of the single-photon absorption cross section and
density of the target species is greater than the two-photon absorptionA cross section and (ground state) density of the storage species, tile anti-
Stokes photons will be absorbed by thle target instead of reabso~rbd by tie

generating species. For appropriate conditions, the effective anti-Stokes
emission rate may then approach that of (1).

We should also briefly address the question of efficiency. At a detuning
of 100 cm- 1 from the 2p resonance line of Hie the cross section for spontaneous
anti-Stokes scattering is 6 x IO" cm'-, and varies as the inverse square oi
the detuning from the 2p level. Assuming an excited state HIe density of 10
atoms/cm3, a 1 m path length, and allowing for the energy conversion gail of
a factor of 3I4 the ratio of anti-Stokes power generated to laser power in-
cident is about .,. This assumes that the media is kept: (two-photon) opti-
cally thin, or that equivalently, as discussed above) all of the energy is
absorbed by the target species; and that the excited state population is notdepleted.

In conclusion, the anti-Stokes light source has pot-etial for producing
radiation in the VUV and soft x-ray spectral regions with many laser-like
properties. These include narrow linewidth, tunability, picosecond opor-
ation, and controllable polarization. The source may provide a valuable tool
for studying the spectroscopy, fluorescent yield, and autoionizilg rates of
inner shell transitions. Its use as a pump for VUV and soft x-ray lasers is
pr(mising.

The atuthors acknowledge helpful discussiols with Roger Falconle and ,1ohn
Willison.
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